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vacuum -tube designs.
river with 75 watts power
.00 -C. which is idemical
19.50. you can huy the
Cabinets for all models
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PLUS APPLICABLE TAXES

No output transformers -therefore no
limitation of bass performance or of
transient response because of transformer characteristics.
output transistors in each channel for conservative operation at high
power (instead of the conventional
two). Massive heat sink. Power output
at 8 ohms is 110 watts (1HF) or 45
watts RMS per channel. 114F power
bandwidth is 12 to 35.000 cps.
Driver and power supply stabilizer
transistors.
Advanced solid -state multiplex section
with better than 40 db stereo separation at 400 cps-an industry first.
FM front end, for highest
sensitivity and lowest noise, plus overload rejection beyond the capabilities
of transistor front ends. Sensitivity is
1.8 µv (1HF): signal -to -noise ratio is
70 db at 100% modulation.
Exclusive Fisher STEREO BEACON for
automatic switching between FM -mono
and FM-stereo modes, and automatic
visual indication of stereo broadcasts.
No relays, no clicks.
Professional d'Arsonval -type tuning

meter.
Wide-band (one megacycle) ratio detector of highest linearity and lowest
distortion, capable of unusually accurate detection of multiplex signals.
Five wide -band IF stages and five limiters.
Exclusive Fisher AUTOScN automatic stereo scanner for instant spotting
of stereo broadcasts without receiving
in- between mono broadcasts.
Size: 1644" wide, 5'/a "high, 111/4" deep.
Weight: 31 lbs.
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FREE! S2.00 FALCE! Send for your free
copy of The New Fisher Handbook. This
entirely new, revised and enlarged edition of
the famous Fisher high fidelity reference guide
is a magnificent 76 -page hook. Detailed information on all Fisher components is included.
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What a stereo system! The XP-10's are the most advan
developed by Fisher. And the 600 -T receiver combines o
present aggregate of Fisher know -how in both tuner and amt.
the extra reliability of transistor circuitry. There are systelr
take up much more space and are significantly more comp'
give you purer, more natural sound or finer FM- stereo receptUnlike a number of currently promoted stereo comp(
600 -T is not transistorized merely for the sake of novelty. Th.
neering reasons for the use of each individual solid -state circui
nary receiver. The result is not only in the superb specificati(
remarkable compactness. ruggedness and cool operation of tAs for the XP -10 loudspeaker system, Audio magazine I.
a step forward in smoothness, transient response and musical (
percussion. piano, strings, brass and what have you, as cleani
any speaker system we know." High Fidelity magazine state(
exhibited all the virtues associated with a fine reproducer. The
transparency, tonal balance, excellent transient response,
instruments. The bass had no hang -over and plenty of impat
and highs were airy. Voices sounded natural." Such commer
think that the XP -10 is in the $700 to $800 range, but it sells
The 600 -T solid -state receiver costs $499.50. (Cabinet $24.'
If you like the all -in -one receiver idea. Fisher also gives you at choice of tin
For $389.50, you can have the famous Fisher 500-C, the best -selling FM- stereo reel
output and automatic mono- stereo switching. Or. for 5449.50, there is the Fisher t
to the 500 -C' but also includes a high- sensitisit, AM tuner. And. for only $2'
scith 65 \sails power output.
Fisher 400. an outstandingly fine F \1- stereo rceri..
are available at $24.95.
i
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These are the speakers of the
finest yet simplest stereo system
you can buy today.
All the other components are shown life -size under this fold.

XP -10
Woofer: 15" free -piston; 16 cps free -air resonance;
2" voice coil with exclusive eddy -current damping;
Midrange: 8" cone; 11/2" voice coil; 51/2-Ib. magnet structure.
Tweeter: 2" soft-dome; 51/2-Ib. magnet structure;
14,000 gauss flux density.
Crossover: Full 3 -way LC -type network with air-core coils;

Impedance:
Frequency Response:
Power Requirement:
Cabinet:
Weight:

6 -1b.

magnet structure.

crossover points at 200 and 2500 cps.
8 ohms.
28 cps to beyond range of audibility.
10 watts minimum; 60 watts maximum (program material).
301/2" high, 243/4" wide, 14/" deep; Scandinavian walnut.
80 lbs.
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Nine out of ten musical people prefer
the sound of Pickering,
Nearly all musical people prefer natural sound. And natural
sound begins with Pickering. Right where the stylus meets the

required. The V- 15AT -1 is for lighter tracking in the newer
automatic turntables. The even more compliant V- 15AM -1 is
ideal for professional -type manual turntables. And the
V- 15AME -1 with elliptical stylus is the choice of the technical
sophisticate who demands the last word in tracking ability.
No other pickup design is quite like the Pickering V -15. The
cartridge weighs next to nothing (5 grams) in order to take
full advantage of low -mass tone arm systems. Pickering's exclusive Floating Stylus and patented replaceable V -Guard
stylus assembly protect both the record and the diamond.
But the real payoff is in the sound. At least for those who
can hear the difference.

groove.
Any of the new Pickering V -15 stereo cartridges will reproduce the groove, the whole groove and nothing but the groove.
That's why a Pickering can't help sounding natural if the record
and the rest of the reproducing equipment are of equally high
quality.
To assure computability with your stereo equipment, there are
four different Pickering V-15 pickups, each designed for o
specific application. The V- 15AC -1 is for conventional record
changers, where high output and heavier tracking forces are

1,.." _

_
V-15

Pickerin Y

For those who can

WIN

Plainview, L. I., N.Y.

-

the difference.

a $1000 stereo system or any of 125 other prizes! To become elig.ble, simply identify the musical people pictured above.
See your hi -fi dealer for entry blanks and full details.
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That's all right, Ludwig, neither could Tchaikovsky, or
Brahms, or Mozart or Lerner and Loewe or any other composer for that matter. You simply can't write music to fit a
reel of recording tape. It's up to the recorder owner to buy a
tape that will fit the music. Only American offers a selection
of 45 different recording tapes available in lengths of 150,
250,

34,

.350, 450, 500, 600, 900, 1200,
24(X1, 30(X1, 3600, and 7200 feet. Be up

American, the tape designed to

15(X1, 1800,

2000,
to date. Insist on

fulfill your

every recording
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Main Office
Claire N Ewing:,. The Publishing House
Great Barrington. Mass. 01230
Telephone: 1300
New York
165 West 461h St., Ncw York 10036
Telephone: Plaza 7 -2S00
Seymour Resnick, Andrew Spanbcrger
Norman Rcdmon Musical America Section/
Chicago
Taylor /Friedman
333 N. Michigan Ave.. Suite 314, Chicago 60601

need.

Telephone: 332-7653
Jerry Taylor. Ed Larson

RECORDING TAPE
GREENTREE

Telephone: Olympia 2-2100
Robert J. Friedman, Joseph

ELECTRONICS
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Before you send money to any
record club, join the best one
for 3 months, free!
Now. without paying a cent or obligating yourself in any
way, you can join for three months the ore record club that
has every single advantage and none of the disadvantages of
all the others- including those advertised in this and similar
publications. (Your trial membership applies equally to phonograph records and 4 -track recorded tapes.)
Here is what the Citadel Record Club offers to all its
members:
Discounts! As a member, you are entitled to unusually large
discounts on the records you want- sometimes as high as
55 %! You can save as much as $300 a yell' if you buy many
records and get them all at Citadel discounts.
No obligations! You can buy as few or as many records as
you want, when you want them. You are not obligated to buy
any specific number of records -or tapes. the choice is always
yours at top savings. Citadel has no "agree to purchase"
requirement of any kind.
All labels! Your choice is unlimited. Virtually any record, album or tape by any artist on any label is available at a discount
to Citadel members. This includes opera. _lassical, jazz, pop.
folk, spoken word- anything. You receive Citadel's periodic
bulletins and catalogs that keep you abreast of the newest
recordings. You never get a "preselected" list -Citadel does
not limit your choice.
Promptest service! Orders are usually shipped the same day

as received. rarely later than the next few days. In

the event of

delay, partial shipments are made and your order completed
as soon as the record or tape is available. There is no additional cost to you for this service.
Specials! In addition to your regular Citadel Club discounts.
you will periodically receive lists of hit albums and tapes in
all categories of music, offered at super discounts. These are
special purchases your Club can make through its unusual
buying power, and the savings are passed along to all members. Again, you are under no obligation to purchase any of
a

these selections.
Free Schwann catalog! With your membership, Citadel immediately sends you the standard reference guide to more than
25,000 long- playing records. This comprehensive catalog has
separate sections for classical, popular, ballet, opera, musical
shows, folk music, jazz, etc., and another section for all new
releases.

100% guarantee! Your records and tapes from Citadel are
guaranteed factory -fresh and free of defects of any kind. If a
damaged or defective record or tape does get through our close
inspection, we immediately replace it with a perfect copy.
Try membership in the Citadel Record Club for three
months. Find out why it is the club for the fastidious record
buyer. You have nothing to lose except your possible it usions
about other record clubs.

fMMI

1

1
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MI= MI= lIf1=1

Citadel Record Club
545 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.

fi

1
Y.

10017

1

Please enroll me for three months. without charge,
as a member of the Citadel Record Club. I understand that I am entitled to all membership privileges
without any obligation to buy anything, ever.

1
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1
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1
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To receive your 8 records free
'rite in the numbers of the eight records
you want on the coupon below. Then
choose another record as your first selection. for which you will he killed only
S3.98 (regular high -fidelity) or $4.98
tstereo). In short. you will receive nine (or
more) records for less than the price of
one! Be sure to indicate whether you want
!.our nine selections (and all future selections) in regular high -fidelity or stereo.
How the Club operates: Each month the
Club's staff of music experts selects sevas
eral outstanding classical recordings
well as records from other fields of music. These selections are described in the
Club's informative Magazine.
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NOTE: steno records mua he played
only on a ,eren record player

Enroll me In the Classical Division. with the understanding that I may
select any of the other records offered. I agree to purchase a record a
month during the coming nine months. at the regular Club price plus a
small mailing and handling charge. After fulfilling this agreement. I may
cancel my membership at any time. However. if I continue, I will receive a
I2- ruord of my choice FREE for every two additional records I buy.

Surte

PMIL000IPRIA MGR

.n,.,n,.

1284

Send my 9 records and all
future selections in (cheek one)

Classical Symphony

n °K'

.,

ñeude
. AHH

1

1776

The Love

-

-

I accept

PROKOFIEV

STRAVINSY

KID

-

cour special offer and have indicated at the right the numbers
of the eight records I wish to receive
FREE! I've also indicated the record I am purchasing as my first selection, for which I am to be billed $3.98
r regular
high- fideli tyn or $4 98 r stereo L, plus a small mailing and handling
FREE!
charge. I well also receive the record rack

SONO OF ORPHEUS

Irrinnre FM, Cribs,

COPLAND

...

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB, Dept. 222 -1
Terre Haute, Indiana

w,lbam Schuman.

ORMANDY
PhlladIphl Orch.

1109

1691

You will receive the Club Magazine
and each issue will
free each month
contain over 200 different records to
choose from. You may accept any of the
from any field of music!
records offered
Your only membership obligation is to
purchase a record a month during the
coming nine months. Thereafter, you have
no further obligation to purchase any additional records from the Club. You may
discontinue your membership at any time.
Free records given regularly. If you do
wish to continue as a member after fulfilling your enrollment agreement. you
FREE
a record of your
will receive
choice for every two additional selections
you buy.
The records you want are mailed and
killed to you at the regular Club price of
$4.98 (Popular, $3.98). plus a small mailing and handling charge. Stereo records
are S 1.00 more. Mail the coupon today
to receive the tight free records of your
choice and your free record rack!

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB

GEORGE SZELL
CLEVELAND ORCH.

Richard Strauss

"

Over 1,500.000 families now belong to the world's largest record club

1296

1282

1605

1694

The

g,mludy

O:

TM1 YR1

GEORGE
SPELL

lutine Amt.

CROC

S

Symphonu llomeshca
RICHARD STRAUSS

Here's an extraordinary offer from the
Columbia Record Club! By joining the
Club now. you may have any eight of the
brilliantly performed masterworks records
shown on these two pages ALL EIGHT
CREE! And if you select any of the four
deluxe sets. you will actually receive more
than eight records! What's more. we'll also
include an adjustable record rack free.

as a FREE GIFT

IW1NE21

1689

Ecorse landau

1091

1289

aaRCn

Probad Tucker
Maureen Forrester

HALLELUIAH. AMEN
COME SWEET OEAiN
and others
I, "

coma Btaxeut

rLEíSin

1529

VERDI REQUIEM

AYE MARIA
_

LEON

.__.

1688

Selections

-

rack that

®

Sciccns

As 2

BEETHOVEN:
YWI Ra IA M A lbw

WILLIAMS

Conn

oaso.nex,

if you begin membership by purchasing
any one of these records, and agree to
buy a record a month during the next
nine months (you will have over 200
records a month to choose from)

Here'.

i

Enmr

111.1112 Set Counts

1687

1418

1650

ARIOLD SCHOENBERG

FREE
t

Wesfinir
emc

ü«.dP.

1102

44

plt,pm

MEN SIPS

REGULAR or STEREO
CLASSICAL RECORDINGS

...and

"Resurrection

II IN MK

BRUNO

IRURPHIA

Craft

MAHLER

HAYDN. Wu

SlmMlenr Ns

1479

1320

1068

2

oRRAxor

Hobert

aecmv..

SCARIATTI SCHUBERT
SCNABIN
SCHUMANN

1300

Ballet Suite
II

VIOLIN

FAVORITES

1288

DEBUSSY LA
O PNNI
ET
RAVEL Palma*
CHLOE Sam Na

TCHAIKOVSKY

Nli

GREAT

*

LEONARD IIERNSIEM

Irm.
Sri

aeew

ORMNOT

EUGENE

mt

Plays

Saint Saens:
CAINIVAL of ANIMALS

NMNMYONg

1684

B EETHOVEN
S EBUSSM.

CROPM.

'Pane,Ru,

Zip

Three Preludes

Seine Ns.

_ -^Is

2

1683

City

I

Etudes

L

Stale

Cede

APO, FPO addressees: write for special offer
CANADA: prices slightly higher; 1111 Leslie St.. Don Mills, Ont.

o Columbia
CIRCLE

10

ON

l

10-F2

1

J
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FROM

J

KENWOOD

J

i

The NEW Economy Model

N

KW-44*
28 WATT AM FM MULTIPLEX STEREO RECEIVER

Tchaikovsky-Footnotes

THAT SATISFIES BEST

t

SIR:
I was greatly interested in your account
under "Notes from Our Correspondents"
IMay 1965J of Gary Graffman's recording of the Tchaikovsky Second and
Third Piano Concertos. These works are
quite underrated and too seldom per-

-_'4a

formed.

Perhaps I may add a few facts to complete your story. Several years ago a
pianist named Mewton -Wood recorded
the Third Piano Concerto with the
Winterthur Symphony under the direction

vJ
...

....

IF YOU'RE A
BUDGET -MINDED AUDIOPHILE
WHO WANTS TO STEP UP
TO BETTER QUALITY
FOR ONLY $189.95... .

IF YOU'RE A
BEGINNING AUDIOPHILE WHO
WANTS TO START ACQUIRING
THE RIGHT STEREO SYSTEM
FOR ONLY $189.95

....

the KW -44 is the nucleus of your system with Tuner,
Pre -Amplifier and Amplifier all-in-one chassis plus these impor.

tant, quality features:

* Exclusive

FM Stereo Monitor System for easy selection of FM stereo
broadcasts
* Four FM I.F. Stages with three noise limiters and wideband ratio
detector
* Convenient front -panel stereo headset jack and speaker ON /OFF switch
* FM Automatic Frequency Control for perfect FM stereo or monaural reception
* Professional illuminated Tuning Meter for perfect pinpoint tuning

*Available at your nearest Authorized Kenwood Franchised Dealer.
For the name of the nearest Kenwood dealer, write to:

EpKENWOOD ELECTRONICS, INC.
lrs

Angeles Office: e /00 So. Broadway PI. Los Angeles. Cah f. 0000;. ADams 2 /217
New York Office: 212 Fifth Ave.. New York. N.Y. 10010, MUrray Hill 3.1115
.

of Walter Goehr for Concert Hall Society ICHS 1126). That record also
included a performance of a "Concert
Fantasy." listed as "Opus 56." which the
writer of the jacket notes insisted was to
serve as the rest of the Concerto. since
the piaster had finished only one movement. More recently the Lhird Concerto was recorded by Kapp. with
Simon Sadiff and the New York City
11 illet pit orchestra conducted by Robert
In Mg. It was listed as .l /Ir ''c Bri/ /ante,
that being the title of the ballet
Balanchine set to this delightful music.
Halanchine also used the Second Concerto as the foundation for a ballet.
When the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
performed this Bullet Imperial sonic
years ago in St. Louis. the pianist in the
pit orchestra got a special round of applause for a rousing performance. It
has been suggested that pianists don't like
the Second Concerto because it is too
difficult. At one time there was available
through Decca 19916) a recording by
Shunt Chcrkassky with Richard Kraus
conducting the Berlin Philharmonic for
Deutsche Granumophon.
Tchaikovsky relates to his nephew that
after completing the Sixth Symphony he
is quite happy. for he is beginning a new
concerto (the third). I am not sLIre. but
I feel certain that the notes sketched for
the Concerto would have taken prominence over notes for a Seventh Symphony. The music itself seems to fit more
naturally into the piano -orchestra framework than into t he symphonic framework so ovet-sumptuously recorded by
the Philadelphia Orchestra.
Ric lua-d A. Nagel

Louisville. Ill.
SIR:

It is good news to read that Gary Graff man has recorded the Second and Third
Piano Concertos of Tchaikovsky. It is

Continued
CIRCLE 31
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The world's

mist exciting artists record for

ommand...

world le.der in recorded sound
Intimate

The Exciting Star
of "Hello, Dolly!"

. , ,

tarists explores the loveliest
music of Paris . . . music of
swirling gaiety, subtle charm
. music that makes you feel
Parisien!

...

her marvelous voice
of fun
. all recorded with unbelievable brilliance by Command!

'BYE 'BYE BLACKBIRD
DEAR HEARTS AND GENTLE PEOPLE
WHEN YOU'RE SMILING
WIDOW'S WEEDS
MAKIN' WHOOPEE
AIN'T
MEAN TO ME
BABY WON'T YOU PLEASE COME HOME

#880

America's Most Exciting
Singing Group
The Ray Charles
Singers

The Ray Charles Singers
Songs For Lonesome Lovers

.

...

PRAYER
NEVER
DER
BY (MYSELF
R A BOY
RAINBOW
A OSMILE
YOU LOVE
WILLOW WEEP
I WISH
PEOPLE
SMILE
NO MORE #874
I AIN'T GONNA CRY

ONE MORE

OVER
HEART
FOR ME

The Brilliant fingers
and Imaginative mind of

DICK HYMAN

Discotheque Vol. 2
ENOCH LIGHT
and the Light Brigade

VIII."

new recording and makes it
possible for you to enjoy the
pleasures of an authentic discotheque right in your own
home!
DOWNTOWN
LOVE POTION #9

TOO MANY FISH
SHA-LA -LA
THE GIRL FROM IPANEMA # COME SEE ABOUT ME
IN THE SEA
THE JERK
EIGHT DAYS A WEEK
GOLDFINGER
I FEEL FINE
LA
ANY WAY YOU WANT IT
EASY BABY, GO EASY BABY
BOSTELLA #882

Double Brilliance

FANTASTIC

FANTASTIC

High -Wide &

"-V\ [)L , Y:ONUt R, UL

Wonderful
DOC SEVERINSEN
his trumpet & orchestra

Hear three of the most stimu-

The incredible trumpet virtu-

lating things happening in
music today: NEW music, a

osity of Doc Severinsen is

joined in duets by the only
trumpeter who can match that
Doc Severinsen himgenius
self!

NEW INSTRUMENT, and Dick
Hyman himself as Dick plays

-

today's newest music on the
New Lowrey Organ.

WHO CAN I TURN
FIDDLER ON THE ROOF
DISCOTHEQUE DOLL
IT KINDA MAKES YUH
TO
LOVE ME DO
UNDER PARIS SKIES
GOLD DEEP IN MY HEAF'.T DEAR
HOW DRY I AM
WONDER
FINGER
NICE 'N' EASY
SOME DAY MY PRINCE WILL COME
THAT'S A PLENTY #875

I WILL WAIT FOR
PINK PUSSY CAT
IT AINT NECESSARILY SO
MALAGUENA
WHAT'S
MEMORIES OF YOU
YOU
BLUESETTE
THE PHANTOM
MANHA DE CARNEVAL
NEW
WHAT'S UP, DOC?
YOU
ARE
MY
I
HAD
A
HAMMER
IF
TRUMPET
FOR MAMA

SUNSHINE #883

When they record, great artists deserve nothing short of the most
complete technical perfection it is possible to achieve. Only on
Command is it possible to hear exc ting artists recorded with a
fanatical dedication to technically perfect recordings and incomparably beautiful performances.
CIRCLE

II I1

nisei 11.11m I!

Enoch Light, who helped make
the discotheque popular, presents an incredibly brilllnat

The mood of today . the
the musirhythm of today
with the
cal sound of today
living beauty only this amazing
singing group can create.
.

THE POOR PEOPLE OF PARIS
C'EST SI BON
MICHELE
MY HEART SINGS
GIGI
UNDER PARIS SKIES
MIMI
DOMINIQUE
BOULEVARD OF BROKEN DREAMS
COMME
CI, COMMA CA #877
LA VIE EN ROSE

The Greatest Musical
Excitement of the 60's

Songs For
Lonesome Lovers

...

/r ti

The greatest of American gui-

inimitable and unusual sense

Plus 4 more

I'

GUITAR... PARIS

ENTERTAINS
bouyant personality ... her

MISBEHAVIN'

'I'u\l \II'1MIA

I; I .t ..

TONY MOTTOLA

CAROL CHANNING
Her

... Beautiful
Exciting

12
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WRITE FOR FREE FULL COLOR
BROCHURE OF ALL COMMAND RELEASES
WORLD LEADER IN RECORDED SOUND

C
A

RECORDS

Subsidiary of ABC -Paramount Records, Inc.
1501 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y.

LI:'I" l'GRS
Continued from pace 8
unfortunate. however. that Columbia has
chosen to record the cut version of the
Second. Although Tchaikovsky allowed
the revised edition. he felt. quite rightly.
that the heart of the work was in the
second movement. Unhappily, it is this
movement that Siloti chose to edit. Being
a pianist. his primary concern was for the
soloist and he did not hesitate to "chop"
music not written for the piano. Incidentally. Emil Giles played the Concerto
with the Moscow Philharmonic at
Carnegie Hull approximately six years
ago. There have also been a number of
recording, of both this and the Third
Concerto. including [as well as the sets
also mentioned by Mr. Nagel. above]
complete versions of No. 2 by Margot
Pinter ( Urania) and Tatiana Nikolayeva
(Classic Editions).
In regard to the Andante and Finale
of the Third Concerto. the score is
available in the complete Tchaikovsky
volumes which have been imported from
Russia.

Charles A /arootian
Paterson, N. J.
The NIyriapodan M. Rampal
SIR:

the best seat in the house...
.

and it's right in your living room if your FM
is equipped with a

FINCO®

AWARD WINNING FM ANTENNA
Broadcasting authorities agree that an outdoor antenna is
absolutely essential for the reception of full quality monaural
and multiplex FM sound.
A FINCO FM antenna will deliver a clean undistorted
signal and bring in more stations, regardless of location.
Guarantee yourself the best seat in the house for tonight's
FM concert ... install a fidelity -phased FINCO FM antenna.

disguise?

Richard W. Carey
Chula Vista. Calif.

Mr.

replies: I have relayed
Carey% query to Al. Rampal, who
.says no, he is not a centipede -and adds
that he has never timed his movements.
He points out, however, that more than
one finger may he in action simultaneously and that if you calculate On this
basis, the speed mentioned might possibly
be briefly attained by an experienced
flutist. I grant this is not quite what I
.11e.11u1 /en

.1'1r.

implied in my article.
And now ,14r. Carey has me wondering
if there is any manic that goes that Just.

Illustrated

Other models
available from
$3.75 to ;71.30

FM 4

$24.90 list

THE FINNEY COMPANY
PRODUCERS OF THE

Thank you for an especially fine May
issue of HIGII FIDELITY. and in particular
for Roy McMullen's highly informative
article on "The Ubiquitous Flutist."
Jean- Pierre Rampal. There is one point
in the article. however. that has caused
nie a certain amount of puzzlement. We
are told that the French master is the
possessor of such prodigious technique
that he is able to execute "a hundred
finger movements per second. according
to a French critic's calculation."
To one who is a long -time (though
admittedly clumsy) American flutist.
this seems utterly beyond the realm of
comprehension. Are we to assume that
the Gallic estimate is accurate? Or. as
is more likely. did Author McMullen
simply neglect to tell his readers that
M. Rampal is really a centipede in

WORD'S FINEST FM AND IV ANTENNAS

FM Electronic Booster

Model T- AMB -AC
;34.95 List

Available at local dealers...
or write for Bulletin x20.213.

Dept. HF, 34 West Interstate, Bedford, Ohio

CIRCLE
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The majestic power of Sony sound
*

Sterecorder Model 260
ith radial XL-2* sound projection!

e new Sony

Listen to the soaring splendor of a Cathedral organ sounding Bach's magnificent Hallelujah through the
sensational new Sony radial XL -2 sound projection speaker systems. From the highest treble piping to the
volcanic power of the bass, you hear every breathtaking sound. Look at the precise functional design of
the facia panel, with finger -tip controls for maximum ease and efficiency. Touch- the concentric, computer type knobs, responsive to the most sensitive adjustment. Know -that this superb instrument is from world famous Sony, perfect for any recording or playback situation. A complete -in -one portable and home four
track solid state stereo tape system, with microphones and Sony radial XL-2 stereo sound projection
speakers: All the best from Sony for less than $239.50! Other outstanding features of the Sony Sterecorder
260 include: two professional V.U. meters, automatic shut -off sentinel switch, automatic tape lifters, bass
and treble tone controls, vertical and horizontal operation, FM stereo recording inputs, two tape speeds,
20 watts of music power. An exciting new concept in stereo separation! For nearest dealer write Superscope Inc., Dept. II, Sun Valley, California.

-

Q=
CIRCLE

JULY
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SUPERSCOPE
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to Stereo

Are These Fallacies
Stopping You From

Building Heathkit Components?
A "YES" ANSWER CAN COST YOU HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS!
Fallacy: "Too Technical & Complicated To Build ".
FACT: Every Heathkit is designed to be "beginner- built ". This is proven by the thousands of people from children to
senior citizens, from all walks of life, who have built them. Over 300 years of accumulated kit -engineering, the most
experienced staff in the business, insure your success. No special skills or knowledge are needed
just some spare
time and a few simple tools
we supply everything else. Famous Heathkit non- technical, step -by -step instructions and
clear "exploded" diagrams identify each part, show you exactly what to do and how to do it
even how to solder.
Nothing is left to chance. Send for a manual and see for yourself!

...

...

...

Fallacy: "Takes Too Much Time To Build It ".
FACT: The average Heathkit can be built in just a few evenings. Kit builders regard this time as well spent, not only in
terms of dollar savings, but in fun and relaxation. ft's like getting two hobbies for the price of one! You'll be surprised
how fast you finish, working only a few hours each evening. And the pride of craftsmanship and self- satisfaction when
you're done makes it more than worth the small effort.

Fallacy: "Doesn't Perform As Well As Factory -Built Models ".
FACT: The first Heathkit design consideration is performance. Our special staff of audio engineers use the latest, most
sophisticated techniques in the "state of the art ". And much effort is devoted to developing new design. For example,
Heath introduced the first successful all-transistor stereo components. Only after rigid performance tests are passed,
does kit assembly enter the picture. But don't take our word for it. Compare the specifications . .. read the Heathkit
component reviews by respected hi -fi authors and editors ... or ask any Heathkit owner!

Fallacy: "Kits Use Inferior Parts ".
FACT: Heath's reputation for top quality has always been respected by kit builders and non -kitbuliders alike. in fact.
we're noted for our conservative ratings. Actually our engineers "over- specify" parts to insure that extra margin for best
performance and long, dependable life. As you build your kit, you'll recognize famous names like GE, Sylvania, RCA,
Weston, Tung -Sol, etc., on the parts you use.

Fallacy: "Because Of Its Low Price, It Just Can't Be As Good ".
FACT: Because you build it yourself, you save the labor cost of factory-built models. Even more significant, buying
direct from the Heath factory eliminates high dealer markups. With Heath, your money goes where it should
in
parts quality, not product distribution.

...

Fallacy: "Takes Special Test Gear To Align It ".
FACT: A prerequisite to every Heathkit design is that they meet specifications after assembly without instrument alignment. All critical circuits are completely wired and prealigned at the Heath factory. All other alignment steps are
accomplished with the simple "Alignment Without Instruments" instructions in each Heathkit manual.

Fallacy: "If Something Goes Wrong, I Can't Get It Repaired ".
FACT: The Heath Company's most vital concern is your satisfaction, and every effort is made towards this end. If you
do encounter problems, first check the "In Case Of Difficulty" section, and "Trouble- Shooting" chart in each manual.
Because of the intimate knowledge gained through kit assembly, most kit builders make repairs themselves, thus saving
service charges. Heath also maintains a staff of consultants to help & advise you
just drop them a note. And you
can always take advantage of factory service facilities, as well as local authorized Heathkit service centers.

...

Fallacy: "Mail Order Doesn't Offer the Extra Services I Want ".
FACT: Mail order selling is one of the oldest and most reliable forms of product distribution. its current growth rate is
higher than retailing. The Heath Company's success has been built on it. We offer more services than many retailers
liberal credit terms, advice on product selection, and complete servicing facilities. In addition, you enjoy the added
savings of direct -to -you delivery, and the convenience of shopping right in your home. And who doesn't get excited
when a package arrives in the mail?

...

Join The Thousands Who Put Their Confidence In Heath... Send For Your FREE Catalog Now!
CIRCLE 27 ON
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All -Transistor Stereo Receiver
AM /FM /FM Stereo Receiver, AR -13A . , $195.00 Just add 2 speakers for a
complete stereo system! 46-transistor, I7 -diode circuit for cool, instant operation, &
natural "transistor sound," 40 watts continuous, 66 watts IHF music power Cul ±I
db from 15 to 30,000 cps. Rich walnut cabinet. Radio -TV Experimenter, Feb.March Issue: "Comparing the AR -13A on a feature versus dollar basis, one cannot
help but admit that the receiver is a rock -bottom dollar buy, about the best you
can hope for in the solid-stare market place." See entire article.

Deluxe All- Transistor Stereo "Separates"
AM /FM/FM Stereo Tuner, AJ -43C ... $129.95 Features 25-transistor, -diode
to stereo with stereo indicator light, AFC, stereo
9

circuitry, automatic switching
phase control, filtered outputs for direct, beat -free recording, and handsome walnut
cabinet. Julian Hirsch, Ili -Fi /Stereo Review: "The AJ-43 is an excellent tuner,
and holds its own with any other tuner of comparative ratings. I particularly appreciated being able to stack the AJ-43 on top of the AA -21 amplifier, and run them
for hours without either one becoming perceptibly warm."
$149.95 Enjoy 100 watts IHF
Matching 70-Watt Stereo Amplifier, AA -21C
13 to 25;000 cps. 26- transistor, 10 -diode circuit,
I db from
music power at
modern walnut cabinet styling. Electronics Illustrated magazine: "The sound from
the AA -?/ is quite startling. Compared to tube amplifiers, the most noticeable
difference is the clarity and crispness of reproduction of transients. In terms of
measured specs the AA -21 performs as well, and in most cases better, than claimed
by Heath."

...

- -J

Low Cost All- Transistor Stereo "Separates"
. $99.95 Boasts 23- transistor, 8 -diode
circuit, built -in stereo demodulator, AFC, stereo indicator, filtered stereo outputs
for beat -free recording, walnut cabinet. Radio Electronics magazine: " . . will
get any station that can possibly be pulled in." AJ -33A owner, James E. Skibo,
with no external antenna on either AM or FM, I find that
Bethlehem, Pa.:
I can receive AM for a five -hndred toile radius and FM for a hundred mule radius!
Stereo, too!"
$99.95 20- transistor, 10 -diode
Matching 40 -Watt Stereo Amplifier, AA -22
circuit produces 66 watts IHF music power at ±I db from 15 to 30,000 cps.
Review: "It has the
5 stereo inputs, walnut cabinet. Julian Hirsch, Iii-Fi /Stereo
unstrained effortless quality that is sometimes found in very powerful tube amplidelivers more than its rated
fiers, or in certain expensive transistor amplifiers
to
power over the entire range from 20 to 20,000 cps. Any enthusiasm 1 may seem
intentional."
ii
purely
incidentally,
unit,
this
for
express

AM /FM /FM Stereo Tuner, AJ -33A

EIEMBIKEIEJ O
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SEE COMPLETE HEATHKIT STEREO LINE IN FREE 1965 CATALOG!

SPEAKER
SYSTEMS

SPEAKERS

CABINETS

...

r

TUBE OR
TRANSISTOR
COMPONENTS

CHANGERS &
TURNTABLES

Buy Now -Use This Order Blank

...

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 8 -7, Benton Harbor, Michigan, 49023
In Canada: Daystrom, Ltd., Cooksville, Ontario

Please send FREE 1965 Heathkit Catalog.
Description

Model

Weight

Pike

HEATHKIT
CATALOG
See these and

over 250

easy -to -build Heathkits
world's largest electronic kit selection. Save
up to 50% over factory built models. Send for

...

your Free copy now!

Name

(Please Print)

Address
City
SHIP VIA:
All

prices

&

State
Freight
Parcel Post
Express Collect
specifications subject to change without notice.

lip
20% Included, C.O.D.

Best Way
HF -182R
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DYNACO

.óúm,

STEREODYNE III
stereo phono cartridge

CoR iISPO)1 IE"r11

byB &0
ROME

rrC)Ile

of the truly
musical pickups"

With the exception of loudspeakers, no part of your
music system affects its
quality as much as the choice
of a phonograph cartridge.

Specifications and test reports, while helpful, cannot
substitute for a thorough
listening evaluation in making so crucial a decision.
The Stereodyne III is the
latest refinement by E. R.
Madsen of Bang and Olufsen,
who first recognized the importance of standardizing on
a 15° stylus angle. In separate arms, as well as in the
better changers, its clearly
superior sound will be
apparent.
Wide, smooth response
Lower distortion
Less crosstalk

Lowest hum (by a mile!)
Replaceable stylus
15 vertical angle

just $19.95
Be sure you ll.y/CH lo
this rurlrirl,r at your
(India slu'r'inlis(s showroom

DYNACO INC.
3912 POWELTON AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19104
CIRCLE
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It seems that Artur
Rubinstein has developed a fondness for
the RCA Italiana recording studios on the
Via Tihurtina. just
outside the city. Last
hatch of Chopin here,

year he taped a
and this spring he was hack -with his
beloved Steinway. gift of the Israeli Philharmonic-to make a recording of the
Schubert B flat posthumous sonata. Odd Is enough, this great work became a part
of the pianist's repertory only fairly recentl): his first public performance of it
ss :is
here in Rome. less than a year ago.
at the reopening of Santa ('ecilia's Sala
. \ccademica
chamber music hall. Since
then he has included it often in his recital programs. and- as his recording engineer \las Wilcox says -"he's fallen in
lose with it."

Benedetti \lichelant;eli -An Event. Another nolessorthy pietistic happening in
hats recently was the appearance (at
Iasi!) of Ait u'o Benedetti ,tichel ngeli's
first new recording in many years. taped
pris:mely in Bologna and distributed in
Italy by Decca Italiana London Records
in the U.S.A.).
The album's title is
" L'art( pianislica di Benedetti Michelaner /i." to which Decca has hopefully affixed "Volume One." Volume Two has
not yet been taped. but will probably he
made in London and with orchestra: according to rumor -always active around
this mercurial and legendary artist
will include the Grieg Concerto and the
Liszt 7 'lrnlanz. Volume One is on quite
a different plane: three sonatas by Scar Iatti. Galuppi's Sonata in C major, and
cross nine the whole, the Beethoven Op.
III. which Benedetti Miehehingeli often
plays in recital. The record is a real
event. and admirers of the pianist will be
as hopeful as Decca that subsequent
volumes will appear before too long.
1

-it

Veri:

Excerpted. Italy's quasi -national
record firm. Cetra. is very active in the
field of pop music and of "literary" records (i.e.. poems read by well -known
Italian actors and actresses), hut its classic production is always scanty and
erratic. Recently. however, the company
pioduzed a four -disc "Anmloeia del rnelodranna rerista." an interesting potpourri
arranged chronologically to begin with
excerpts
front
Cavalleria
rastieana
1114901 and to conclude with Tarando:
(1926). In between there are a number
of less familiar works represented: ex-

cerpts from Mascagni's Isabeaa, Piccolo
;Viaral, and Gag/id/no Rote/i /f ¡the first
opera he composed but the fourth in
order of performance). from the Leon cavallo Bohème. C,iordano's Andrea
Chrnier and Fedora. Cilea's L'Arlesiaaa
and Adrian,, Leeu,,rrear. as well as the
most popular Puccini operas.
Verismo in opera is hard to define,
since the term must not only include the
stark Cavalleria but also the saccharine
Arnica Fritz and the exotic Iris. Cetra's
anthology. then, depicts a rich and in
some ways still unfamiliar generation of
composers rather than a strictly unified

"school" of composition. For the most
part. the selections are well made (though
it's too had that the Leoncavallo Bold?me
excerpts included neither of the lovely
tenor arias "It) non ho the ana porero
+lamella" and "Testa adorala"
and
well sting. Many of them are taken from
Cetra complete -opera recordings. and
some are sonically substandard, but
there are exciting performances by the
young Giulietta Simionato (in Carolhula). by Ferruccio Tagliavini (Alnico
Fritz. Puccini Bolu'ine. L'Arlesiana). and
a rousing "La mamma
al nutria` from Renate Tehaldi. plus a number of arias recorded by Magda Olivero some years ago
in her youthful prime.
1

Tributes to \lascagni. Cetra has a strong
partiality for Mascagni. and in the past
it has issued complete recordings of a
number of his operas. including // piccolo
.lfarat and a generous disc of selections
from /+ahem,,. For Mascagni admirers.
his old publisher. Sonzogno, brought out
a short time ago two large and handsome
volumes ( entitled simply Pietro I /nseaeni) dedicated to the composer: included
are critical articles. letters, selections
from the composer's writings and of writings about him. a vast discography (by
Raffaele Vegeto I. lists of first performances. etc. These volumes. carefully and
intelligently edited by the leading verismo
specialist in Italy. Mario Morini, make.
for the most part. absorbing reading. One
may have doubts about the final importance of Mascagni. hut his long and
stormy career touched that of other, more
important composers (his relations with
Verdi and Puccini are described in the
hook) and through the story of his life
and works we can follow almost half a
century of Italian music and literature.
The Sonzogno volumes were originally
planned for Mascagni's centenary, in

Continued on page 16
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Why are these

E-Li
the most popular
of all high fidelity components?

e

e
PAS

Stereo 70
$99 95 kit
$129.95 assembled

3

$69.95 kit
$109.95 assembled

The superior quality of separate compor ents (tuner, preamplifier, power amplifier) is universally accepted. Only with
separate components can you achieve the "state of the art"
in music reproduction.* Integrated components, receivers,
or packages are compromises which deny the perfectionist
his goal of the highest possible fidelity.
Why are components so much better?
UNCOMPROMISING ENGINEERING
lower distortion
lower noise
lower hum
GREATER CONVENIENCE
logical contrcl groups
more flexibility
freedom of choice
easier installation
RELIABILITY
SUPERIOR
better ventilation
higher quality parts

conservative operation
isolation of sensitive parts from heat sources
Quality is never cheap. Most components are very expensive. But not Dynakits. The universal reccgnition that Dynakits offer "the very best for the money" does not satisfy us.
Never has a Dynakit been introduced which could not meet or
exceed the listening quality of the most expensive alternatives. We urge you to evaluate every Dynakit on performance
standards without regard to cost.
The overwhelming acceptance and subsequent word -ofmouth advertising by Dynakit owners has made the 3 Dyna-

kits shown above the most popular of all such components.

DYNACO INC.
CIRCLE

19 ON

FM-3

$109.95 kit
$169 95

assembled

No other stereo tuner has ever matched the phenomenal
popularity of the FM -3. More Dynakit stereo preamps and
Stereo 70's are being sold than all other such components

combined.
Modest initial cost (even lower if you build -it- yourself!) is
a powerful incentive, but this acceptance would not have
been maintained year after year in ever increasing numbers
were it not for Dynakit's proven reliability and the recognition
that every new Dynakit design is so far ahead of its time that
it stays on top for years. This partly explains why critical
audiophiles have been known to "trade up to Dynakit" from
far more expensive models.
In the face of the extraordinary publicity giver transistorized equipment in recent months, it is significant that these
pace- setting Dynakits are well established tube designs.
When transistors have matured so that they can provide comparable quality and value with tubes, Dynakit too will offer
solid state circuitry. Dynakit does not believe in riding the
promotional bandwagon at the consumer's expense through
inauspicious introduction of premature products. We will
continue our established practice of introducing new products only when they represent improved quality or value.
Rarely is quality as inexpensive as Dynakits.
Live vs recorded concerts. performed on several occasions using Dynakits and AR speakers, best demonstrate the "state of the art" in music

reproduction.

3912 POWELTON AVENUE. PHILADELPHIA 4, PA.
READER -SERVICE
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1963. but the task of preparing such an
exhaustive work took longer than the
publishers had foreseen. Mascagni's native city of Leghorn has also issued, after
some delay, a centennial volume, called
Pietro Mascagni, Livorno /863 -1963,
which covers much of the same ground
as Sonzogno s but includes other hitherto
unpublished letters, many of them concerning the composer's career outside of
Italy. This publication, also handsomely
put together, is a worthy product of civic
pride: it could profitably be imitated by
other cities with native sons whose lives
have not yet been fully documented.
WILLIAM WEAVER

During

Never underestimate
the power of the tube
Transistors haven't upstaged tubes completely. There's a
lot of life in them yet. in spite of what you hear.
Consider, if you will. Sansui's model I000A. This AM /FM
multiplex stereo tuner /amplifier is no more obsolete than the
music you want to hear. With 50 watts on each channel,
and with the latest Nuvistor Cascode power tubes (7591 P.P.
ABI class), you get the impression that you're right among
the musicians themselves.
You hear the true. natural sound once thought possible
only with studio equipment. And you hear it without any

interference. High and low cut filters aside, there's also an
automatic frequency control switch that eliminates the "drift"
so common to high frequency FM stations.
Other features include a muting switch that reduces noise
even further. A presence switch that compensates for the
low frequency characteristics of woofer speakers. And a
direct tape monitor that lets you record and listen to the
program simultaneously.
But just in case you're dead set against tubes, let it be
known that Sansui builds a Solid -State stereo set, too. Even
so, don't underestimate the power of the tube
especially
those in the I000A. This set is one of the big reasons
why Sansui is the great name in stereo that it is today.

-

SANSUI ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMiTLO 460 IZUMI CHO, SUGINAMI.KU, TOKYO, JAPAN

BERLIN

the
twenty
years since the dust of
World War II settled,
some of the finest German recordings have
been made in this

city's Jesus Christus
Kirche, where the famed anti -Nazi Pastor
Niemöller used to preach. Not only does
the church have wonderful resonance.
but in the years just after 1945 it had
the signal advantage of being still standing and intact. The Jesus Christus Kirche
suffers one disadvantage. however, in its
relatively small size, which has made
certain recording projects-the Beethoven
Ninth, for instance, or operas requiring
big choruses -almost a bit too cozy for
comfort. To get around this. DGG has
now completely done over a sound stage
on the famed old UFA film lot in Berlin's Tempelhof section.
Recently. I dropped in on the first big
recording to take place in the new quarters: a complete Wozzeck under Karl
Böhm. with Dietrich Fischer -Dieskau and
Evelyn Lear in the leading roles. The
new studio could easily accommodate the
Mahler Eighth. or perhaps even the
chariot race from Ben liar. Push buttons
raise and lower padded panels and whatnot so that resonance can he adjusted
to an unusually fine degree -and apparently the acoustics are fine for widely
differing types of music. Evelyn Lear
had shortly before recorded an album of
Hugo Wolf in the same studio. and when
I asked her somewhat skeptically what it
was like to record one voice and one
piano in that huge space. she said.
"Marvelous. simply marvelous. It's a real
joy to sing here."
Wozzeck Under Böhm. In the control
room. Karl Böhm could he heard over
the loudspeakers. giving the orchestra detailed instructions. "His matutinal exercise." murmured someone with a sardonic
Berlin accent. "Under other conductors
this sanie orchestra has played Wozzeck
at least thirty times here at the Opera.
but Dr. Böhm finds things he wants done

differently."
Both Fischer -Dieskau and Lear seemed

Continued on page
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The
price

tag
went on
last
The quality went in first. The kind of quality you
can hear. Quality in the Seventeen's smooth, flawless
response. Quality that gives the Sever teen the lowest
harmonic distortion in the bass of any speaker in its price
range. KLH quality in a handsome n'w oiled walnut
enclosure. In the ingenious grillecloth tha: can be changed
in a snap.
And while the quality was going in, the waste was
coming out. All the waste that inflates the cost of speakers.
The waste of rejects and varying quality in stock components from outside suppliers. (KLH bailds, tests, and
rigidly controls the quality of every component that affects
the musical performance of a speaker.) The waste of
obsolete design and engineering. Of inefficient and outdated manufacturing techniques. Of gingerbread 'features'

KLH Model Seventeen

that add nothing to musical performance.
When we finally had a speaker that was all quality
and no waste, we put the price tag on. And you won't find
a trace of puff in the price.
This is the Model Seventeen. A speaker that brings a
a new distinction to
whole new level of sound quality
speakers costing under ti100.
But no description can tell you how the Seventeen
sounds. You've got to hear it. Only then will you be able
to understand what an unusual achievement the Seventeen
is in high performance at low cost. See the Seventeen
at your KLH dealer now. Listen to it. Then look at the
price tag. We think you'll agree that nothing touches
the Seventeen for honest sound at an honest price.
`Suggested remit for eastern t:S. Slightly higher in the West.

-
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LUST CIJA IVCE
Special Pre -Publication Price
Expires Jule
1

RECORDS IN REVIEW
1965 EDITION
RECORDS IN REVIEW -1965 Edition . . . is nearly ready for
shipping. Like its nine predecessors, it will bring you in one convenient
hook hundreds of reviews of records (stereo and mono) which appeared
in High Fidelity Magazine. This edition reprints reviews that appeared
in 1964 -classical and semi -classical music exclusively.
It will save you many hours in your dealer's listening booth or
earphone corner. And it will help you build a library of music YOU
enjoy, for it is the most complete and authoritative book of its kind
the standard reference work that gains in value as the years roll by.

-

Each reviewer stands high in his field -Nathan Broder, for
example, reviews Bach and Mozart, Alfred Frankenstein the moderns
Paul Affelder covers the romantics, Robert C. Marsh specializes
in Haydn and Beethoven . . . Conrad L. Osborne writes on opera
recordings. Forthrightly, they discuss the composition, performance
and fidelity. And they compare new recordings with earlier releases.

...

You'll find the reviews organized alphabetically by composer
for quick, easy reference -and in the case of composers frequently
recorded, further subdivided by such categories as Chamber Music,
Vocal Music, etc. You'll find, too, a special section on Recitals and
Miscellany. And an Artists' Index.

Hardcover book of nearly 400 pages. Cover price: $8.95.
Until July 1, 1965, you may have a copy for only $5.95. You
save $3. Payment with order but satisfaction guaranteed or your money
back. Convenient order form below. Hurry!
THE WYETH PRESS, A DIVISION OF HIGH FIDELITY
The Publishing House, Great Barrington, Mass. 01230.
N

VIEW

Edition for
the prepublication price of
$5.95 (after July 1, 1965,

inc

Address

1965

$8.95).
payment.
send

I

enclose

Continued from page 16
to have their parts down note -perfect,
but one of the other singers, during a
passage with Fischer -Dieskau, had a little too approximate an approach to pitch
to suit Böhm. The conductor would correct the erring singer, but before the
situation could become strained, Fischer Dieskau would interrupt with some innocuous question. "Watch Dieter," someone whispered. He knows the other fellow's getting on edge, so he's deliberately
drawing attention away from him."
Though the session had begun at 10
a.m., so much rehearsing and polishing
had gone on that it was 11:25 by the
time the first take was played back. With
Böhm at the central console seat and
his singers on either side, everyone prepared to listen. Fischer -Dieskau had
lighted a cigarette. but promptly ditched
it when DGG's photographer started to
take advantage of having so many principals in such a small knot. Miss Lear
nonchalantly lit up a Lord (a German
brand) and announced: "1 guess Toni
[Thomas Stewart, Miss Lear's baritone
husband] and I are about the only
Americans alive who take cigarettes from
Europe to America instead of the other
way round."
DGG talks of following Wozzeck, in
due time, with Lulu, in which Miss
Lear has had a truly phenomenal success in several European productions;
Fischer -Dieskau would sing Dr. Schoen,
and Böhm would conduct. These productions might take care of Berg's operas
for sonic time to come.
PAUL MooR

EMI's plans for LonLONDON

don sessions this year
include as their high
spot a ldi.rsa Solenuùs

with Otto Klemperer
conducting the New
Philharmonia Chorus
and Orchestra, due to be recorded in
September and October. (Since the earlier
Klemperer version was for Vox, it's surprising that EMI has delayed this project so long.) Other sessions to be held
here include a Barbirolli version of
Purcell's Dido and Aeneas (one had not
previously thought of Sir John as a Purcellian) in which Victoria de los Angeles
will sing the role of Dido. Fischer -Dieskau will be Aeneas and Heather Harper
will take the part of Belinda. The other

major London album coming from EMI
is Orffs Carmina Btrranu under Rafael
Frühheck de Burgos (again a conductor
one would not immediately have connected with the work) with Lucia Popp
and Hermann Prey as soloists. The Orff
work is being recorded early this summer,
again with the New Philharmonia.
And while these activities are taking
place at home. plans for the Continent
include Callas' Traviata with Georges
Prêtre (now scheduled for recording in
September or after) and Berlioz's L'En-

Send me as soon as pub-

lished RECORDS IN RE-
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This picture
It's the best picture we could take. Sharp. Clear.
Detailed. But even if you looked at it all day,
you still couldn't tell how this new KLH Model
Twenty sounds.

plus
these 92 words
We could tell you that the Model
Twenty is a new kind of stereo
system. A stereo system that is a

combination of the most ad-

vanced solid state amplifier and
FM stereo tuner, plus a custom
built record changer and a pair
of high -performance loudspeakers -all integrated to work as one.
Or we could tell you how we
make every part ourselves. Or
how we eliminated the waste and
the knobs and the doodads and
the frills that only add unnecessary cost. Or we could tell you
how beautiful it is.
But let's face it: even if we
added 908 more words to make

an even thousand, you still
wouldn't know what it's like to
hear the exciting new KLH
Model Twenty.

are not worth one little listen.
So forget the words
and pictures. Go to your
KLH dealer and listen.
That's all. Just listen.
The only words you'll
want to hear after that is
the price- 3399.95.
SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE
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The new Altec 845A Verde is designed
especially for the music lover who just
doesn't have the space for a full -size
Altec speaker system. Listen to it, and
you'll agree that the compact Verde has
a richness of sound never before possible
in a speaker its size!
The Verde brings you into the bass
age without sacrificing mid -range. Verde
uses a unique extreme -low- resonance
bass speaker mounted in a heavily
damped air spring- modified reflex enclosure. The result: efficient reproduction of frequencies down to 45 cps. Highs
up to 18,000 cps are achieved with an
Altec 2000B speaker with unique gap
suspended radiator.
Other specs: impedance, 8 ohm; power
rating, 20W; built -in crossover network,
2000 cps; 11g" x 23" x 11g" (use hori-

OUR NEW
VERDE SPEAKERS
DON'T SOUND QUITE
LIKE OUR
FULL -SIZE ONES.
BUT GO AHEAD,
COMPARE THEM
TO ANYBODY ELSE'S
SPEAKERS.

-

zontally or vertically); hand -rubbed
walnut cabinet. Hear the Verde now at
your audio dealer's. You won't believe
the sound you get for only $96!

A®.
ALTEC LANSING
- brig Altec, Inc.
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA

A Division of

e,ga
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This is one of the amazing
Cipher tape recorders from Japan.
Don't wait for

those expensive imitations.

Seg.%

^

r

.,

d

a 4 -u., Is stereo recorder with detachable speakers and 2
nam,c mu rnphones. speeds 7'h and V/. ips; 2 VU meters; automatic shutoff; digital index. pause control; plays horizontally or vertically; $239.50.

CIPHER VI:

L

Your Cipher dealer will be glad to give you the full story. Orwrite Inter -Mark
Corporation, 29 West 36th St.New York, N.Y.10018. In Canada: Inter -Mark
Electronics Ltd., 298 Bridgeland Ave., Toronto 12,Ont.
CIRCLE 29
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Christ under André Cluytens
with Elisabeth Schwarzkopf as soloist.
Sessions for both these sets will be held in
Paris. Mozart's Requiem -Schwarzkopf
will be heard in this too-is to be recorded in Vienna in late fall.
Dance du

Menuhin Indefatigable. So much for projects. Recent achievements have included

Yehudi Menuhin's accounts for EMI of

the two Bartók Violin Concertos. Originally, they were to have been coupled
on a single disc, but in performance the
Second Concerto took a longer playing
time than had been estimated. As a consequence, new couplings will have to be
found for both pieces, and the actual release may be delayed.
I went to the sessions for the Second
Concerto and found Menuhin in splendid
form. At the end of one very long and
arduous day, he was still so eager to rerecord the cadenza that the technicians
(more tired than he was) gave in, and
made several extra takes after the orchestra (New Philharnwnia, Antal Dorati
conducting) had gone home. It remains
to be seen whether this final version of
the cadenza, recorded without the orchestra in the hall, will marry in with the
rest. The number of human beings physically present tends to change the acoustic
of an auditorium as sensitive as Kings way Hall; and for all the skill of the EMI
engineers, who have recently done some
interesting work in combining tapes made
in different places, one can never quite
be sure of the result.

More and More Prey. On the Decca/
London front Hermann Prey has been
recording an interesting collection of
Lieder by Wolf and Hans Pfitzner. It
was on Prey's insistence that the Pfitzner
songs were included, and certainly he
proves a most persuasive advocate. I attended a session when he was recording
A uf ciner Wanderung, one of Wolf's
longer songs from the Mörike set. The
initial run -through was highly successful,
but was subtly modified for the actual
takes, with accompanist Gerald Moore
contributing many suggestions. Even after
a take that delighted everyone, Prey himself, however, remained doubtful, hating
the idea of tape splicing even in a long
song. "If you don't mind, I'd like to do
it from the beginning, he would insist.
Working with Prey presents an extra
difficulty for the accompanist and technicians, because this singer cannot bear
to stop for meals. He likes to begin hetween 10 a.m. and I I a.m. and then go
straight on until mid-afternoon. Any
break disturbs Prey's concentration, and
he then has to take time getting hack
into his stride again. Fortunately, Decca/
London's West Hampstead studio has
food shops nearby, though the emissary
for food was not able to satisfy Gerald
Moores modest request for "a dozen
oysters and a half bottle of Chablis."

Continued on page 22
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This is the only tube you need for
Scott's new 80-Watt solid state amplifier kit!
An ordinary light bulb? For a transistor
amplifier kit? It's part of a new system Scott
engineers have developed so that even a
novice can successfully build a professional
solid state amplifier.
The electric light bulb is an ingenious
part of Scott's exclusive "fail-safe" circuit.
You connect it to the back of your completed amplifier just before you first turn it
on. A dim glow means you're A.O.K. A
bright glow means the light bulb has absorbed excess power be /ore it can burn out
valuable silicon transistors, and that you
must recheck your wiring.
Actually, a mistake like this is highly
unlikely. The unique Scott instruction book
with its life -size full -color charts . . the
fact that touchy circuits come factory- tested
on preassembled modular circuit boards...
.

allow even a novice to build a solid state
amplifier that is in every way equal to a
Scott factory-wired unit.
When you're ready for final adjustments,
there is a precision test instrument, the Scott
Circuit Monitor, that allows you to actually
set the balance and bias of the output stage
for absolutely minimum distortion without
external test equipment.
When completed, your 80 -watt LK -60

will have all the features of the most expensive Scott factory -wired amplifiers; heavy
duty rugged silicon output stages that will
drive the most inefficient speakers, military-

rD SC
.

.

.

vv

9 9

n

...

.t,.

type heat sinks to assure long operating life,
Power Level Indicator, and the complete
professional Scott control panel.
The LK -60 is kit- brother to the superb
factory -wired Scott 260 solid state amplifier.
Hi Fi /Stereo Review tested the 260 in April,
no sound of its
and stated that it has
not
own. The listener hears the music
the amplifier. (1t) will reproduce anything
that is fed into it with well-nigh perfect
exactness, and without adding any sound
." Now that the
coloration of its own
LK -60 kit is at your dealer's, you can share
with Scott the satisfaction of building a perfect solid state amplifier.
Specifications: Frequency Response, 1040,000 cps; Power Band Width 20- 20,000;
IHFM Music Power, 80 watts; Distortion,
0.8 %. Less than $189.95.

"...

...

=IM

CYTT®

H. H. SCOTT, INC., 111 POWDERMILL RD., MAYNARD, MASS. 27 (..

Export: Scott International, Maynard, Mass. Cable HIFI. Prices slightly higher west of Rockies. Prices and sper'tll

.

A1.11
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.

111.,"11115

without notice.
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NEW ALTEC
SPEAKER

AMPLIFIER

SYSTEM

Continued from page 20

ENERL3IZER!

HOW TO GET BASS WHEN YOU HAVE NO SPACE!
A book -shelf speaker system just can't
produce the extreme lows of full -size

simply between amplifier output and
speaker. It is designed to operate with

speakers. but it can be improved. Consid-

efficient speakers- however, it can be used
with inefficient speakers if the amplifier
power is adequate.
So if you have no choice but to use
small speakers (due to your space limitation) try the new Altec Bass Energizer to
add the bass richness you have been missing. A demonstration at your audio dealer
will convince you. (Caution: be sure the
program source has bass in it before making this test.) Priced at $30.

erably. Often startlingly. You'll probably
think someone changed your speakers
when you install Altec's new Bass

Energizer!

The Bass Energizer compensates for
low- frequency deficiencies inherent in
small speakers by providing an increase in
very -low bass level relative to the rest of
the spectrum. Can't you just boost the typical amplifier bass control, or use the contour control, and get the same result? No,
not without also affecting midrange frequencies from 200 cycles up to around
1000. It is this effect that gives unnatural
boominess to voices. The Altec Bass Energizer becomes effective only below 150
cycles and builds to full efficiency from 60

o

cycles down to the speaker's cutoff. This
reinstates those often lost low, low notes
without adding boominess to voices. The
result is added low- frequency richness.
The Energizer is passive, requiring no
additional electrical power, and connects

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

ALTEC LANSING
Division of G.=-Lino Ater, Inc.

n

ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA
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is
why
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Harman -Kardon Stratophonic is the

biggest -selling all- transistor stereo
This incredibly pure, spacious sound
has captivated discerning ears
throughout the nation. And only
Harman -Kardon offers a choice of
four completely solid -state FM or
AM /FM stereo receivers, from 36 to
75 watts, plus an all- transistor 36watt amplifier and an all- transistor
AM /FM stereo tuner -all with the
performance that has come to be

known as Stratophonic Sound. At
your Harman -Kardon dealer's you
can learn first -hand that "the sound
is

why."

harman kardon
A

,

subsidiary of THE JERROLD CORPORATION

Philadelphia. P. 19132
15th & Lehigh Ave
In Canada: Charles W. Ponton Ltd.. Rexdak. Ontario
Export agency. E. M E C 150Termmal Ave Plainview. N.Y. 11803
,

.
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Moore had to make do with sandwiches,
but its all in the game of helping to
present an artist who is now amounting
to Decca /London's answer in Lieder to
Fischer- Dieskau.
EuwsRD GRELNFILLD

For
NEW YORK

even the most
seasoned musician, recording sessions can
he
a
nerve -racking

experience. Not, however,
for 23 -yearold Daniel Barenboim.
"Daniel has always refused to be intimidated by microphones -even at the
age of nine."
So spoke James Grayson, Westminster

Records' president and chief recording
director, and godfather to the Barenboim career for the past fourteen years.
Following up his new recording of
Beethoven's Hanttnerklarier Sonata (reviewed in HIGH FInEUrY this May).
the young pianist was engaged in taping
for Westminster the same composer's
Diabelli Variations. And he was going
about this not inconsiderable task with
the aplomb and self -assurance that led
him to record his first llanunerklarier,
seven years ago, at the age of sixteen.
("What impudence," Grayson recollected. "At that age," Barenboim retorted, "you should be impudent. ")
Taking advantage of his artist's equanimity. Grayson had decided to tape
the Diabelli Variations twice through.
each time in two unbroken half-hour
sessions. "And this will be a real performance," he emphasized. "not the
usual string of notes patched together
from many different takes. There are
precious few other artists with whom
I
would even risk recording in such
a fashion.
Maureen Forrester is one
also the Allegri String Quartet."
Only during the tedious and exacting job
of positioning microphones and setting
recording levels was the atmosphere less
than relaxed. After about a half hour
of hard work. Grayson was heard to
mutter: "Getting a good balance on
a 120 -piece
Mahler orchestra is easier
than this." The level was fine now, but
Barenboim still had doubts about the
piano tone, which struck him as too
brittle and overly brilliant. By this time
everyone was thoroughly tired of Diahelli's inane little waltz which had been
played overand over for the preliminary
tests. A general sigh of relief went up
when pianist. producer, and technicians
all reached agreement.
Barenboim's Boogie Bass. After this ordeal the actual recording was simple.
When Barenhoim sat down for take
one, he did not arise again until thirty
minutes had elapsed and Variation
Twenty had been completed. (This point
will also mark the end of Side
of the
finished product.) "And please," he ex1

.
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SOMEDAY, THERE MAY BE OTHER FULLY AUTOMATIC
TAPE RECORDERS LIKE THE NEW CONCORD

994

you automatic reversing (J Plays or records autoStops by itself where you want it
matically three different ways
Threads itself automatically 'And, the 994 is available now!
to

994 gives

The

(_

With the transistorized 994, Concord introduces a new
dimension to tape recording. Some might call it modernization, some might call it automation. We think of it as
convenience -in playing, in recording, in starting and
stopping, in threading, in hours of uninterrupted listening.
You can't compare it to anything because the 994 is as different from the conventional stereo recorder as the old crank type Gramophone is from the modern record changer.
AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING. You can pro gram the 994 to play or record one side of
a tape from beginning to end and stop
automatically. Or, to play/record first one
side of the tape, reverse, play the other
side, then stop automatically. Or, to play/
record forward and back, forward and
back, continuously, as long as you like -an hour, six hours,
or all day. You may change direction of tape any time you
like by merely pressing the direction change buttons.
These same lighted buttons automatically show you direction of tape travel.
PUSH -BUTTON KEYBOARD. The operating controls are literally at your fingertips. This is the one
recorder you can operate without arm
waving, and with one hand! As far as
threading, that's even simpler -the 994
threads itself automatically.

After all this, we didn't just stop in designing the 994.
We kept going. As a result, the 994 offers superb performance and every conceivable feature required for your listening and recording pleasure. Here's a brief sample:
three speeds with automatic equalization four professional heads, two VU meters, digital tape counter, cue
control, sound-on-sound, exclusive Concord Trans -ATrack recording. 15 -watt stereo amplifier, professional
record /monitoring system. The 994 may also be used as a
portable PA system, with or without simultaneous taping.

The
split lid of the 994 houses a pair
of true two -way speaker systems,
each containing a tweeter, woofer,
and crossover network. A pair of
TWO -WAY STEREO SPEAKERS.

highly sensitive
dynamic micro -

phones is included.

The 994 is priced under 5450.' An identical recorder,
Model 990 comes without speakers or microphones and is
priced under $400. * Both are at your dealer's now. So why
wait? Drop in for a demonstration and find out for yourself what fully automatic tape recording by Concord is all
about! Or, for complete information, write Dept. HF -7.

C O NC 0 R
For Connoisseurs of Sound

994

Other Concord models from $50 to $800.

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, 1935 Armacost Avenue. Los Angeles. California 90025
Prices slight!). higher in Canada.
IN CANADA: Magnasonic Industries, Ltd., Toronto /Montreal
Tape Recorders/Industrial Sound Equipment/Dictation Systems /Communications Devices /Closed Circuit Television
THE SIGNATURE OF QUALITY

CONCORD

®
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WORLD'S
GREATEST

Continued from page 22

-a

ENTERTAINER
Or listener

... singer ... talker ... physician ... analyst ..

.

engineer... executive. You name it. The Tandberg model 74B complete Stereo System does it-with "Better, Clearer, More Natural
Sound ". And that makes for great listening. Got it? Get it.

Tandberg Tape Recorders are available in Stereo &
Mono models . . . from 3208.60 to $198.00 At
/ranchised dealers only. One Year Guarantee.
TandbergOF

AMERICA. INC., P.O.

Box 171, 8 Third Avenue, Pelham,

N.Y.

CIRCLE 49 ON READER- SERVICE CARD

London is proud to announce
an exclusive recording contract
with the legendary Italian pianist

T

MIC ELAMIELI
THE ARTISTRY OF
ARTURO BENEDETTI MICHELANGELI
Beethoven: SONATA NO. 32 IN C MINOR (Op. 111)
Galuppi: SONATA NO. 5 IN C MAJOR
Scarlatti: SONATA IN C MINOR, L.352
SONATA IN C MAJOR, L.104
SONATA IN A MAJOR, L.483
Stereo CS -6446

Records and Recording

FULL FREQUENCY RANGE RECORDING

Are you bored with
some of our small voiced, slender, arty
PARIS
tenors? Tired of all
this talk about operatic acting? Would
you like to hear some
elderly chevaux de batai //e ridden as in
all probability they were usually ridden
in the nineteenth century? Do you have
repressed yearnings for musical Kirsch:'
Tenor Phenomenon. If so, Tony Poncet
is your man. No one, to my knowledge,
has ever called Poncet a great and subtle
actor. He is a very short, very barrel chested tenor who stands (I am generalizing from attending two performances at
the Opéra -Comique) rooted on the stage,
one foot a yard in advance of the other.
arms in a weight lifter's preliminary position. Sometimes he puts a hand on his
heart. or waves a clenched fist. His taste
and musicianship could not even remotely
be called impeccable. But he has authority and vitality to spare, he usually sings
all the notes, and he gets louder and
louder as he goes higher and higher. He
has the sort of voice that people who
do not normally listen to opera think
tenors ought to have.
am sure M. Poncet will not mind my
writing this, for he has good reason to
think that all critics are harmless drudges.
The few mentions his performances receive in the Parisian press are apt to he
unfavorable, and sometimes ferociously
so. Yet in recent years he has become.
I would guess, the most popular male
opera star in France. In any event, he
has become a surprising phenomenon in
the local recording industry. His discography now fills more than a page of
the French Philips catalogue, and new
1

Mono CM -9446

"The performances are exciting, compelling and pianistically

flawless"

horted the engineers, "keep the lengths
of the pauses between the Variations
exactly as 1 made them "
true
Schnabelian touch. During the playback,
the pianist strolled between the recording booth and the studio stink in critical
contemplation.
The first example of
the boogie bass," he commented when
he heard his own performance of Variation Sixteen with its playful octave leaps
in the bass. Satisfied with the results
of Part One, Barenboint sat down for
Part Two, and in another twenty -five
minutes the sessions were over.
For the second taping on the following day, Mr. Grayson went to even further lengths to insure a performance
atmosphere. He invited a small audience
to sit in, and this, he reported later, had
a thoroughly efficacious influence upon
the artist. The same recording procedure
was followed, and Westminster guarantees that the resultant disc will be a
genuinely continuous piece of work, right
down to Mr. Barenboim's measured
pauses between Variations.
P.G.D.

May 1965

recorded by BD'.I

Continued on page 26
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.i pt's `ire -year speaker guarantee
One of these guarantee cards has been on the back of every
its one -year speaker guarantee retroactively to five years.

AR

speaker since 1961, when AR extended
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that it has never been necessary for us to make good on our guarantee. It has been
necessary. During the five years that AR -2a's have been sold, 671* of them have either been returned
under guarantee to the AR plant (we reimbursed freight charges, of course) or repaired at one of our
stations in New York, Los Angeles, or San Francisco. This is less than nine -tenths of one per cent of the
78,481 AR -2a's manufactured to date, an outstanding record.
We wish we could say

All AR speakers, including the new low -cost AR -4 ($51 to$57), carry this five -year guarantee. AR turntables
are guaranteed for one year under the same conditions.
38 speakers were returned with no defects, and freight charges were riot reimbursed; 53 returned speakers
were judged to have been subjected to gross abuse (such as dropping or plugging in to the 110V outlet), and the owners
were charged for both repair and freight.
We expect the return rate of the AR -2ax (new version of the AR2a with improved midrange speaker) to be even lower.

"In addition,

24 Thorndike St.,

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.,
CIRCLE

I
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Cambridge, Mass. 02141
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NOTES FROM
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Continued from page 24
items are appearing regularly. Philips,
with whom he has an exclusive contract,
has taken to pilling him as "the tenor of

the century."
One of the open secrets of the Poncet
formula has been to sing things which
were once depressingly famous and familiar. and %%Mich have therefore been
neglected recently on records. Hence, for
American collectors (who will soon have
an opportunity to hear hi ni on some
Philips imports). his most interesting successes are perhaps his selections from
William Tell, La Juilo', L'Africain(', Les
Huguenots, and The Lund of Smiles. In
addition he has done the expected from

dUSt,(dust), n. grime, smut, Soot (UNCLEANNESS);
soil, earth, ground (LAND); powder, sand,
grit (POWDERINESS).

-

Donizetti. Mascagni, Leoncavallo. Verdi,
Puccini, Offenbach, Bizet. and Gounod
plus a lot in the Santa Lucia category.
Ile .ings everything in French.
NEW DUST COVER FITS
Protect your turntable while
formed clear plastic cover.
closure. Measures 131/2 x
Benjamin Electronic Sound

ALL MIRACORD TURNTABLES; ALSO OTHER MAKES
not in use with this impact- resistant, heavy -gauge, vacuum
Fits units mounted on base, on board, or in cabinet en15% x 3% inches. $5.95 at most high fidelity dealers.
-

Corporation, 80 Swaim Street, Westbury, New York.

Benjamin DC-2
CIRCLE

5
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Model 3100

THE COMPANY THAT DESIGNS TAPE DECKS
EXCLUSIVELY FOR INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS...NOW
HAS A CUSTOM DECK AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC!
This new, custom -crafted 4- track,
3 speed Tape Deck with record and
play preamps is designed for easy
installation as part of your home
sound -system.
Model 3100 has separate high and
low level outputs for each stereo
channel. Certain to please the most
exacting audiophile, it has all the
instrumentation for stereo record
and play, Channel Transfer, Automatic Shut -off, Pause, Sound -withSound. And, Model 3100 is specially

biased to receive FM Multiplex
Stereo broadcasts flawlessly.
Best of all, Rheem sells Model 3100
direct to your Dealer, so the price
for this remarkable tape deck is
lower than you would expect...
only $249.95.
Direct Dealer Inquiries to:

califone

046414

5978 Bowcroft Street, Los Angeles, Calif. 90016

Rheem Califone. Manufacturers of Tape Recorders. Record Players. Language Laboratories
and Audio Equipment for Creative Educators.

"Collections" for

a Crisis. Back of the
Poncet operation. and of several other
shrewd estimates of current French musical taste. there is a remarkable business
executive. He is Georges llcyerstein.
who has been running the French branch
of Philips ever since it was created. almost fifteen years ago. and has made it
just about the most successful disc firma in
the country. fl ssrite "Philips" for convenience, but actually. the company owns
or distributes ten labels. the other nine
being Fontana. Critère. Audio Fidelity.

Mercury. Riverside. Pergola. Cycnus, Sal vador. and Oiseau- Lyre.)
Mcyerstein, who looks a hit like Orson
Welles s'Ithout the ego, has been active in
the local industry for nearly forty years,
and has acquired two deep convictions.
One is that if the economic side of music
doesn't work, the artistic side will suffer.
The other. more recent. is that, as he put
it in a recent conversation. "we have a
crisis in our program." He believes that
the record business. not only in France
but everywhere. must face the fact that
it is running out of great composers
whose music has not been recorded. Already. he points out. we are exploiting
the second rank of baroque piasters:
" Telemann is not a Vivaldi."
He sees two possible remedies. One
is more aggressive merchandising. Philips
in France, for example. has developed a
large number of "collections "
"collection" being a series of records aimed
at it specific public in terms of price. or
of content. or of quality. A recent Poncet
anthology. for instance. is part of a new
collection called "PIaisir do Lyrique,''

-a

advertised as being "for all true lovers
of opera." Another collection is called
"Tresors Clas.ique.c." another "Clas.sigcu'.s
pour Till, 1. another ". Stereo pour Totes,"
another "Folk Blues U.S.A.," and another "Rire." In the last -named series
a recent disc is advertised as "not to he
left. really. within reach of children."
The other remedy is to find new interpreters of familiar music. But Meyer stein grants that this way of stimulating
the public into buying records is a matter of chance: "A Richter is rather rare."

Roe McMI LLLN
CIRCLE 53

ON READER -SERVICE
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This Bozak Speaker
Costs $778*
This Bozak Speaker
Costs $97.50*
-aw,ss,==abor...n

Is It The Best?
Yes. Where limitations either in budget

or in space will not permit the broader
sound source of a more complete Bozak
system, Sonata No. 2 provides the best

value obtainable for realistic re- creation

of music.

Is It The Best?
Yes.

Where there

is

no limitation im-

posed by space or budget,

a Bozak Con-

cert Grand provides the most realistic
re- creation of music possible.

ARE ALL BOZAK SPEAKERS "BEST "?
Yes.

All Bozak speaker systems are built from the same
basic components. And all Bozak components are
built to the same electrical, acoustical and tonal
the highest.
standards

-

To achieve the broader, more realistic sound sources
of its larger systems, Bozak simply combines the
same component speakers used in more modest
systems.

'Prices shown are subject to change. All
prices slightly higher in the Far West and

Darien

Because Bozak maintains but one quality standard,
without
your speaker system can grow with you
obsolescence or loss of original investment. You
simply add components as your musical taste, space
or income grow.

-

Start today to enjoy Bozak for the best of your life.
Our free catalog will show you how.

Connecticut

Deep South.

It

1

1

Export: Elpa Marketing Industries
New Hyde Park, New York
27
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Mr. Saul Marantz
discusses his revolutionary new
model 10 -B FM Stereo Tuner
Mr. \larantz, your new 10 -B tuner is
quite revolutionary. Do you feel it will
obsolete all other tuners?
Q.

Marantz: In one sense. yes. The performance of this tuner is SO dramatically
superior to conventional tuners that
anyone who wants or needs perfect FM
reception today has no choice but to use
the model 10 -B. Its superiority. however,
does not necessarily ohgolrte conventional tuners. Rolls Royce. of course.
makes superior cars. but they haven't
31r.

obsoleted Chevrolets.

this superior performance discernible to the average listener?
Q. is

Mr. Marantz: Very much so. The difference is quite dramatic. As you know,
conventional tuners have never been
able to pick up and reproduce broadcasts
which could match the quality of a fine
disc or tape playback system. This has
often been blamed on br odcnsl i,lq quality. But the new 10 -B disproves this theory. It reproduces the broadcast of a
disc or a tape with the sane clarity and
separation as if played through a playback system proving that broadcast
quality is generally excellent.

-

Q. Is

this true with weak broadcast sig-

nals also?

mixer -a technique used in modern
sensitive radar designs to eliminate a
major source of noise. harmonic distortion and other spurious interference.
The whole Rb' circuit is balanced -tuned,
using. a precision tuning capacitor with
four double sections. for further reduction of spurious images.
For the critical IF strip. we've developed the first commercial application of
the "Butterworth," or phase- linear filter. This new concept provides a number
of distinct characteristics essential for
good results. The passband, for example,
is phase-linear for extremely low distortion especially at high frequencies
and it remains essentially phase -linear
at all signal levels.
Cutoff slopes beyond the passband are
extremely steep, allowing unprecedented
selectivity: it is much less subject to the
effects of multipath, and it doesn't require realignment with tube changes or
aging. The old standby coupled IF circuits currently in use do not have any of
these characteristics.
ode

-

-

Are there any innovations designed
specifically for multiplex?
Q.

Mr. \Iarantz: Yes. For multiplex reception nve'Ne developed ou r own unique

Mr. Marantz: Yes. in fact the model
10 -B will reach 55 db quieting at only :I
microvolts! This is better than most conventional tuners will reach at 1000
microvolts. With a 25 microvolts station

variation of stereo demodulator, which
permits phase correction to maintain a

very advanced order of stereo separation throughout the whole audio band.
What is the purpose of the tuning and
multipath indicator?
Mr. Marantz: This oscilloscope device is
so versatile its single trace tells many
Q.

easily understood stories. It shows when
a station is tuned exactly to the center
of the passband. The height of the pattern shows the signal strength. The indicator shows how much multipath is
present, making it easy to adjust the
antenna for best reception. It shows if
the station is creating distortion by overmodulating. Also, technically informed
users can check stereo separation of
transmissions, discs and other sources.
Q. And how soon will the model
available in quantities?

Mr. Marantz: The Model

O
I

-

,

MARANTZ MULTIPATH

slopes at any signal

strength for low distor.
tion, sharp selectivity.

Conventional mutually coupled IF circuits
change characteristics
drastically depending on
signal strength.

labo-

duced in the usual sense. However, production has been stepped up fourfold and
all back -orders are now being filled by
\Iarantz franchised dealers.

i

IF Passband retains
phase linearity and sharp

10 -B is a

ratory instrument of extremely high
quality which will never be anass pro-

the Model 10 -B reaches a phenomenal 70
db quieting which is about 20 db better
than most conventional tuners can

achieve at any signal strength. This
means that with the Model 10 -B there
will be excellent reception even in fringe
areas, pa it k u la ny so because of the tuner's high sensitivity. its extremely sharp
selectivity and reduced susceptibility to
multipath effects, which on other tuners

10 -B be

Station tuning is simply
and accurately adjusted
by centering the trace.

TUNING INDICATOR

Multipath (Ghosts) shows
up as 'wiggles' on the
tuning trace. Antenna is
simply rotated until trace
is smooth.

cause distortion.

Q. How are such improvements accom-

plished?

Mr. Marantz: The answer to that question is very complex, because the 10 -B is
far more than an improved tuning system; it is a completely new design concept with many technical innovations
developed by Marantz engineers.
give us some examples?
Yes. The RF section, for
example, contains a balanced -bridge diQ. Can you

Mr. Marantz:

Oran

ram muirDwkrik w
MARANTZ, INC., SUBSIDIARY OF
CIRCLE 35 ON

SUPERSCOPE

INC., SUN VALLEY, CALIF.
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thing For Nothing? A neat piece of
electronic handicraft came to our attention recently when David Haller. president of Dynaco. explained a new hookup he has devised for obtaining a center
channel on stereo, without using a monophonic amplifier in addition to the stereo
amplifier. Previous hookups of this sort
produced a so- called "I. - R" signal in
S

the center speaker. that is to say. the
"difference signal" between the left and
right speakers. Haflet's system. shown in
the accompanying diagram, is the first,
R"
so far as we know, to yield an "L
signal without using an additional amplifier or even a "mixing" transformer
for that center speaker.
The diagram is deceptively simple,
inasmuch as it cannot possibly show the
circuit analysis and mathematical thinking behind it: this material. in fact. is
included in a 17 -page patent application
MT

SMIC
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A new center -channel hookup.
that Haller has filed on his invention.
Some hints for those who care to try the
hookup: the three speaker systems used
should he of the same efficiency; the two
"side" speakers (regular left and right)
must he of the same impedance: the center speaker should he the same. if possible: if it is not. some loss of channel
separation ma) occur. If 8 -ohm speakers
(the most popular value) are used. connections are made to the 16-ohm taps on
the amplifier: if 4 -ohm speakers arc used.
connect to the 8-ohm taps. Speakers of
16 -ohm rating may he connected to the
I6-ohm taps: the resultant mismatch will
be insignificant. The hookup may he
used with tube or transistor amplifiers
unless the amplifier's instructions specifically forbid linking the "common" or
ground terminals of both channels.
How does it sound? On stereo material. we found that channel separation
remained as good as before but there
was a sense of a "firmer" center. And
to a great extent. the added speaker
frees the listener from that imaginary
center spot: one can move across the
JULY 1965

°

NEWSFRONTS

room and still he aware of the location
of performers. On monophonic material,
the signal became more definitely centered than before -and without the need

to change the amplifier control from
stereo to mono operation. Actually, the
whole thing has a servo- sstein -like aspect about it in the sense that the center
speaker responds automatically to the degree of separation in the program material. For those who want to go at step
farther. and introduce deliberate control
of the center signal. Haller has devised
some new circuitry -also part of his
patent write -up- which he plans eventually to include in Dynaco preamps and
integrated amplifiers and which the company will mail. on written request, to
present Dynaco owners.

Summer listening. The latest portable
radio from a high fidelity source is the
Tandherg. which provides FM, AM,
short- and long -wave reception and which
also can serve. to a degree. as at "double duty" set in or out of a car. In mobile
use. the radio's built -in mast antenna
may he bpassed and the set connected
to the vehicle's external antenna. In
either application. the set is powered
by its own battery pack of five flashlight
cells. A good -looking and good- sounding
set. the new Tandherg is built around
nine transistors and four diodes, and
comes in a lightweight teakwood cabinet.
For a portable, it boasts some unusual
features. such as its fairly large 15 by 9
inches) oval -shaped speaker: separate
treble and bass tone controls. and jacks
for accommodating an external record
player or tape recorder. What impressed
us most w as the "auto" switch that feeds
radio signals into the set from an external antenna. This hookup really improves the set's reception while you drive
to do or undo.
and. because it is so
means that you can listen to this radio
while you are on the road and later in
your home.

ru

New Audiences for New Equipment. You
expect to see audio equipment at audio
shows. but it is a pleasant surprise to
sec increasing evidence of it at other
public shows. For instance, at the recent
International Automobile Show in New

York City. the newest car tape systems
were shown to thousands of visitors. The
Metra exhibit featured a complete mockup of a car dash. with the tape deck
installed. flanked by two front doors
which housed stereo speakers.
At another exhibit Autostereo showed
three new models. a low -powered and a
higher -powered deck having been added
to the original set announced a few
months ago. The high -powered version

comes in a chrome- plated case and has
separate treble and bass tone controls.
Curiosity over these new tape machines
seemed to equal or surpass interest in
the new cars themselves. Who knows'' It
may not be long before we select a new
car for its suitability for stereo: can the
doors supply good speaker baffling'? is
the distance between them all right for
separation? how about the rear area
acoustics? and how much sound absorption will seat covers provide?
Again. at the annual Home Show in
Springfield. Mass.. where you can see
everything new in domestic gear from
power tools to swimming pools, the
largest single exhibit was at panoply of
stereo components, consoles, electronic
organs. and pianos that stretched across
some 180 feet of floor space. Sponsored
by Del Padre Music Shops this "show

a show" drew enormous crowds
who looked at equipment. listened to it,
and asked endless questions of a battery
of Del Padres men. According to Louis
L. Del Padre. who operates three retail
shops that bear his name as well as a
supply organization and at wholesale
electronic distributorship, most of the
visitors to his exhibit were definitely new
audiences for stereo rather than those
who are already partly familiar with it
from having attended the high fidelity
shows. And among this new audience,
Del Padre sees interest in components
rising. "We've participated in this show
for three years now." he commented.
"and each year both our exhibit. and
attendance at it. get larger." Among the
equipment we saw on display here were
the new LPV antennas of JFD: an antenna rotator by Alliance; tape recorders
by Concord and Sony Superscope and
the new tapes from the latter: the new
components and consoles from both
Fisher and Scott: consoles by Sylvania
and \I,gnavox: headphones from David
Clark: at spinet by Grand Piano Company: and several electronic organs from
Lossrc6. Conn. Wurlitzer, and Rodgers
the la-4-named represented by a 32 -pedal
all- transistor model priced at $6.570.
"Of course," Del Padre explained. "these
are only a handful of the lines we carry.
but the selection here is -we hope
representative." Actually, you couldn't
get away from audio at this "home
few steps from Del Padre's
show "
array we ran into a bevy of Roberts
tape recorders, displayed by a local furniture outlet: further along Hammond organs were being shown by the manufacturer; and to cap it all there was a
studio setup by WMAS -FM (94.7 mc:
Springfield) which used. among other
items. the Empire turntable. It was. for
us. old home week at the new home

within

-

-
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WHAT SCIENTIST
IS HIS RIGHT MIND
would turn his hack on Fame and Fortune...
move to (lope, Arkansas ...and devote his life to
building the world's most perfect speaker systems?
PAUL W. KLIPSCH, SCIENTIST, ENGINEER, FANATIC. A man holding patents
on everything from electronic instruments
to the world famous KLIPSCHORN and
Klipsch speaker systems.
Klipsch built his first loudspeaker back
in 1920 from earphones and a long cardboard tube. For the next 19 years he immersed himself in the study of basic speaker
design principles.
By 1939 Klipsch had finally synthesized
the basic laws of physics into the most theoretically correct loudspeaker ever designed.
Now the job was to make the prototype.
In Klipsch' own words, "I built her with a
borrowed handsaw, hundreds of screws
and plenty of elbow grease. filled my mistakes with glue and sawdust. don't know
how did it, but the
baby was air tight
and damned
I

I

I

.

efficient!"
But Klipsch was
not completely satisfied.
For 8 years he la bored at perfecting
the bass response

Finally he got what

wanted

.

.

smooth, undis-

torted sound and
magnificent bass fundamentals so low and
powerful that they could reproduce even
the Tibia pedal tones of a huge pipe organ.

one apartment dweller said, "When
ized

I

couldn't use

realKLIPSCHORN, knew
I

I

the only other
1

-

where near the

same sound quality.

versy had raged

KLIPSCHORN is
neither a shoe -box
nor a clothes closet.
It is not too small or
too large. It is the
optimum size for the

among speaker designers as to which
was the best, a horn
or an enclosure type

speaker. Klipsch

reproduction of

music.
KLIPSCHORN is
not a bargain basement system. It retails from $514 to over $800. But if you
are a music lover with a truly discriminating ear
or if you seek to cultivate
one ... the KLIPSCHORN is made for you.
Ultimately you'll be satisfied with nothing
less, price be hanged.
HERESY -When Paul Klipsch heard ordinary two -speaker stereo, he realized it was
painfully inadequate. He knew that to reproduce a live performance, the whole wall
of the living room must come alive with

sound.
In his laboratory he developed Wide

Stage Stereo. To achieve this kind of stereo
experts have long recognized the need for
three full range speakers
two located
diagonally in the corners and one in the
center. For a center speaker, Klipsch developed his first non -corner speaker, the
Heresy.

had proved the answer to that one with the
KLIPSCHORN. But now he was challenged to create an enclosure type speaker.
He set as his goal "maximum performance per cubic foot. " The result was the
beautiful Cornwall. Easily the finest enclosure speaker ever produced.
This loudspeaker is a 3 -way system with
extremely smooth response from 30 to
20,000 cps. The Cornwall is only 6 dbi less
efficient than the mighty KLIPSCHORN.
It has the lowest distortion
of any enclosure system available. The Cornwall
may be purchased for $41 6.
We sincerely hope you will listen to our
systems and compare them with others.
You will then know why Klipsch is acknowledged as creator of the speakers by
which all others must be judged.

...

Accurate reproduction of the important
mid -range (400 -5000 cps) underwent
even more research and design analysis.
Klipsch spent 15 years developing this
mid -range horn and the tweeter (5000 to
20,000 cps) to their present state of perfection.
CHOICE OF EXPERTS -Result of this
23 year labor of love is the KLIPSCHORN.
Acclaimed by audio experts as the finest
speaker system in the world, because
of its unique high efficiency exponential
corner -horn design. Continually chosen
by leading professional musicians as the
only system which can truly recreate the

a

speaker to own was
the Heresy."
The Heresy is 1 "
x 15" x 21". Its retail
price is $221.
QUELLING A
CONTROVERSY
For years a contro-

KLIPSCHORN to
accomplish any-

WIDE STAGE STEREO AND THE

...

independently of its larger brother. As

.

...

(30 to 400 cps).
he

total sound of a great symphony orchestra
at concert hall listening levels.
The KLIPSCHORN has the lowest distortion and widest full power frequency
response of any speaker system in the
world
1/10 of 1% FM distortion
from 30 to 20,000 cycles per second at
over 115 decibels of sound output. It would
take a loudspeaker 8 times larger than the

KLIPSCH

KLIPSCH
& ASSOCIATES
Box 96 HF -7
Hope, Arkansas

Naturally, the
a Klipsch
quality low distortion high output

Heresy is

speaker. It is

a

Please send me complete information on the
KLIPSCHORN. Heresy and Cornwall speaker
systems. Also include the name of my nearest
Klipsch Authorized Audio Expert.

a-

way system with
1/10 of 1% distortion' throughout its

KLIPSCH & ASSOCIATES
Box 96 HF -7
Hope, Arkansas

50 to 20,000 cps
range.
Klipsch enthusi-

NAME
ADDRESS

asts with space

CITY

problems soon be-

gan to use the

STATE

OCCUPATION

AGE

Heresy (Model H)

In Klipsch speakers all forms of distortion are minimized especially FM and AM distortion which are
many times as objectionable as simple harmonic distortion. Technical papers available on this subject.
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The new McIntosh 24 page catalog is great.
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Write for your free copy today.
'McIntosh Laboratory, Inc., 4 Chambers St., Binghamton, N. Y.
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Finely adjustable
counterweight
cushioned
in rubber

Dynamically
balanced
tone arm of
Afrormosia wood

Needle
pivots

Adjustable
anti- skating
compensator

Calibrated stylus
pressure scale
with ?'a gram
click settings

Integral

Lightweight
plug -in shell

cueing
device

with extended
finger lift

V#4Zte

The tone arm system
of Garrard's new Lab 80
Automatic Transcription Turntable
is a masterful combination
of developments...all of them
needed to achieve full benefit
from the most advanced
ultra- sensitive cartridges
" I%hick cartridge

It provides a precise method of setting
the tracking force specified by the car tridge manufacturer. no matter how ,i_ht

do you recommend?"

"Can I use
model?"

the-

°Hoe lightly and

precisely will it
track?"

"Will it get the
bed performance
from the pick up

have an inherent tendency to move inwau'd skate) toward the center of the
record. This tin) side pressure must he
cancelled out accurately. tu permit the
rom Io back sensitive e :uli'idccs Stilltout distortion. The Tali ro accomplishes
This Stilly a patented adiuslahle anti -skating compensator. making il possible to
1

cartridges with the ;Ugliest complitutce and most delicate sty Its assemblies.
use

1

select?"
These are certainly

the most common)
asked land m isunderstood) questions concerning record play in_ equipment. Now
they have been resolscd with the des elopment of the Lab 8f) time corm system.
Distinguished in appearance...as stell as

performance...this unique lone aunt is
the ideal transport for cartridge. of professional calibre. including those originally designed for use
it h separate
arms. It is built of Afrormosia. the least
resonant of all woods, held in precision
alignment by an aluminum stahili /cr
%).

along its entire length. The knurled countersteight can he finely adjusted to put
the arni in perfect d >naunie balance.
The built -in calibrated stylus pressure
gauge has click adjustments'. each click
representing one -quarter of a gram.

.. to the correct d'action of a _ram.
Recause of lod;i\'s feothcnseieht t'ackin_. the slightest interference %kith free
aril MO%cmenl may affect the carlritleds
performance. 'fo avoid this. the Lai; 80
arm noses on needle pivots. sel into tiny
ballbearincs. Flat :o'pl ccontctry cancels
arp'55ost: low center of eraaitS eliminates sensitivil Io eylcrnal jarring.
he li_hlsseicht removable shell is
coni put Isle stilli all cart ridges ...most
p urticularl} the loss mass professional
apes. he shell slides into the arm on
I

I

This total performance tone arm sysplus an ingenious cueing control
( built into an automatic unit for the first
time) and the other advanced features
sshich distinguish the
ab 80. are detailed. illustrated and eyplained in the
Garrard 32-page Comparator (toile
cottring the entire line. For your
compliment :u'v copy. st rite: Garrard.
Dept. (i 1- 2:t. fort \\:nhington. N.Y.
tems.

1

channels... locks into position ...cannot
resonate or become misaligned.
Because of the offset angle used lo
minimise tracking error...all lone arms
CIRCLE
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Mr. Britten and the Loudspeaker
first Aspen
Award was presented to Benjamin Britten by the
Aspen (Colorado) Institute for Humanistic Studies.
Britten's acceptance speech, delivered on July 31,
1964. is a remarkable one, worthy in every way of
a man who is not only one of our age's most gifted
composers but a thoughtful champion of the humanities as well. We have found ourselves re- reading this
document more than once over the past year. All of
it is absorbing, but perhaps we can be forgiven
a disproportionate interest in those passages that
touch upon the subject of recorded music.
Mr. Britten is not what we would call a high
fidelity buff. For example: "It is one of the unhappiest results of the march of science and commerce that this unique work [Bach's St. Matthew
Passion], at the turn of a switch, is at the mercy
be
of any loud roomful of cocktail drinkers
listened to or switched off at will, without ceremony or occasion." Or: "If I say the loudspeaker
is the principal enemy of music, I don't mean that
I am not grateful to it as a means of education or
study, or as an evoker of memories. But it is not
part of true musical experience. Regarded as such,
it is simply a substitute, and dangerous because desome preparation, some
luding. Music demands
journey to a special place, saving up for a
effort
ticket, some homework on the program perhaps,
some clarification of the ears and sharpening of the
instincts."
We hope it is not simple defensiveness that
prompts us to offer a few comments of our own,
not so much in disagreement as in elaboration on
Mr. Britten's views. Let us start by conceding a point
or two. There is too much music in the air; we arc
awash in a sea of slathery submelody, most of it
bad, nearly all of it indifferently aimed and indifferently received. It desensitizes us and debases art.
And we hasten to agree that recorded music is no
substitute for the live experience; it complements,
it does not replace.
But misuse of a principle does not invalidate
that principle. Every shiny symbol of "progress" we
can think of has its stained underside -the Wrights
ONE

YEAR

AGO

THIS

MONTH,

the

-to

-a
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flap about for a few seconds at Kitty Hawk. and
within a very short time men are plopping high
explosives on one another. We suppose there arc
people who will drink martinis over the .St. Matthew
Passion, in which case both Bach and the cocktail
party will suffer. But that, we submit, is one of
the tougher essentials of la vie artistique. Mr. Britten
is all in favor of people making use of music -he
sticks up for the occasional piece, for the specific
composition for the specific occasion. Yet to ask
that music be made use of. and then to seek to
limit and control and ration its use, is futile.
We are sure that hearing Noye's Fludde in the
little church at Aldeburgh is an excellent experience
of that work -the one it was designed for. after all.
But we aren't sure that listening to Noye's Fluc/de
in a small opera house. or even in our living room.
is such a poor idea. It is of the nature of dramatic
art that it creates time and place and mood for us.
Indeed, the oeuvre of Mr. Britten offers wonderful
fodder for a more positive attitude towards the
loudspeaker; we hate to think how much narrower
our experience of his work would be. and how much
shallower our understanding of those pieces we have
been able to hear in live performance, without this
"principal enemy of music." It is possible that, somewhere, someone is switching the Canticles on and
off at a cocktail party. The people who are gibbering through it are precisely those who gibber or doze
through it in the concert hall. Place their heads right
here, on the block.
As for us, we consider music at home quite a
special thing. We set aside time for it, and for it
alone. We take out our libretto or score if we need
it. We ready our ears to be clarified and our instincts to be sharpened. We make our preparation and effort, and do our homework -and then
as concertgoers we find ourselves more appreciative,
not less, of the very human and imperfect art of
live performance. We trust that when and if Mr.
Britten and Mr. Pears offer us a live performance
of the Canticles, we will be on hand. taught by
our phonographs to listen with keener and more
perceptive ears.
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by Roy Lindstrom

A KIT CAN BE A

sieh
who has worked his way through the elements
of a high fidelity rig and feels that there are no worlds left to conquer,
the availability in kit form of a complementary instrument to his home
music system should he welcome news. When that instrument is a harpsichord, his pleasure should he compounded: not only does such a kit
afford all the familiar satisfactions associated with do- it- yourself activity
but the harpsichord itself is a perfect instrument to grace the living room.
Intimate and delicate in sound. evoking the charm of a courtly past.
the "modern" harpsichord has a history so ancient that its beginnings are
shrouded in obscurity. It is known, however, that rudimentary versions
existed as early as the fourteenth century. and a miniature in the Belles
Hewes of the Duc de Berry (I409) portrays a wing- shaped keyboard
instrument recognizable as an early progenitor. By 1500 a second register
was being added. and in 1579 the octave string. The latter development
is frequently attributed to the Rockers family of Antwerp. who. ocer a
period of ninety years or more. built instruments of such superb design
FOR THE KIT BUILDER

that they established a tradition enduring to the present day. With the
Flemish models as exemplars. English makers in the eighteenth century
introduced the use of pedals and German builders produced instruments
of very considerable size and complexity.
The Zuckerman harpsichord shown on these pages is a simple 8-foot
single -manual instrument. which in kit form costs 5308. The 57 -note key hoard is ideal for use as a continuo instrument in the performance of
baroque chamber works and is a delightful solo instrument. It is adequate
for the music of such composers as Couperin. Scarlatti. and Bach.
although a larger two-manual instrument would be preferred by most
professional performers. Given the acoustics of the average home. the
harpsichord produces a beautiful balance: as an amateur chamber player.
I find particularly grateful its capacity to blend with, rather than over-

power. the strings or winds.
The competent handy man. with a moderate knowledge of woodworking. should encounter no insuperable obstacles in construction (my
kit went together in approximately 150 hours). Both the inner and outer
cases are precut. thus eliminating the problem of ill- fitting joints. A full size scale drawing is included, and the instruction and maintenance manual is wal written. The audio kit builder will, however, have to adjust
to a new technical vocabulary, and I recommend that he follow Mr.
Zuckerman's advice to read the entire manual through before beginning
work. Such a procedure provides a concept of the project as a whole, and
forewarns of areas that can give trouble. String alignment, for instance,
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This photo display shows all parts of the Zuckerman harpsichord kit, unpacked and ready for construction to begin.
The dark wood is walnut outer case; both inner and outer cases are precut. The envelopes in the foreground contain hardware accessories, felts, and leather plectra. To right of keyboard can be seen coils of stringing wire.

Harps, hod
is of critical concern, and it is here that one should
proceed with caution. Voicing, the cutting of the
leather plectra, is perhaps the most exciting moment (and the most crucial) as it is then that one
hears the first sounds out of the harpsichord. And
as one works down the keyboard the fun becomes
greater, with more playable notes being added.
Finishing the outer case is a matter of individual
taste. The wood is veneered walnut, and you need
do no more than apply successive coats of linseed
oil. I used a quick -drying highly refined linseed
oil called "GB" Lin -speed gun stock oil (sold in
most sporting goods stores) which made a beautiful finish. A molding is suggested around the
edges of the outer case; I myself prefer the very
simple and attractive lines unadorned. The early
harpsichord makers ornamented their instruments
with ornate and intricate inlays as well as with
elaborately detailed paintings. But the sound's the
thing: hearing Bach and Couperin come to life on
an instrument of one's own making is a satisfaction rare indeed.

The

inner ease, made from 3/4-inch plywood,

is the first stage
good idea to place all side pieces and
three braces loosely on top of the plywood bottom in position
they are to occupy. This gives one a chance to check for errors

of construction. It's

a

in measurements. Be sure the two mitered corners

fit accurately.
Next step is to glue and screw boards in place. For all gluing
operations a white glue is used. Allow half an hour for drying.
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The soundboard, made from Italian poplar.
is laminated in three layers. The bridge.
shown in position in the photo at left. is

glued to top of soundboard and secured by
screws and wooden washers from the underside of the soundboard, shown in illustration at the right. One main rib and three
auxiliary ribs are glued to the underside
of the soundboard. The rose is a tradition
in harpsichords and is purely decorative.

Cutout for rose shows in both photographs.

nut, or front bridge, is supplied in
square section and must be "crowned." The
nut is crowned so that the metal pin is
touched by sounding part of string before
the wooden crown of the nut. This can be

The

done with file, plane, or sanding-block.
Detail photo at right shows nut and pins
in correct position on the maple pinblock.

n

a

alb

1111MISKIEWfrFa-r3

need lead weights inserted to fall
back after having been depressed. Holes
are drilled from side to side, and then
plugged with lead weights. All the white
keys require two pellets, while black
Keys

keys need only one slug. A prick punch
was used to tamp leads enough to gain a
sufficient spread to hold lead in keys.

JULY
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fifty -seven harpsichord jacks are assembled individually from
the various components shown in photo on the right. 1) Plastic Jack
Body: this includes a hinged tongue, plus cutouts for lead plug
and damper felt. 2) End Pin: 'he end pin is the bottom adjustment
that determines the distance of the plectrum to the string, which
in turn determines the point in the downward travel of the key at
which the pluck occurs. 3) Spring: the spring serves to throw the
tongue forward after the plectrum passes string on the way down.
4) Leather Plectrum: it must be stiff enough to stand constant
wear but pliable enough to pluck the string with "give"; tapered
end is pulled through square hole on jack tongue and cemented in
position with Duco cement. 5) Adjustment Screw: this screw moves
the tongue containing the plectrum backwards or forwards, thus
making the tone louder or softer. 6) Damper: a piece of red
felt inserted in the slot at the top of the jack, the damper
functions as a means of stopping the string from vibrating after
the key is released and the jack has returned to its original
position. 7) Tongue Felt: this prevents the tongue from clacking
against adjustment screw. 8) Lead Plug: plug returns jack to its
original rest position. 9) Completed Jack: Leather plectrum has
been trimmed, and jack is ready for insertion in the jack slide.
The

e^_fa.
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Completed inner case and musical parts of the harpsichord. All jacks have been inserted in the jack
The loud and soft stop works by moving jack slide slightly from side to side by means of the long
bar on right side of instrument. Lute stop is worked by short brass arm on bass side of keyboard. Pin
is just above keyboard. This block contains tuning pins (front row). Just behind these are the front
and lute bar, which have lute felts glued into position. Last stage is to construct the walnut outer
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Antidotes Tor

OIS

being an account of some combative
measures certified to banish hiss, hum, howls, and
other hideous sounds from your stereo rig
.

by Edward F. McIntyre
WITHOUT being fanciful, one may liken the art
of sound reproduction to the science of metallurgy:
the aim of both is to extract something of value from
a baser context-pure metal from ore, clean sound
from noise.
While many noises are accidental-someone
sneezes during the recording of a live program -or

-a

steam pipe suddenly whistles
purely extraneous
as you are listening to "Vissi d'arte"-noise is also
inherent in the very processes and equipment used in
recording and playback. The chain of events, "from
the violinist's bow to the listener's ear," is actually a
very complex communications system full of noise inducing barriers which must be avoided, or their
effects minimized, if an accurate replica of the original signal is to emerge. Engineers express the
problem involved as a "signal -to- noise" ratio. In a
music -reproducing system or one of its elements,
such as an amplifier, the s/n ratio indicates how
strong the loudest music is (at low distortion) in
comparison with the noise inherent in the system or
component. The relationship between signal and

noise is expressed in decibels (db), a measurement
of the ratio between two electrical values. When the
loudest undistorted musical signal is at least 50 db
louder than its inherent noise, that noise will be unobtrusive -even in soft musical passages-under
average home listening conditions.
The most easily identifiable noise in disc reproduction is, of course, surface noise ( "record scratch ").
resulting from microscopic irregularities in the record material. The shellac of the older 78 -rpm records
often held a certain amount of an abrasive intended
to grind the steel needle down to fit the groove.
Naturally surface noise was fairly high on such
records, and would have sounded worse than it did
if the pickups, amplifiers, and loudspeakers used
twenty years ago had reproduced high frequencies

JULY

well as does today's equipment. Vinylite, the substance used for LPs, has no added abrasive and is
intrinsically smoother than shellac. For this reason
(as well as because of improvements in cutting techniques) the better records made today have an s n
ratio of about 55 db -which means that surface
noise is generally unobtrusive, or even undetectable.
Most record noise can be traced to the playback
equipment. If all your records suddenly begin to
suffer from hiss, you may have a chipped or worn
stylus or there may be a mechanical breakage in the
vibrating system of the cartridge. If you suspect the
latter, have the cartridge inspected by an expert.
Again, although a pickup may not actually he
defective, it may have too strong a resonance, producing a "ringing" in the highs -often associated
with a rough, loud, "errry" scratch of a definite pitch.
A resonance -free or at least well-damped pickup produces a soft hiss of indeterminate pitch (turn the
volume control way up to hear this) that indicates
very smooth highs. Smooth, extended high -frequency
response will not emphasize record noise as much as
peaked or limited -band response.
Even when both disc and pickup are fairly noise free, the high end can sound "noisy" if frequency
response is unbalanced so that the highs are being
unduly "favored." This can happen if the pickup
feeds into the wrong load -some ceramics, for instance, need 2 megohms or more for good bass response and some older amplifiers provide no more
than 100,000 to 250,000 ohms at the ceramic input.
Newer amplifiers do provide a correct match. On
the other hand, a magnetic pickup connected to the
ceramic input will sound, because of the resultant
incorrect equalization, very sharp in the highs and
very low in volume. Another cause of high -end imbalance-which would be heard on all program maa defective
terial (tapes, broadcasts. and discs)
as
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woofer that s :ops functioning, letting you hear only
the midrange and tweeter. This failure also will be
apparent as a reduction in volume and very thin
sound generally. Finally. the tweeter level control
in an otherwise perfect system -may be set too high.
At the bass end of response, the most common
noise from disc playback is turntable rumble. Rumble
that is heard suddenly is rare and suggests a breakdown in turntable or changer. More often it becomes
evident with the installation of a new pickup, amplifier. or speaker -any or all of which have stronger
bass response
with the repositioning of speakers.
If rumble is bothersome, the best cure is a more refined turntable or changer; if one is willing to put
tip with some loss of the very lowest bass. however,
a well -designed rumble filter (found on most current
amplifiers) can reduce the noise considerably.
A particularly unsettling and dangerous noise is
the sustained howl or roar of pronounced "acoustic
feedback." A loud note from the speakers physically
shakes the turntable and with it the pickup and stylus,
sending a strong noise signal through the system,
which emerges from the speakers-only to shake the
turntable again, and so on, to set up a self- perpetuating, continuous, sonic explosion which may damage
the speakers or other parts of the system. If such a
loud howl suddenly issues from your speakers, turn
the volume control down at once. Then try to determine what has made your turntable vulnerable to
being vibrated by sound from the speakers. Some
possibilities: turntable and speakers are too close together; the springy turntable mounting, intended to
filter out vibration, is out of order (rubber has hardened, for instance); volume and bass controls have
been turned higher than has ever been done previously; the turntable has been installed in a new cabinet, which has a panel that vibrates strongly in re-

-

-or

sponse to speaker sound; a speaker has been relocated
to a spot that feeds strong vibration into the floor.
Sustained acoustic feedback is fairly rare in systems in which the speakers are located at some distance from the turntahle, and the turntable itself is
installed on a fairly soft mounting. Momentary
feedback, however, can occur even in such systems;
triggered by a strong bass note, it sounds like a "muddy," choking, or burbling effect as the stylus jumps
around in the groove. The cure, again, is more effective isolation between speaker and turntable. A
softer turntable mounting -thick strips or even a
full pad of rubber foam often helps. The speaker
cabinets themselves ought to be placed on a similar
cushion to reduce feedback effects further.

ANOTHER GROUP Of noises is associated with tape.
Tape hiss, the most common, is caused by the "grain"
of the tape, microscopic irregularities in its magnetic
coating. Whatever hiss is present on an original tape
can, of course, be compounded in duplicating another tape from it. Thanks to recent improvements
in commercial dubbing, the tape hiss characteristic
of early prerecorded tapes is hardly a real problem
with the latest releases.

In general, however, the progress under way to get
longer playing time from tape, and the use of multi tracks. does accentuate the hiss problem. All other
things being equal. as the width of the magnetic track
on a tape is made smaller, the effective hiss level goes
up. Fortunately, tapes with lower inherent noise are
steadily being developed for commercial and for
home recording use.
A tape inherently quiet can be made hissy by many
of the same malfunctions that raise disc noise: anything that strongly upsets the frequency balance in
amplifier or speaker, in favor of the highs. There is
also a potent hiss -multiplier peculiar to tape machines: magnetization of the heads. On every machine the heads gradually acquire a permanent magnetization, usually from strong current surges that
occur when the controls are operated. A magnetized
head not only makes a tape sound hissy but will
record the hiss permanently onto the tape! Thus, if
you put on a recorded tape and it sounds more hissy
than you remember, stop the machine, remove the
tape to a safe distance, and demagnetize the heads
with a head degausser. If you use your machine often,
it is good practice to degauss the heads regularly.
Also peculiar to tape is "modulation noise," actually a form of flutter. As the tape rubs over the heads
and guides, it tends to stick a little, then jump ahead,
producing a very fast vibration that can add some
"mushy" distortion to the sound. It seems to be
"behind" the music, rising or falling with its volume.
If this noise becomes excessive on your machine, examine the tension on the tape: too high a tension,
pulling the tape hard against the heads and guides,
can increase the noise. Cleaning the heads and guides
regularly, using a cloth moistened in alcohol, helps
reduce the noise. In truth, modulation noise is mainly
a problem of wide- range, top -grade equipment; on
poorer machines it tends to be masked by other
more obvious noises and distortions.
Every user of an FM tuner knows the roaring hiss
that comes in between stations. If a tuner is operating properly and if it gets a strong enough signal,
this noise is blocked out when the station comes in.
Tuners vary as to the strength of the signal needed
to block the noise; the sensitivity specification expresses this strength as the microvolts of signal that
will reduce the noise by. say, 30 db, an acceptable
figure. In favorable reception locales, almost any
sensitivity will do, up to scores or hundreds of microvolts. For more difficult, or remote, locales, higher
sensitivity (lower number of microvolts) is needed.
As important as tuner sensitivity in getting a strong
enough signal is the antenna system. An indoor
antenna-even when used with a very high- sensitivity
tuner-can prove inadequate in many installations.
The only way then to get more signal and less noise
is to use an outdoor or attic -installed antenna. This
applies even more forcibly for FM stereo, which in
effect is a weaker signal than monophonic FM.
An FM set may reproduce ignition noise
fast
popping or huzzy grinding sound -that coincides
with the passing of a car or with a neighbor's lawn
mower. Many FM tuners are resistant to this "im-
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HUM IN RECORD PLAYERS
Turntable- pickup combination is best checked out for hum with no other signal
sources connected to amplifier. Speakers should always be connected to amplifier.
As a safety precaution, it is recommended that before any unit is connected or
disconnected, you turn down the amplifier volume control; shut off all power
switches; remove power plugs from wall sockets.
Cause of Hum

Where It Develops

Comments

Inductive hum

Between pairs of signal cables
from same stereo program source.

Keep these pairs as close together as possible.
Twisting them loosely and lacing them helps.

Between

"Rumble hum"

AC

lines and signal cables.

Keep these apart and preferably running so
that they are not parallel with each other.

Between turntable motor and pickup.

Hum increases when motor is on and pickup is
moved across platter. Remedy is bettershielded motor, or pickup, or both.

Between amplifier and pickup.

Hum lessens as record player is moved away from,
or at different angle to amplifier, especially
from that portion of chassis containing power
supply. Try to keep at least ten inches distance
between pickup and amplifier.

From turntable motor through tone
arm rest and into signal cables.

Hum lessens when motor is on and pickup is
lifted from rest. Relocating the arm rest may
help, but actually the noise is rumble from
the motor, rather than hum. Only cure may be
a

Cartridge/shell

better turntable.

Plastic shell.

If cartridge was supplied with grounding
strap, it may have come loose. Metal strip
should connect cartridge body to one of
cartridge's negative pins.

Metal shell.

Just the opposite may help. If metal shell
makes contact with metal arm, a grounding
strap here may create a ground loop in the

ground -strap

shell; try disconnecting the strap.

Inadequate ground

Between record player and chassis
of amplifier or preamplifier.

Faulty shielding

At connector or
length of cable.

Ground loop

Between any two points in system
that are themselves grounded.

Inadequate

In normal phono cable hookups
(single inner conductor surrounded
by shield).

shielding

JULY

internally within

Main symptom is hum, with motor off or on, that increases
when you touch pickup shell. Neither the arm nor the
motor should be grounded through the shield of a pickup
signal cable. Instead, the arm or motor or both should be
connected, via its own insulated wire, to the preamp
chassis. One wire, from ground lug of motor to holding
screw of tone arm and thence to chassis of amplifier, may do.
Main symptom is hum that changes when signal
cable is grasped tightly. Check for broken
or poorly soldered connection between shield
and phono plug, or for break in shield at
some point along the cable itself.

-in

a system or sometimes
Although two or more points
on the same chassis -are nominally grounded, a difference
in electrical potential between them may exist. A prime
symptom of a ground loop is hum that decreases in one
channel when the connector for the other channel is removed
from the preamp. To check for ground loop, look for bare
shields touching each other, or two signal grounds connected
at pickup end, or two external grounds from same system
(it should use only one external ground). Note: the "floating
shield" technique (see below) often can eliminate a ground loop.

item above, on grounding turntable and arm via
separate wire. As a last resort, try using a floating shield: use
cable with two inner conductors surrounded by shield for each
channel. Inner wires carry "hot" and "return" sides of
signal and connect to phono plugs. Shield is not connected
to anything at turntable end but is connected to preamp
chassis near or at phono input receptacles.
See
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HUM IN COMPONENTS
AMPLIFIERS

Persistent hum in an amplifier or preamp
generally requires professional servicing. A
few hints before calling for help: hum that
does not change when you vary the volume
control could be caused by a bad output tube
or transistor; by a defective filter capacitor; by
a "leaky" power transformer; sometimes by
incorrect dressing of wires or a faulty ground
connection inside the chassis. Some of these
items can be checked by the owner, especially
if the unit was built from a kit and construction
notes facilitate going over areas previously
wired. With the power off, check for cold solder
joints, loose or missing ground lug connections,
wires incorrectly routed, and so on.
Hum that responds to the volume control
(and that has definitely been ruled out as
originating in a program source) could be
caused by a defective part or tube in the pre amp, or by a tube shield that has been left off
or is not making good contact with the chassis,
or by a faulty ground connection (cold solder
joint or loose lug).

TAPE RECORDERS

addition to checking for ground loops between the tape machine and the system amplifier, and the possibility of using the floating
shield technique (see chart), check also for
obvious defects in the tape recorder's electronic section (as for amplifiers), and for a
possible fault in the shielding of the playback
head. Persistent hum requires professional
servicing.
In

TUNERS
Repeat checks of cables, plugs, ground loops.
If cabling faults are eliminated, then hum may
be caused by a faulty tube or capacitor. Strong
hum on all stations suggests a breakdown in

the oscillator section, or even a basic design
flaw in the set. Professional help is required.
Hum on only one station probably is coming in
with the signal -blame that station.
OVER -ALL "SYSTEM HUM"

With all program sources connected, a relatively
faint hum may be heard that was not audible
when only one program source was connected.
In addition to checking again for ground loops
as before, try reversing the power plugs of each
unit in the system, one at a time. Finally, connect the entire system -from one point only,
preferably the amplifier or preamp chassis-via
an insulated wire to a good external ground:
a water or heating pipe, the holding screw on
a
wall outlet, or conceivably a metal rod
driven right into the earth.

pulse noise," but if it becomes prevalent, you may
have to use 75 -ohm coaxial cable instead of the more
familiar and cheaper twin -lead to connect the set to
the antenna. The cable generally requires additional

parts, such as matching transformers- better consult
your local service man or the set manufacturer.

ASIDE FROM noises peculiar to program sources,
many unwanted sounds originate in an amplifier.
Analysis and cure often take professional skill in
trouble- shooting, in isolating the noise to one stage
of the circuit, and in replacing defective parts. Some
of the more common noises can be described briefly.
A "frying" sound generally denotes a defective resistor in a grid or plate circuit. A "popping" sound
usually is caused by a coupling capacitor that is leaking current intermittently. " Motorhoating" is a symptom of oscillation or instability, often caused by a defect in the power -supply filter section that has triggered unwanted feedback in the circuit. Often the
cause of motorboating may be quite elusive; expert
help is recommended.
"Microphonics "
ringing or bonging sound
which may tend to build up and sustain itself- occurs
when a tube vulnerable to this effect (usually the
first tube in the preamplifier) is jarred or vibrated
mechanically. You can test for a microphonic tube
by tapping each one very lightly with a pencil -the
offender will produce a loud bong with each tap.
The remedy is to substitute another tube, of a type
interchangeable with the first. There are a number
of tubes on the market built especially to resist the
effect. If you can't change the tube, it may be necessary to put it on vibration- resistant mountings installed over the tube socket.
Transistors, of course, are immune to microphonics, but a transitor, like other electronic devices, has
a noise level of its own. In germanium transistors
particularly, a high leakage current may produce an
obtrusive roaring or hissing noise: leakage comes
from overload, or from faulty manufacture. Excessive heat can also raise the noise level of a transistor.
In general, a transistor amplifier can be as quiet, or
as noisy, as a tube amplifier -depending, of course,
on how each has been designed.
Only a few noises originate in loudspeakers, and
the occur but rarely in speakers of decent design.
A badly torn cone produces buzzy or sandpapery
noises. A rasping on loud notes may be caused by
the rubbing of the voice -coil against the magnet
structure, or against some foreign material such as
small bits of metal that have been attracted into the
gap between voice-coil and magnet. A rubbing voice coil can also mean that the voice -coil "former" is
misshapen or that the inner cone suspension
( "spider") is damaged. If any of these defects seems
indicated, better get professional help.
First, though, you may want to make sure that a
speaker buzz or rasp is in fact a defect in the speaker
itself. A very similar sound can be caused by "multi path distortion" on FM broadcasts, the effect of receiving reflections of an FM signal along with the
signal; if the same noise occurs when you play records or tapes, you will know that it is actually in the
speaker. Another possible
Continued on page 87
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Patti at Oiaig--Øos
Photos by Hans

In the days when prima donnas were personages,

Adelina Patti reigned over a castle in Wales- equipped with forty
servants, a private theatre, and a cellar full of champagne.

I

L
SETTING of the mountains of South Wales
rig UN!
structure
stands an enchanting miniature opera house
and
blue
and
gold
its
was
erected,
it
day
as
the
as sound
perfect
in
machinery
stage
and
its
lighting
cream interior solid and unflaking,
working order. For a third successive summer it is housing a brief season by
N

T

-its

an amateur company (with some professional stiffening) from Neath, the nearest
sizable town. Before the 1963 reopening the theatre's tiny orchestra pit, which
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Ernesto Nicolini: he played the squire.
seats fifteen players, and the matching auditorium,
which holds 160 at a pinch, had been tenantless

and silent for forty years.
The story of this toy, or bijou as the daintier
Victorian writers called it, is the story also of
Adelina Patti, Queen of Song, who in the late
1880s built it on to Craig -y -Nos Castle, where she
lived until her death in 1919. In the theatre there are
two Patti portraits. One is the original curtain drop,
marred only by a water -streak down one side; it
shows the diva driving a chariot as Semiramide in
Rossini's opera. She has pretty hair and girlish,
soulful eyes. The other, a full- length oil by one
Steinhardt, hangs at the back of the stalls. Here she
appears in Renaissance costume, all ruff and stomacher. She trails her fingers in a jewel casket and,
while ignoring a monster dish of assorted fruits proffered by a page, regards the beholder in a severe,
sidelong way. The general effect is of an almost
juvenile prettiness. But, as we see also from many
photographs, mouth and chin betray petulance and

obstinacy.
That the Patti theatre has not only survived but
been continuously maintained in going order may
be ascribed to the fact that Craig -y -Nos Castle
as a whole has for most of the time been a children's
or an old people's hospital. Whether "voluntary" or
(as nowadays) State organs, successive governing
bodies have had the good taste as well as the good
sense to keep the relic as they found it, resisting
all temptation to turn the place into, say, storage
quarters or a county ambulance garage.
Craig -y -Nos (Welsh for Rock of the Night) is
a crenelated, turreted
mansion in mid -Victorian
Gothic. It stands a hundred or two feet up the
side of a valley that narrows to a ravine. In the
valley bottom are lawns, rose gardens, trout stream,
and artificial lakes with skiffs and swans. Today
all this is precisely as it was in Patti's day. Beyond
and behind rise fell slopes, hanging woods, and

The Queen u/ Snug: she u'as the chatelaine.
crowning stretches of moorland where, on sunny
days in late autumn, bracken flames pinkly. All is
sublime, Byronic, and tumultuous.
Patti first saw the Tawe valley, as the immediate
Craig -y-Nos setting is called, when she was in her
late thirties. One of her socialite friends with a place
near Neath invited her to a house party and took
her for a drive into the mountains. As soon as she
set eyes on the Tawe country she clapped her hands
and, like the adorable, spoiled child Bernard Shaw
(quo music critic) always insisted she was, couldn't
wait to make her home there. When the Craig -y -Nos
estate came on the market she bought it with a
whoop of delight.
A thing that pleased her especially about her
castle was its wild seclusion. For unimportant
people outside Patti's circle, the railway journey
from Paddington station to Penwyllt station on the
facing mountain slope took a full day and involved
two changes of train. For Patti-and for Patti alone
-the railway companies concerned contrived a
through -route and leased her a private train. The
saloon coach of this train was so big that it comfortably housed one of her wedding breakfasts (her
third, in 1899), the toast to the bride and bridegroom being drunk while the party were passing
through a tunnel. Another innovation at Craig -yNos was the telephone. Transmitted orally on a
crackling line to Ystradganlais post office five miles
away, Patti's telegrams were taken down by clerks
especially schooled for the purpose. Thus she was
able, while in her mountain fastness, to keep in touch
through her London agent with anxious impresarios
from Milan to Moscow, Berlin to Buenos Aires.
Craig -y -Nos and its improvements cost much
money. For some choice spirits who are endowed
with plenty of it, spending money can be a pleasure.
Patti signed stately checks with gay alacrity. As well
as being Queen of Song, she was-and remains
Song's record money -getter. At her peak in the mid-
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100.000 on South American
Eighties she earned
stages in a mere eighteen months. Now she did not
invest her earnings in Craig -y -Nos to gush over the
landscape in solitary state. She bought the Castle and
built the little theatre on to it as much for Ernesto
Nicolini as for herself.
Sow OF A Dinard hotel keeper. Ernest Nicolas
had changed his name on becoming an "Italian"
tenor. An indifferent Faust, Romeo, and Lohengrin. he was compensatingly handsome in a twinkling, fringe -bearded way. He first sang publicly
with Patti, as Edgardo to her dazzling Lucia. in
866. By the early 1870s he was ensconced, for all
1

his musico- dramatic limitations, as her preferred
partner on all the great operatic and concert stages

of Europe.
Ernesto s advent coincided with the breakup
of Patti's marriage to the Marquis de Caux, sometime equerry to Napoleon Ill and his wife's senior
by seventeen years. Under their ultimate separation
agreement, prelude to divorce in the French courts,
Patti was required to divide her fortune with him.
De Caux's share is said to have been a million and a
half francs. His personal income had never exceeded
eight pounds a week. Such a settlement argues that
Patti was the culpable party, or, at any rate, the vtdnerable one. In Ernesto her bruised heart found balm.
The hints and eloquent reticences of Victorian
and Edwardian memorialists, as well as contemporary South Wales newspaper files. suggest that he
and she were known to he something more than
musical colleagues as early as 1875. By the early
months of 1877 the something more had become the
common talk of every greenroom in Paris and the
theme of more than one chronicler's gossip column.
Nicolini's wife, mother of his five children, had
obtained a legal separation and was openly denouncing her castoff husband as Patti's lover. Forbidden
by De Caux to appear on the same stage with Nicolini, Patti had defiantly sung Violetta to his Germont
in a St. Petersburg Traviata. The result of this was a
brawl between husband and wife in the diva's dressing room. De Caux informed Adelina what a low
creature she was. Her infidelity, he commented,
was a fine return for the noble title he had
conferred upon her. "Right!" exclaimed Patti,
you can take your title hack." Scooping up handfuls
of jewels and trinkets from her dressing table, she
flung them in De Caux's face, shouting "Take these
payment!" De Caux seems to have struck
as well
her. The dressing -room door was locked and had
to be forced. De Caux refused to leave. The manager had him ejected from the theatre. . .
Such, more or less, was the story as put out
between them by writers in Le Figaro and another
boulevard sheet. Patti issued a dementi so halfhearted that it confirmed the scandal. Separation proceedings, settlement negotiations, and the
divorce process dragged on for nine years. During
this time the pair's tutoiements in English society

couple whose "irregularity" has
They married according
accepted.
been indulgently
to the Protestant rite, despite the bride's Roman
Catholic upbringing. at Ystradganlais parish church
in June 1886. He was fifty -two. she forty -two. But
Nicolini had made Craig -y -Nos his home some years

were those of

a

before this.
Playing the squire, he wore gaiters, hobnobbed
with his gamekeepers. fished the trout stream, and
sparred on nursery- reared pheasant with comical
abandon: he would pursue luckless birds from copse
into kitchen garden and shower the greenhouse with
spent shot. Over Patti's contracts he watched with an
uxorious yet ruthless eye. It was under his aegis
that her fees rose to £ 1,600 a night. Often there
was a package clause whereby promoters who had
been conceded the Queen of Song were obliged to
hill her tenor husband as well.
Patti's biographer Herman Klein discreetly implies
that "the good people of Glamorganshire." sticklers
for les convenances, did not at first take kindly
to the Craig -y -Nos ménage. He talks of "hesitancy
on both sides," of ice that had to he broken, of
friendly relations aimed at rather than achieved. In
1882, however, Patti and Nicolini organized and led
a charity concert in Swansea. A flattered South
Wales stopped prissying and took the couple to its

-in

.
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Patti's theatre, abutting the grim clock touer.
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The jewel box, all gold and blue and cream, for perhaps fifteen musicians and 160 guests.
bosom. Driving into Swansea two years later with a
cavalcade of guests and fellow artists for a
second charity concert, the owners of Craig -y-Nos
found ships in the harbor dress over -all, streets beflagged, crowds on the sidewalks, banners everywhere proclaiming "God Bless the Queen of Song"
and "Long Live Adelina Patti." The mayor took
off his silk hat and bent over the diva's hand, a
militia company presented arms, hands played. It
was a day of sunshine, finery, and special trains.
Victoria Regina herself could hardly have been
made more welcome.

IT WAS DURING an intermission at this or some
other charity concert that Nicolini outlined Patti's
plan for a theatre to the building contractor who
later did the work. Its carved frontage surmounted
by the statue of a young woman playing a tambourine (as Patti herself did occasionally), the Craig y -Nos theatre looks as if it had been imported stone
by stone from some gay, small Italian town. By
comparison, the gritstone clock tower with staring
white dials which stands alongside looks very prim,
grim, and municipal. For two years or more the
theatre underwent trial runs by amateurs, some of
them Tawe valley villagers, who put on obscure
comic operas and a black -face minstrel show. Not
until 891 did Patti let the world into her secret.
For the so- called inaugural performances of that
year. she brought in a carefully composed house
party. There were mayors and chief constables;
assorted dilettantes from the Covent Garden crush
room and the drawing rooms of Park Lane; a newspaper owner or two: hand -picked critics of the kind
1

who never referred to Patti's prodigious fees except as cachets; and Prince Henry of Battenberg,
whose mother -in -law was Queen Victoria. When
Prince Henry drove in from Swansea (he had left
his yacht anchored off The Mumbles) the entire
domestic staff of Craig -y -Nos, forty strong, from
head butler to third parlormaid, stood to attention
in the forecourt; and a salute of twenty -one blanks
was fired by a small brass cannon which in the
ordinary way was used only to celebrate Patti's return from foreign tours. From a sky of unflawed
blue, sunlight fell as through a burning glass.
In the theatre that week, Patti sang in four
operatic excerpts: La Traviata, Act I; the Garden
Scene from Faust; the Row e° and Juliet Balcony
Scene; and Martha, Act Ill. She had a "tame" conductor in Luigi Arditi. composer of II Bacio, Bolero,
and other ditties loved in their day. Poking about
backstage at Craig -y -Nos, I came upon a garden backdrop with roses as big as cabbages blossoming amid
recognizably Welsh mountains. According to tradition, this is the backdrop against which Patti sang
Gretchen. There is also a lath -and- canvas flat with
"practical" door and brass knob, which probably
formed part of Violetta's drawing room seventy -four
years ago.
So infatuated was Patti with her toy that she
let Luigi Arditi, for all his tameness, talk her into
rehearsals, an unheard of concession on the part

of

a singer whose contracts were notorious for their
standard "no rehearsals" clause. In scores of theatres.
Arditi had stood in for her at general rehearsals,
singing or whistling the absent diva's lines and giving
the other singers -who usually never glimpsed her
until the first night -vague indications of where
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Patti might he expected to stand. sit. move. This
casual, not to say insolent. approach had a ruinous
effect upon musical ensemble and dramatic verity
alike. What of that? People didn't expect Patti to act.
nor were people much concerned with how anybody
else sang in Patti's presence. Even in a production
as complex and magniloquent as Les Huguenots,
Adelina was, for average eyes and ears. the sole
focus of attention.

How she sang at the Craig -y -Nos inaugural
may be surmised not from what was written by
the courtly critics on the spot but rather from
George Bernard Shaw. Naturally. Shaw himselfthen writing on music for The World magazinewas not invited. One Mephistopheles in the precincts. even though only an operatic one. was
enough. About Adeline's mercenary bent. her rag hag concert programs. and her incapacity to act
any other role than that of coy. petulant. capricious
Adelina. he had written unsparingly. When it came
to her voice and purely musical arts. however. the
hatchetman of The World melted and babbled. After
listening in London's vast Albert Hall. he wrote of
beautiful voice. so perfectly produced and
her
controlled that its most delicate pianissimo reaches
magical roulades soaring to
the utmost listener
pure. strong tone that made
heavenly altitudes
.
.
God Save the Queen sound fresh and noble
club
rows
of
that
reconcile
notes
tender
hushed.
loving cynics to Home Sweet Home...."
If this was how she had sounded two and a half
years earlier. her Craig -y -Nos inaugural performances must have carried much the sane dew. pearl.
and diamond. As Gretchen at her spinning wheel
she wore chaste white. Her figure and her demeanor
were those of a twenty- year -old. Although halfway
through her forty -ninth year. she had not yet begun
her decline through transposition and roulade -dockings towards the status of mezzo hallad singer.
After clamorous curtain calls on the first night,
she made off. wafting kisses as she went, through
the prompt wing. A special stair led up to her bedroom suite with its vast wardrobes. (A white -haired
lady who worked at the Castle as a sewing maid in
Edwardian times still remembers the wardrobes
vividly: "Every time Madame went on tour or holiday. she ordered new dresses from Worth of Paris.
Every few years. she would weed them out. But
always there were forty or fifty. Madame was small.
Her skirts were ground- length, thirty -six inches
from hem to waist. From waist to nape of the neck.
she was fourteen inches. Add twelve inches for her
head. That made her five -foot -two. ")
The dress she chose for her first -night party was
in ruched ivory. She carried an ostrich feather fan
and wore one of her parures. There were so many
of these at the Castle- composed of diamonds,
emeralds, rubies, pearls-that to inspect all of
them and (into the bargain) Patti's tour mementos
and inscribed photographs would have taken a fortnight. wrote Madame Arditi in her diary. Maestro
Arditi, for his part. noted that 450 bottles of cham-

"...

...

.

.

.

.

pagne were drunk at the celebratory dinner. Under
a firmament of electric lights fed by a throbbing
generator on the grounds, Patti and Nicolini sat
at opposite ends of the head table in the winter

-a

haven of potted palms, fountains.
garden annex
and plaster statues.
Patti flirted her fan. threw her head back
laughingly, showed splendid teeth. and conversed in
five languages. While keeping an eye on the roasts
and the wines, and on those waiters who had been
hired for the week, Nicolini talked of dry -flies, No.
14 trout hooks. twelve -bore muzzle velocity. and the
nice, imperial things that had happened to Adelina
while touring the Americas. Had Lady Vivian (he
asked his right -hand neighbor) heard about the private saloon coach in which Adelina had journeyed
from Detroit to Sacramento, with its solid silver bath
and its I 8-carat gold doorkey? To Baron de Reuter
on his left he promised that after dinner he would
show him the golden crown set with diamonds and
rubies that she had received from President Diaz
and the clock shaped like a sedan chair and the
diamond- studded card case and the filigree silver
box full of rare coins given to her by other worshiping and wealthy Mexicans.
But first he must show his guests something
else: the Craig -y -Nos billiard room with its Swiss
orchestrion. This, too, worked by electricity; it
played fifty operatic potpourris or concert pieces,
including things from Meistersinger ( "Of course. I
like Wagner. Didn't I sing Lohengrin at Covent
Garden ? ") and Chabrier's España. which Adelina,
if you asked her nicely -and often without being
asked at all -would accompany on the castanets.
In the theatre. the little orchestra had by this
time taken possession of the stage and was tuning
up. The seats had been cleared away and the auditorium -floor jacked level. Adelina, Ernesto, and their
guests rounded off an inaugural which has no parallel in operatic history by waltzing, quadrilling. and
schottisching deep into the small hours.

AS ITS REOPENING by the Neath amateurs has belatedly proved, the Patti theatre was built to weather
the centuries. What future did Adelina and her
husband foresee for it? Klein lists eight productions
at Craig -y -Nos during the Nineties. My own inquiries in South Wales, where old Patti theatre programs
are treasured like relics of royalty, turned up evidence of eight more. A total of sixteen productions,
most of them bracketed in triple hills, is a pathetically small yield. A good half of the productions
in which Patti took part as a mime -possibly because. while loving a bit of theatrical fun, she wished
to spare her voice -were "wordless plays" on the
lines of Wormser's L'Enfant prodigue. with orchestral commentaries adapted and thrown together ad
hoc. Among these wordless pieces were Tosca, East
Lynne. La Dame aux camélias, and Kathleen
Mavourneen.
Continued on page 87
in 1896, an ailing
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from
CHOICE ... NOT CHANCE
Perfection results

Since no single phono cartridge can be all things to all people,
we earnestly recommend that you employ these individual
criteria in selecting your personal cartridge from the broad
Shure Stereo Dynetic group:
YOUR EAR: First and foremost, listen. There are subtle differences in tonality that beggar description and are quite
unrelated to "bare" specifications -yet add immeasurably
to your personal listening pleasure.
YOUR EQUIPMENT: Consider first your tone arm's range of

tracking forces. Too, keep in mind that the cartridge ordinarily
represents the smallest monetary investment in the system, yet
the ultimate sound delivered depends first on the signal reproduced by the cartridge
"skimping" here downgrades
your entire system.

...

YOUR EXCHEQUER: Shure cartridges cover the entire economic spectrum. And they are ALL Shure in quality, all Shure
in performance. Even the least costly has received copious

critical acclaim.

MUSICAL
BEST -BUY

BEST SELLER

ALL THE MOST
WANTED FEATURES

MODEL M3D

MODEL M7 /N2ID

Where cost is the dominant factor,
the M3D provides extremely musical and transparent sound at a
rock -bottom price. The original,
famous Shure Stereo Dynetic
Cartridge ... with almost universal
application. Tracks at pressures as
low as 3 grams, as high as 6 grams.
For any changer. Only $15.75

Top -rated cartridge featuring the
highly compliant N21D tubular
stylus. Because of unusually clean
mid -range (where most music
really "happens") it is especially
recommended if your present system sounds "muddy." For 2 -gram
optimum tracking (not to he used
over 272 grams). Only $17.95 (Also,
if you own an M3D or M7D, you
can upgrade it for higher compliance, if tracking force does not
exceed 2'/2 grams, with the N21D
stylus for only $12.50.)

M55E
15' TRACKING, ELLIPTICAL

STYLUS

Professional performance at a
modest price. Compares favorably
to the incomparable Shure V-15,
except that it is produced under
standard Shure quality control and

manufacturing techniques.

Re-

markable freedom from IM, Harmonic and tracing distortion. Will
definitely and audibly improve the
sound of monaural as well as
stereo records played on any system (except those using the Shure
V -15, of course.) A special value
at $35.50.

THE "FLOATING"
CARTRIDGE

THE ULTIMATE!

M80E GARD -A- MATIC®

V -I5

"THE BEST
PICK -UP ARM IN
THE WORLD"

t
WITH ELLIPTICAL STYLUS
Bounce -proof, scratch -proof performance for Garrard Lab 80 and
Model A70 Series automatic turntables. Especially useful for applications where floor vibration is a
problem. Spring -mounted in tone
arm shell. Unique safety feature
retracts stylus and cartridge when
force exceeds 1'/2 grams .. prevents scratching record and damaging stylus. $38.00

SHURE SME

WITH
BI- RADIAL ELLIPTICAL STYLUS
For the purist who wants the very
best, regardless of price. Reduces
tracing (pinch effect), IM and Har-

.

- HVtR

monic distortion to unprecedented
lows. 15° tracking. Scratch -proof,
too. Produced under famed Shure
Master Quality Control Program
literally hand -made and individually tested. In a class by itself for mono as well as stereo
discs. For manual or automatic
turntables capable of tracking at
1'/2 grams or less. $62.50

High Fidelity Phono Cartridges

.

.

.

Provides features and quality unattainable in ANY other tone arm.
Made by British craftsmen to singularly close tolerances and standards. Utterly accurate adjustments
for every critical factor relating to
perfect tracking
it realizes the
lull potential of the cartridge and
record. Model 3012 for 16" records
$110.50; Model 3009 for 12" records $100.50

World Standard Wherever Sound Quality

...

is

Paramount

Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Illinois
CIRCLE 43

ON

READER -SERVICE
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The consumer's guide
so new and

important

high fidelity equipment

high fideli
EQUIPMENT REPORTS

Crown Model SS824
Tape Recorder

THE EQUIPMENT: Crown SS824, a multispeed. quarter -track stereo /monophonic tape recorder consisting
of a transport chassis and a solid -state preamplifier
control center. Dimensions: transport, 19 by 101/2 inches;
preamp, 19 by 7 inches. Both units fitted into carrying
case: 20 by 19 by 11 inches. Price: transport and pre -

-

amp, $1,295. Various accessories and extended facilities
available- supplied with test sample: four SS -2 preamps
for high impedance microphone and stereo RIAA disc
equalization. $180; two SS -6 line amplifiers for stereo
headphones. $50; Model X carrying case. $59. Manufacturer: International Radio and Electronics Corp.,
1718 W. Mishawaka Rd., Elkhart, Ind. 46517.

CO$151EN'l': Its performance and features mark the
Crown SS824 as a thoroughly professional tape recorder that would be equally at home in the studio
or in the installation of an advanced audiophile. It is
big, expensive, and magnificent. It also is somewhat
complicated- although while its numerous controls and
input and output jacks might faze the novice, they could
he mastered by the serious amateur and. of course,
would be quite familiar to a professional recordist.
The unit is one of the recent Crown 5581111 (the SS
denotes solid -state electronics) series of recorders, avail able with different head and circuit configurations for
various applications. The SS824 is supplied with three

Equipment reports are based on laboratory measurements and listening tests. Data for the reports,
equipment oth ^r than loudspeakers, is obtained by the United States Testing Company, Ire., of
Hoboken, New Jersey, a completely independent organization not affiliated with the United States
Government which, since 1880, has been a leader in product evaluation. Speaker reports are based
on controlled listening tests. Occasionally, a supplementary agency may be invited to contribute
to the testing program. The choice of equipment to be tested rests with the editors of HIGH FIDELITY.
No report, or portion thereof, may be reproduced for any purpose or in any form without written
..
o
it,
permission of the publisher. No reference to the United States Testing Company.
seals or insignia, or to the results of its tests, including material published in HIGH FIDELITY
based on such tests, may be made without written permission of United States Testing Company, Inc.
on

REPORT POLICY

. .
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Crown SS824 Tape Recorder
Lnh Tr s! l)ala

NAB PLAYBACK FREQUENCY RESPONSE @ 71/2
IPS

10

left Channel

+5

Performance
characteristic

Measurement

Speed accuracy, 712 ips
33/4 ips
17/I ips

0.21°0 slow
0.22% slow
0.33% slow

Wow and flutter, 7,2 ips

0.03°o and 0.05 °o respectively
0.08°o and 0.12% respectively
0.18% and 0.2% respectively

324 ips
13/s ips

Rewind time, 7.inch, 1,200 -ft.
reel
Fast- forward time, same reel

-5

Zero DB =- -10 VU Recording Level on
Ampex 31321-01 Test Tape

10

20

50

10

+ 1.5, -0.5 db, 50
+1.75, -1 db, 50

Record playback response
(ref. -10 VU recorded signal)
71/2 ips,
ch

-5

cps to 15 kc
cps to 15 kc

10

db at 9 ku

+2.5, -4 db,

r ch

28 cps to 5 kc

(-6.5 db at
N

S

ratio (ref.

0 VU, test

9

RESPONSE @ 71/7
(Tone Controls Flan

left

Channel_ Right

ch

(

-10

1K

3K

-10

20

50

20K

5K

10K

@

71/2 IPS

- - - --

Right Channel

100

300 500

ch: 150 uv;
ch: 150 mv;
ch: 0.4 mv;

I

I

I

r
r

1K

5K

3K

10K

20K

r

ch: 150 pv
ch: 158 mv
ch: 0.4 mv
10

&

source

L

CH

R

870 mv
3

v

2.2 v
7.5 v

RECORD /PLAYBACK

+5

CH

870 mv
2.9 v
2.3 v
7.5 v

@

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

33/4

IPS

(Tone Controls Flat)

-0
left

10

20

Channel50

100

VU recorded signal)

low
low
high & line
high & line

IPS

FREQUENCY, CPS

SWITCH POSITION
tape
tape & source

tope
tape

20K

Zero DB- --10VU

Channel

300 500

Left Channel

Maximum output levels
(0 VU recorded signal)
low
low
high & line
high & line

100

2

55 db
55 db

Sensitivity (0 VU
recording level)
mic input
aux or line inputs
phono input

OUTPUT JACK

50

RECORD /PLAYBACK TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION
Recording Level =
VU

4

ku

tape:

playback, either ch
record playback, either

10K

45 cps to 20 kc
2.5 db, 45 cps to 20 kc
+1, -2 db, 30 cps to 11 kc
+0.5, -2.5 db, 32 cps to 13 kc
+3, -4 db, 24 cps to 6 kc (-6.5

ch
ch
ch

I

5K

+2, -2.5 db,

I

13/s ips,

3K

FREQUEFCY, CPS

r ch
I

1K

RECORD /PLAYBACK FREQUENCY

+5

20

r

300 500

0

r ch

33/4 ips,

100

FREQUENCY, (PS

38.5 seconds
38.5 seconds

NAB playback response, 7 t'2
ips (ref. Ampex test tape
No. 31321 -01)
I
ch

Right Channel

0

Zero DB --10 VU

Right Channel
300 500

3K

1K

10K

5K

20K

FREQUENCY, CPS

tape
tape & source
tape
tope & source

THD, record playback
( -10 VU
recorded signal)
71/2 ips

290 mv
v
740 mv

290 mv

1

2.45

v

1

v

770 mv
2.5 v
6

either ch: under 10e, 60 cps to
4 kc; under 2 °0, 37 cps to 12
kc; under 3.4 %, 30 cps to 20

Left Channel

4

Right Channel

Recording Level

:

------

- -10 VU

2

kc
D

HARMONIC DISTORTION @ 33/4 IPS

either ch: under 2 °0, 38 cps to
4 kc; under 3 °o down to 30 cps;
left ch: 4 °o at 12 kc; right:
4 °o at 10.5 kc
either ch: under 3°0, 80 cps to
1.2 kc; under 5°0, 40 cps to 7
IM distortion, record playback:
-10 VU recorded level
-5 VU recorded level
0 VU recorded level

Recording level for max
3% THD
Accuracy, built -in VU meters

I
I
I

I

ch: 2.6°o; r ch
ch: 3.1°o; r ch
ch: 4.2°o; r ch

20

4.5%

ch: 6.2 VU; r ch: 5 VU

100

300

500

1K

FREQUENCY,

3K

SK

10K

@13A

IPS

20K

(PS

kc

2.5%
3.1 °o

50

RECORD /PLAYBACK FREQUENCY

+5

'
r

_c

W

10

°`

Zero DB

0

z

RESPONSE

= -10 VU

(Tone Controls Flat)
Right Channel

', Left Channel
20

precisely calibrated for professional VU measurements

50

50

100

300 500

1K

3K
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2

Recording Level
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20

50

100

300 500

1K
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10K

20K

FREQUENCY, (PS

for quarter -track (four -track) stereo or monophonic erase, record, and playback. The machine also
will play older two-track tapes. Its versatility would seem
to be limited only by the imagination or technical
understanding of the user-the preamp for instance,
available with RIAA phono equalization, can serve not
only for recording and playing tapes but as a system
control center for handling various program sources
and feeding their signals to amplifiers and speakers.
The machine has built -in signal mixers, and can make
multiple recordings (sound on sound); up to four independent signals may be recorded on a single track
(a versatile musician thus can become a quartet). The
mixing facility also may be used, if desired. as part of
the preamp's general control- center functioning. Remote
control can be added with an accessory unit. A frontpanel control on each channel permits recording bias
to be adjusted for best results with any tape used.
Monitoring is possible through one's external playback
system, or via headphones-two jacks permit direct
plug -in of both mono and stereo headsets. The very
large signal meters are true VU types and may be read
during recording or playback; switches permit the meters
to indicate signal levels as well as bias and erase voltages.
The completely solid -state electronics of the Crown
are built around silicon transistors. arranged as a series
of modular circuits on plug-in boards. Fach channel has
its own board for specific functions: microphone pre amplification; VU meter driving and calibration; recording amplification; line amplification; voltage gain and
tone control: multispeed equalization. In addition, there
is one board for the bias oscillator, common to both
channels, and another board that contains part of the
power supply, also shared by both channels. This form
of circuit design makes for a highly flexible tape system.
which can be assembled or modified to meet different
and specialized requirements. It also makes for a very
high order of reliability and. at the same time, ultimate
case in servicing or replacement of parts, if needed.
Front -panel electronic controls include concentric
selector switches for output and meter: separate treble
and bass tone controls that may be used for recording
and playback; four input level controls: separate output
level controls: a play -record switch that has a press -tomove button safety interlock and separate positions for
reading bias and erase voltages on the meters; and the
bias adjustments. All these controls operate separately
and independently on each channel, and are arranged
symmetrically across the front panel. The equalization
switch is common to both channels. The monophonic
headphone jack is located between the two large knobs
for "input I" and "input 2": the stereo headphone jack
is between the knobs for "input 3" and "input 4." The
meters are illuminated during use.
The transport of the Crown employs three motors:
each reel has its own shaded -pole motor, and the capstan drive is powered by a hysteresis- synchronous motor
which also operates a built -in cooling fan. The fan, in
addition to ventilating the equipment. serves as a constant light load for the motor, so that variations in load
during changes in the deck's operational modes are kept
to a minimum. The Crown can take any size tape reel
up to the standard professional 101/2 -inch types: a special
switch sets the tension limits for "small" size reels
heads

tseven -inch plastic) or the larger type. A cue switch
permits rocking the reels by hand to locate a specific
passage during recording. Speed change. between 71 and
ph ips, is accomplished simply by a push -pull switch
on the deck; the change to 17/8-ips speed is more complicated. requiring the owner to add another drive -belt
system. The transport is operated by push -button activated relays. and controls are provided for normal forward, fast -forward. rewind, and stop. Braking is
electrical through the use of a relay and transistor circuitry. A photoelectric sensing device automatically stops
the transport when the tape runs out.
The path of the tape itself, from supply to take -up
reel, weaves through a series of three hard plastic and
nine metal capstans. including a swinging arm. Most of
these are under the head cover and so are automatically
engaged as the tape is threaded. A single switch, on the
transport. activates both the mechanical and electronic
portions of the system.
Careful examination and performance tests of the
Crown at United States Testing Company, Inc., add up
to a superlative verdict: this is an outstanding tape recorder, unsurpassed by any model yet encountered. Every
detail of the unit's construction and circuitry is completely professional. Tape handling is positive and gentle. and the elaborate capstan system across the deck
can iron out virtually any wrinkle on a tape. Controls
are all generously proportioned, operate smoothly, and
produce their intended effects accurately and quickly.
Measurements are shown in the accompanying charts:
they describe. in sum. a unit that easily meets or exceeds
its published specifications. Speed accuracy is excellent;
distortion extremely low; signal -to -noise ratio very
favorable; wow and flutter insignificant; response very
wide and linear. Even these figures, impressive as they
are. do not tell the whole story of the Crown's excellence. For instance. the response curves were taken with
all tone controls in their "flat" positions. However. it
is possible to use the tone controls to obtain modified
response, as desired -say. deliberately boosted bass at
any speed. or extended high frequency response at the
slower speeds-because the tone control circuits provide
accurate tonal contours and do not add distortion to the
signal. The signal gain of the Crown is controlled by a

"sophisticated" circuit technique that provides extremely
sensitive and accurate control and, again. without introducing nonlinearity in the response. The circuitry that
controls the VU meter on each channel permits full
and accurate read -out of signal amplitudes down to the
lowest levels. The Crown's sensitivity is really remarkable: the zero VU level for microphone inputs on either
channel was only 150 microvolts. With such sensitivity,
you would expect to "peg the meter" (cause the needle
to he slammed over to the right and possibly damaged) at
a signal level of 200 microvolts (0.2 millivolts). but the
needle-while it responded with alacrity to such a
signal -could not be damaged. and only slight adjustment of the level control was necessary to accommodate the input signal to the recorder's high sensitivity.
In use and in listening tests the Crown proved to be
as splendid as its measurements would indicate. Copies
of mint -fresh discs made on the machine at 71/2 -ips speed
were indistinguishable from the originals: playing of
prerecorded tapes was superb. The 33/4-ips speed was
virtually as good: indeed. characteristics at this speed on
this machine were about the equal of the faster speed
on lower- priced machines. The l7/é -ips speed, while expectedly not as extended at the high end. and with
somewhat higher distortion. still was
that speed
quite good and well suited for noncritical applications
such as background music or recording the speaking
voice. The Crown SS824 plainly is a machine for the
tape enthusiast who wants one of the hest and who also
is familiar enough with recorders in this class to he able
to operate it to full advantage (the instruction manual
itself presumes some degree of technical background. and
does not spell out everything for the owner).
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KLH -18

Tuner

THE EQUIPMENT: KLH -I8.

a stereo 'monophonic FM
in a walnut cabinet. Dimensions:
9 by 41/4 by 51/2 inches. Price: $129.95. Manufacturer:
KLH Research & Development Corp., 30 Cross St.,
Cambridge. Mass. 02139.

tuner

supplied

KLH -18

Lab Test Data
Performance
characteristic

COMMENT: The Model

18 tuner by KLH is the
FM tuner yet offered. thanks to complete
transistorization. and such innovations as miniaturized
IF transformers. Apparently, these developments-while
responsible for the set's stylish compactness -also can he
credited with providing superior performance. In fact.
size notwithstanding. the KLH -18 is one of the finest
FM tuners encountered, with performance characteristics
and a clean sound that suggest more elaborate and
costlier equipment.
The front panel, to begin with. is of anodized silver
and contains a volume control combined with the power
OFF /oN switch: a mono /stereo selector: an SCA filter
switch: and the large direct -drive tuning dial. To the
upper right of the tuning knob is a signal strength
meter: at the lower right is a stereo signal indicator.
The rear of the KLH -I8 contains 300 -ohm (twin lead) antenna terminals, the AC line cord, and two
pairs of stereo signal outputs. One pair. for feeding
signals to any external amplifier or tape recorder, is not
affected by the volume control (maximum signal is
available at these jacks). The other pair is intended
specifically for feeding FM signals to KLH phonographs,
such as the Model 11: these jacks are controlled by
the front -panel volume adjustment.
Performance tests on the KLH -I8. following the
usual alignment done on all tuners at United States
Testing Company, Inc.. produced excellent results. FM
sensitivity was extremely high at 2.5 microvolts. and the
IHF sensitivity curve indicated that the tuner will exceed
IHF standards by 10 db at an RF input of only 7
microvolts. which should qualify it for reception in the
most difficult of locales. Distortion was very low: indeed. an outstanding feature observed in this tuner was
the extremely slight increase in distortion when changing from monophonic to stereo operation. All tuners

smallest

Measurement

sensitivity

IHF

2.5 uv at 98 mc; 2.5 µv at 90 mc;
3 µv at 106 mc

+0.5, -1.7 db, 20 cps to

Frequency response, mono
THD, mono

15 kc

0.6% at 400 cps; 0.67% at 40 cps;
0.5% at
kc
1

IM distortion

0.21%

Capture ratio

4.5

S

;'N ratio

52 db

Frequency response, stereo
I

1.5 db, 20 cps to 15 kc
20 cps to 15 kc

ch
r ch

+1.75, -1.5 db,

THD, stereo
I

0.7% at 400 cps; 0.79% at 40 cps;
0.53% at
kc
0.66% at 400 cps; 0.77% at 40 cps;
0.59% at
kc

ch

1

r ch

1

Channel separation, either
channel

better than 32 db at mid -frequencies;
better than 24 db, 20 cps to 6.2 kc;
better than 20 db above 10 kc

pilot suppression

-35 db

38 -kc subcarrier suppression

-48 db

19 -kc

ó
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-
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show some increase, but in the Model 18 this increase
was virtually nil. Channel separation on stereo was excellent, and stereo response was virtually perfectly flat
across the FM audio band, showing no appreciable
difference from the set's mono response. Both channels,
too, were very closely balanced. Calibration of the tuning
dial was highly accurate. Other measured characteristics.
shown on the accompanying chart, simply add up to a
really first -rate tuner.

The Model 18 tuner was connected, in listening tests.
to a KLH Model 11 "suitcase" phonograph system and
then to an elaborate component system. It seemed
eminently suited, from a listening standpoint, for both
applications. Its ultracompact size makes it a logical
choice as the FM mate to something like the KLH I1;
its clear, open sound and sensitivity to stations "all up
and down the dial" qualify it unquestionably for use
as a tuner in the finest of playback systems.

Speaker System

Empire Model 9000

THE EQUIPMENT: Empire Model 9000. a full -range,
three-way speaker system in a cylindrical enclosure. Di-

mensions: 29 inches high, 20 inches in diameter. Price:
$285. Manufacturer: Empire Scientific Corp., 845 Stewart Ave., Garden City, L.I., N.Y. 11533.

COM%IENT: The scene is a tastefully furnished living
room. Aunt Violet, who has dropped in for tea, places
her cup on the marble top of a new end table that she
has been admiring. From another part of the room. her
hostess presses a hidden switch and music pours forth
from the new table and its mate several feet away. Aunt
Violet is first incredulous "This is a speaker too?"), then
pleased ("And what a speaker! ").
So may well go Empire's new versions of the song of
two Grenadiers. In what represents a bold and, to our
ears and eyes, a highly successful departure from concompany well
ventional speaker design. Empire
known for its top quality disc playing equipment -has
introduced its Grenadier speaker systems. of which the
Model 9000 is the latest and largest. The acoustic theory
behind this system is responsible for its unusual shape;
the shape. in turn. has enabled its designers to fashion
the system as a strikingly handsome piece. The enclosure
has the look of French walnut and boasts a warm.
satin -like finish. Its heptagonal paneling is set off by
fluted vertical columns and complemented by a matching base and a richly figured top surface of heavy, imported marble.
Three separate drivers, or speaker units. are employed.
A I5 -inch woofer faces downward near the bottom of
the cylinder and radiates into a circular. surrounding
horn -like opening which in turn is surrounded by a circular slot covered with a decorative grille. The dimensions of both the horn and the slot are calculated to
aid the bass response, assist in the crossover to the midrange, and of course help diffuse the sound in an even.
circular pattern. The rear of the woofer "looks" into a
completely sealed chamber that is partly stuffed with
sound- absorbent wedges. and so the system functions
essentially as a modified "infinite baffle"-but with some
front -horn loading. And its rounded sides are designed
to minimize the formation of standing waves and internal resonances.
The midrange driver is a dome-shaped speaker about
(

-a

is a one -inch dome.
Both are mounted behind a heavy. brushed gold escutcheon. itself a decorative, as well as an acoustic, element
that contains "acoustic lenses" which help spread the
sound from each. Frequency division -from woofer to
midrange at 450 cps. and from midrange to tweeter at
handled by an inductive-capacitive net5,000 cps
work also housed inside the enclosure. Connections are
made under the enclosure to binding posts marked for
polarity. Input impedance is 8 ohms; efficiency is moderately high.
If the Grenadier's appearance is designed to please, so
is its sound. Response was found to be wide. smooth,
and well -balanced. Its bass end slopes gently from about
45 cps. but fundamental bass is evident to below 30 cps.
No doubling occurs unless the system is driven abnormally hard. Upward from the deep bass region, response
was found to be very smooth and uniform with negligible
minor variations. Response extends to beyond audibility,
with an apparent slope beginning at perhaps 13 kc. The
dispersion pattern of the Model 9000 was among the
widest encountered. Mid- frequency test tones were completely audible from all around the system. This effect
diminished only slightly and gradually as frequency was
increased, and a 12 -kc tone was clearly audible very
much off axis of the system. Response to white noise was
smooth and fairly subdued. with no trace of hardness
when checked from a normal listening position.
On program material, the Grenadier acquitted itself
admirably. Voices sounded quite natural, with no coloration evident. Orchestral music was balanced and full;
transients came through cleanly; the organ sounded authentic. Over -all. the sonic presentation was excellent;
the speaker did not favor one type of instrument or any
one portion of the spectrum, and it never sounded honky
or "boxy." About the only limitation we can imagine
being ascribed to the Grenadier concerns its ultimate
"projection" ability; it is not, in our opinion, a theatre type or large hall system -although conceivably a group
of these systems. driven together, could fill such an area
if desired. But a pair of Grenadiers does a clean, authoritative job on both stereo and monophonic program
material in a larger- than -average living room; indeed.
for a system of its size and price class designed for
domestic use, the Grenadier strikes us as among the best.

four inches in diameter: the tweeter

-is
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Knight Model KN -990A
Record Changer

THE EQUIPMENT: Knight KN -990A,

a

four -speed

record changer. Chassis dimensions: 14 by 12 inches; requires 31/ inches below, and 5 inches above mounting
board. Price: $49.95; with stereo cartridge (see below).
$49.96. Optional walnut hase. $3.95: unfinished mounting board. $1.50: 45 -rpm automatic spindle, $1.69.
Manufacturer: Allied Radio Corp., 100 N. Western Ave.,
Chicago, III. 60680.

COMMENT: One would imagine that a record player
with as many features as this one--and furnished, for
more, with

stereo cartridge of reputable
taken as a rare bargain, and
without looking a gift -horse in the mouth. Yet. from a
high -fidelity standpoint, even gift horses bear examination. We are happy to report that this one stands up well
under critical scrutiny. The KN -990A may not. understandably at its price, be the equal of costlier record
players, but it does represent exceptionally good dollar
value on today's market: its performance. all things
considered, is quite respectable and well suited for a
modest or budget -type installation.
The ensemble may be used as an automatic changer.
or as a manual (single -play) unit. In the former mode, it
will handle up to fourteen 7 -inch, or twelve 10- and 12inch discs (these two sizes may he intermixed). Operating
speeds are 16, 33, 45, or 78 rpm. In manual operation.
the trip and changing mechanisms are completely disabled, which means that a record may be cued at any
spot without inadvertently starting the change -cycle.
The II -inch. I -pound I4 -ounce platter is made of
aluminum and covered with a rubber pad. It is driven,
via a rubber idler wheel, from the four -step shaft of a
4 -pole induction motor. Inasmuch as the changing mechanism is driven by the platter, the recycling time during
automatic operation depends on the turntable speed selected, and is naturally faster at 78 rpm than at the other
speeds. At 33 rpm, the change cycle takes about 8 seconds. A spirit -level indicator is included on the metal
hase of the turntable, to facilitate installation.
The arm is a metal tubular type, fitted with a plastic
plug -in shell for the cartridge, and an adjustable rear
counterbalance weight. Initially balancing the arm takes
one cent

manufacture-should

a

be

JG

i

Speed Accuracy

-_
Speed

117 V

105 V

78 rpm
45 rpm
33 rpm

0.3% fast
0.9% fast
0.67% fast

0.11% slow
0.52 °o fast
0.39 °o fast

0.25°,ó slow

0.5 °o slow

16

rpm

lutoal Model

1ton:tit

REPORTS IN PROGRESS

little doing. because of the hearing friction in the arm's
pivots: once balanced, however, tracking force is easily
and accurately set by using the calibrated sliding weight
along the body of the arm. Markings are at one -gram
intervals from 0 to 5 grams and were found by United
States Testing Company. Inc., to be accurate to within
0.2 gram. Variation in tracking force, from one record
to the next in a stack, was negligible; total variation over
a full stack of twelve 12 -inch discs was a mere (1.3 gram.
The arm, in general, is well made, although the finger -lift
on the shell could be longer for easier manual cuing.
In performance tests at USTC, the player had low
wow and flutter (0.12 and 0.06 per cent respectively). and
good speed accuracy (shown in the accompanying chart).
Rumble, measured by the NAB standard of 1.4 centimeters per second at 100 cps. was -22 db: the strongest
rumble frequency seemed to occur at about 13 cps.
which was also the resonant frequency of the tone arm.
All this means, really, is that if used in a very wide range system with speakers capable of producing strong
deep bass, some turntable noise may he audible. However, in a more modest system, such as would logically
seem to be the proper context for this changer, rumble
would be inaudible.
Operation of the player was found to he smooth and
reliable. At its price, the KN -990A would be hard to
beat, even admitting its limitations from a perfectionist
standpoint. Not to he ignored either is the fact that for
an additional one cent, it is supplied with one of several
well -known and "proven- makes of stereo cartridge. The
exact models available in this offer vary from time to
time, and the prospective buyer is advised to consult the
Allied catalogue. or to write to the company for a list of
specific cartridges offered.
a

11R-71

129 V

0.9% fast
1.1% fast
0.72% fast
0.23°ó slow

Tuner

Research Model X

Turntable

C/M Lahoratorie. Jlotlel 351) l'ovter :tn11lifiet
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LAMES ß LANSING SOUND. INC. 3^-40 Casitas Acc.. Los Angele,;. California 0X1039
CIRCLE 34 ON READER -SERVICE

Tel
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You are looking at the

world's only true longhair cartridge.
,f

In this unretouched photograph. the
long, black hair of the brush built into
the new Stanton 581 is shown in action
on a rather dusty record. Note that all
the loose lint. fuzz and dust are kept out
of the groove and away from the stylus.
That's why the Longhair is the ideal
stereo cartridge for your Gesualdo madrigals and Frescobaldi toccatas. Its protective action is completely automatic,
every time you play the record, without
extra gadgets or accessories.
The stem of the brush is ingeniously
hinged on an off- center pivot, so that,
regardless of the stylus force, the bristles
never exert a pressure greater than
gram and always stay the right number
of grooves ahead of the stylus point. The
bristles provide just the right amount
1

/. Sw\'nlwl n
w.

of resistance to skating, too.
But even without the brush, the
Stanton 581 Longhair is today's most
desirable stereo cartridge. Like its
predecessors in the Stanton Calibration
Standard series, it is built to the uniquely stringent tolerances of Stanton professional audio products. Its amazingly
small site and light weight (only 5
grams!) make it possible to take full advantage of the new low -mass tone arms.
And its frequency response is factory
calibrated within db from 20 to 10.000
cps and within 2 db from 10.000 to
20.000 cps. Available with 0.5 -mil diamond (581AA) or elliptical diamond
(581E1..) price S49.50.
For free literature, write to Stanton
Magnetics, Inc., Plainview, L.I., N.Y.
1

:

Stanton

CIRCLE 46 ON

READER -SERVICE CARD
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Stupendoie.
Stereo for the
Gods in Twilight

by Conrad

L.

Osborne

tttt

Birgit Nilsson and friend-for
Götterdämmerung, even Graue

WE

HAVE STRUGGLED ALONG for some
years now with the only complete Giitterdünunerung on records -London's own
previous effort, made from a broadcast
concert performance given in Norway in
1956 -and a struggle it has been, every
step of the way: a once great Brünnhilde
giving us spasmodic, if emphatic, reminders of her stature in the role: a once
suitable Siegfried making intelligence and

musicianship count for their full, but still
inadequate. worth: supporting artists in
no way equal to their assignments; uninspired leadership and tolerable monophonic sound. We have been grateful
for its existence, but are even more grateful that it can now in good conscience be
retired, never to be more than sampled
again.
It's been a long time in coming, but

an authentic
raust appear.

a complete Ring in contemporary. stereophonic sound, and in
performances that maintain a consistent,
high level. (The Walküre. of course,
is RCA Victor's. and reflects a somewhat
different sound ambience and a different
conductorial approach: but it will have
competition from a London Solti version before too long.) When I had listened to some of my favorite passages
from the new Gütterdünunerung, I pulled
out Das Rheingold. This recording, which
to some of us represented the big, convincing breakthrough in stereo technique,
is now six years old: it is the beginning of
this latter -day Ring in more than one
sense. The first thing I noticed as I put
it on II hadn't played it for two years)
reminder that
was some surface noise
discs are. if I may use the tern, mortal.

at last we have

-a

But the second thing confirmed what
had suspected -that while in all essentials
the sound of Dos Rheingold is still more

than excellent (enough so to dovetail
very convincingly with the later recordings in the series). the sound of the new
recording is even better. The entry of
the gods into Valhalla is tremendously
impressive, but not so impressive as the
Funeral March. or the Rhine Journey,
or indeed almost any given section of
Gi;tterdiitnnserung. Onward and upward.
mention the sound first partly because
it is truly magnificent in every respect
quality, range. balance. handling of effects -and partly because London virtually asks us to consider it first. The
accompanying booklet includes the libretto and translation, a synopsis, and
some thumbnail biographies of the art1

-
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fists; but pride of place is given to a
lengthy essay by John Culshaw on the
matter of recording philosophy
makes
its points about the Ring and about
Wagner, of course, but it is essentially
apologia. Now, this is all right. It's a
good, interesting essay; and what with
all the time, energy, and cash spent on
the technical end of things, one can't
blame London for wanting to be sure
that we don't miss the point.
But why, at this date, is it necessary?
I do not see pages of analysis on the
Ring-the music and drama speak for
themselves. Nor do I see paragraphs on
the philosophy behind this performanceit speaks for itself. Why. then. cannot
the engineering and production be allowed to speak for themselves? There
seems to me to be a flaw in the balance
of things here; the sound is important.
but damn it, it's not all that important.
I am very happy that this and that has
been done. and done well. but in the
scheme of things it just doesn't matter
much. A recording is to live with, and
on the twentieth playing we are not going
to be agog over the different acoustical
ambiences of various scenes or the presence of genuine, 100% steerhorns. We
may be annoyed that Wolfgang Windgassen's voice has been made to sound in a
way that it cannot sound for the Siegfried-as- Gunther scene (such effects wear
out pretty fast), but probably even that
will not draw our attention from the
music and the performance. (1 do hope
that Ring -goers yet unborn will not flock
to their first live Gütterdiimmerungs in
the innocent belief that they are going
to hear this sort of thing; and I hope
too that budding Heldenterrors, who of
course will not read Mr. Culshaw's notes,
do not tear their vocal cords loose trying
to sound like Mr. Windgassen- plus -funnybusiness- with -tape -speeds -but that's their
lookout.)
This subject is taking inordinate space
in this review, just as it does in London's
booklet. My own cease -fire conditions are
that not a word about all this creep into
the Walküre booklet. If the job is that
thoroughly done, it justifies itself, I am

-it

sure.

To the performance, men. It is wonderful. It is not Flagstad, Thorborg,
Melchior, Schorr. and Bohnen, but it is
the finest
Gütterdüntmerung
I can
imagine in the here and now. I suppose
am asking for an argument when I say
that, for me, it is the singers who count
in Gütterdiinunerung-but that is how I
feel. The conductor may be Toscanini
or Furtwängler or Wagner himself
the singers don't do the job, Giitterdüntmerung falls on its face just as surely
1

-if

as Rigoletto. This Götterdünunerung is
a success chiefly because it is beautifully

cast from stem to stern.

There is, first of all, the Brünnhilde
of Birgit Nilsson, a truly great creation.
It is, of course, the monumental sort of
Brünnhilde, knowingly and feelingly
phrased, but distinguished above all for
its endless outpouring of heroic, beautiful, exciting sound, its close to absolute
fulfillment of the incredible demands the
role makes on the dramatic soprano
voice. The upward sweep of the Pro-

logue duet, capped by a thrilling C; the
cold, cutting quality of the Oath on the
Spear; the warmth and poise of the lyric
portions of the Immolation, and the superhuman reserve with which she surmounts its climax -all glorious. Miss
Nilsson's understanding of the role is
beyond question. as all who have seen
her do it (especially recently) know, but
it is not the intense, highly personal
sort of understanding and projection that
some artists have brought to it (Varnay
is a contemporary example), nor is it the
sort that translates well on records. No
matter. Here is the old- fashioned. bigger than -life Brünnhilde, noble and all -powerful -the only kind which can really
make the Immolation work. A stupendous performance, the finest Nilsson has
yet recorded.
As Waltraute we have Christa Ludwig.
Her voice is not the huge. solid. Gorrstyle mezzo I happen to like in the role.
especially at the bottom. but once she
gets going on her narrative. she is really
splendid. especially in her description of
the gods awaiting doom at Valhalla
( "Des Starnmes Scheite." etc.) and in the
final pages of this scene. where her easy
command of G, A flat, and A is used
to fine effect. Claire Watson sounds properly attractive and white as Gutrunewhat a brilliant piece of musical characterization this role is, and how difficult
for the artist to make much of an effect
with; she is asked to sound pallid and
passive. The three Rhine Maidens are
beautifully sung, and the Three Norns
are
most impressive. though Anita
Välkki's high notes do not sound as full
as I had supposed they would.
Wolfgang Windgassen has never been
more impressive; he meets the occasion
with his very best effort. He does not. I
need hardly observe again, have the
heroic top or all the heft of voice that
one would hear in the ideal Siegfried
(why not gimmicked tape speeds for
that? Wagner, I'm sure, wanted ringing
high notes every bit as much as he
wanted the right sound for the disguised
hero): he is merely the best Siegfried
of the last fifteen years. Everything here
is clean. focused vocalism. phrased with
real beauty, fresh -sounding and right on
pitch. incisively declaimed. The death is
done with great sensitivity and fine tone
most moving.
Dietrich Fischer -Dieskau is not a real
Heldenhariton. even of the Gunther sort.
for the top does not sound open enough
to match the dark, weighty sound he is
able to get farther down. But one can't
really complain about the sound of the
voice, which is far better than one usually
gets in this role, when with it goes the
singer's extraordinary dramatic sense and
intelligence-the opening colloquy with
Hagen, for example, is done with remarkable clarity and projection of the character's situation. Fischer-Dieskau's opposite number here is Gottlob Frick, the
finest Hagen of our day. I wish he had
been recorded a few years ago, when
the top Fs were still really good singing
tones, but as it is, he is superb. The
tough, insistent sound of the voice is
just right, and his rock- steady Watch
takes on all its potential weight and

-
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menace. His comprehension of the role
and long experience in it show in many
passages, among which the whispered
baiting of the trap ( "Träte nun Siegfried
ein." etc., pp. 54-55 of the Schirmer
vocal score) is representative.
Gustav Neidlinger is the same sort of
Alberich he was for Rheingold and Siegfried. which is to say exemplary. He
really sings the role. with a light, insinuating inflection perfectly conceived for
this apparition sequence. And the engineering is especially successful here
throughout the scene. but most of all at
the end. where Alberich fades from
Hagen's consciousness with "Sei treu!

-

..

treu!"
Comment in evetr.s° on the Solti Ring
will be relevant upon release of Die
Walküre. His work in it to date seems to
me his best on records: his strongest qualities- crispness. lucidity. tautness -serve
the music well, at least within the framework of what we might call "modern"
Wagner conducting. The parts of this
reading I do not much care for are those
calling for massiveness or for a reflective
quality; the Funeral Music, for example,
seems too desperate -sounding, too harsh.
(Indeed, the sound of the orchestra in
general is a bit on the blarey side. which
is clearly a characteristic of the conductor and not a built -in tendency of the
Vienna Philharmonic.) The gathering of
the vassals, on the other hand. the approach of Waltraute. and nearly the
whole of the second act, are extremely
exciting. In places such as these. Solti
carries things forward, builds them, in a
very persuasive fashion: Act II, indeed,
is as fine as I have ever heard -this astounding drama-of- character-within -thedrama moves with the force and quickness it demands. I also like the light,
singing reading of the Rhine Journey.
The playing of the orchestra is beyond
praise -surely these horns are without
parallel in the world. For the rest. let us
wait until we have the whole thing before us.
Do not let my reservations on engineering exegesis leave the impression that
the sound and stereo production are anything less than stupendous. Here, as in
the rest of London's Ring we have so
far heard, Mr. Culshaw and his crew
have demonstrated that their recording
philosophy can be made to work,
and can produce the most satisfactory
operatic recordings ever perpetrated in
a studio -all appearances on paper notwithstanding.

WAGNER: Götterdämmerung
Birgit Nilsson (s), Brünnhilde; Claire
Watson (s), Gutrune; Lucia Popp (s),
Woglinde; Gwyneth Jones (s), Well gunde; Aniti Välkki (s), 3rd Norn;
Christa Ludwig (ms), Waltraute; Grace
Hoffman (ms), 2nd Norn; Helen Watts
(c), 1st Norn; Wolfgang Windgassen (t),
Siegfried; Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (b),
Gunther; Gustav Neidlinger (b), Alberich; Gottlob Frick (bs), Hagen; Vienna State Opera Chorus; Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Georg Solti, cond.
LONDON A 4604. Six LP. $29.88.
LONDON OSA 1604. Six SD.

$35.88.
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Mozart's Last Six from the
Indefatigable Klemperer
by Nathan Broder

AT

THE AGE

of eighty Otto Klemperer

shows no sign of fatigue or diminution
of enthusiasm. If anything. his performances grow even more polished, as well as
more self -effacing, more completely at
the service of the composer's thought.
My memory of his appearances goes
rather far hack, and I don't recall that he
ever showed any of the signs that make
of some celebrated conductors public
"characters" as well as artists. One gathers that his ancient propensity for haranguing the players during rehearsal has
vanished. (Is there anyone who has not
yet heard the tale of the Italian first
oboist of a generation ago cutting short
one of these lectures with the statement:
"Mr. Klemps, you talka too much " ?)
Aside from his extraordinary physical
height there is only his music making to

talk about. It is music making of a high
order, as the world has been far readier
to recognize after his miraculous recovery
from a severe and protracted illness than
it was before. In its quiet authority and
freedom from eccentricity his conducting
is something like Monteux's. At his best
he can reach the stars, as in the overwhelming recording of the St. Matthew
Passion. He is seldom far below that
level.
This new batch of the last six symphonies of Mozart shows Klemperer at
his best -and at his second -best. The
fast movements of the Haffner (coupled
with the Linz, on 36128 or S 36128) may
seem a shade slow to some, but they are
not objectionably so, and the finale, while
not precipitous, is pointed and fleet. The
Linz strikes me as first -class throughout.
The Philharmonia strings are especially
lovely in the slow movement.
In the Prague Symphony (on 36129
or S 36129) the Allegros are lively, the
orchestra sparkles, those telling little figures for the bassoons come through plainly and without smudge, everything sings
in as fine a performance and recording
of this work as i know. On the overside
of this same disc the E flat Symphony
is done almost as well. In Klemperer's

hands the first movement, after its foreboding Introduction, has the autumnal
mellowness characteristic of this key in
late Mozart. Or does the symphony only
seem autumnal because we know that
its composer was to die less than four
years after he completed it? One of the
most tantalizing -as well as futile-subjects for a Mozartean to speculate about
is the kind of music the master might
have written if he had lived as long as.
say, Beethoven. Was it a premonition
that accounts for the melancholy that
suffuses this composition? Notice that
for once in his symphonies Mozart omits
the bright oboes here and replaces them
with the softer clarinets. In any case,
Klemperer conveys the full flavor of the
work. In the Andante he maintains a
long line by perfect dovetailing of phrases
as they pass from one group of instruments to another. He gives the Trio of
the Minuet just the right Landler -like
effect by choosing a deliberate tempo.
If the finale could be a bit faster, the
pace at which it is taken permits the
woodwinds to come out cleanly in their
solos.
There are also many felicities in the
performance of the last two symphonies
(on 36183 or S 36183). But here some
slow tempos distort the spirit of the
music. The first and last movements of
the G minor lack the. drama and passion
that are immanent in the music. This is

not a matter of opinion. There could be
several justifiable interpretations of molto
allegro in 4 '4, but I do not see how
from any point of view Klemperer's
tempo for the first movement could be
called a molto allegro alla breve, which
is what Mozart prescribes. Similarly in
the Jupiter. Here the Allegro vivace
lacks vivaciousness. The finale, on the
other hand, goes along at a lively pace,
but here for the only time on these three
records there is muddiness, caused perhaps by the use of too many strings.
Otherwise and everywhere else the sound
is splendidly clear and lifelike.
The last disc, it seems to me, is only
second -best Klemperer, but the first two
are warmly recommended.

MOZART: Symphonies
No. 35, in D, K. 385 ("Haffner"); No.
36. in C, K. 425 ("Linz"): No. 38, in D,
K. 504 ("Prague"); No. 39, in E flat. K.
543: No. 40, in G minor, K. 550: No.
41, in C, K. 551 ("Jupiter"): Overture
to "Die Entführung aus dent Serail," K.
384 (on 36128).

Philharmonia Orchestra, Otto Klemperer,
cond.

Klemperer: at eighty, no fatigue.
JULY

ANGI.L 36128; 29, 36183. Three LP.
$4.98 each,
ANGt.I. S 36128 29, S 36183. Three
SD. $5.98 each.

BACH: Brandenburg Concertos, S.
1046- 1051: Concertos for Violin
and Strings: in E, S. 1042; in A
minor, S. 1041; Concerto for Two

Violins and Strings, in D minor,

S. 1043
Susanne Lautenbacher,

Dieter Vorholz,
violins: Mainz Chamber Orchestra, Günter Kehr, cond.
Vox VBX 67. Three LP. $9.95.
Vox SVBX 567. Three SD. $9.95.
Complete Brandenh,rgs are now to be
had not only in various types of instrumental dress but also at various prices.
The present set belongs somewhere near
the bottom of the list with respect to cost,
but far above that with respect to quality.
It offers, in fact, enjoyable and well recorded performances. The playing is
spirited, the tempos are convincing. Without taking liberties with the score, Kehr
achieves nuance and variety, sometimes
by simple means, as in the minuet of No.
1, where he features the oboes in the first
statement of a section and violins in the
repetition. Perhaps the best performance
is that of No. 3. Here, although there
seems to be only one player on a part,
the group conveys all the richness and
loveliness of the first movement, as well
as the animation of the finale. In hetween, the unnamed harpsichordist plays
a cadenza of satisfying length. All the
soloists are excellent: the trumpet in No.
2 may be a bit shrill, but it is accurate.
The balances in this work are very good.
even though a recorder is used. They
are less happy in No. 5, where the right hand part of the harpsichord tends to be
covered in the fast movements. The least
satisfying performance is that of No. 6.
Here, except in the slow movement. the
violas seem to lack assurance, and do
not project as well as their colleagues
in the other works.
Miss Lautenbacher, the soloist in the
violin concertos, is favorably known here
for her fine performance in Locatelli's
The Art of the Violin. She plays Bach
with a tone that is clean and live, with no
trace of romantic smear. Her partner in
the double concerto does not have the
most satiny tone imaginable, but perhaps
satin is the wrong covering for Bach's
creations anyway. In the solo concertos
the basses sometimes lag slightly behind,
but what mainly prevents these performances from offering strong competition to
Heifetz. Menuhin, and some other available recordings is the rather deliberate
tempos, which dull a good deal of the
N.B.
sparkle in the fast movements.
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BACH: Sonata for Flute, in A minor
-See Telemann: Fantasies for
Flute.
BACH, C. P. E.: Concerto for Harpsichord, Piano, and Orchestra, in
Sec Bach, J. C.: Concerto for Piano
and String Orchestra, No. 6.

F-

BACH. C. P. E.: Concerto for Piano
and String Orchestra, in D: Siciliana -Sec Bach, J. C.: Concertos
Piano and String Orchestra.

for

BACH, C. P. E.: Sonata for Flute, in A
minor-See Telemann: Fantasies
for Finte.
BACH, J. C.: Concerto for Piano and
String Orchestra: Op. 7, No. 5, in
E flat; Op. 1, No. I, in B; Op. 1,
No. 6, in D
tBach, C. P. E.: Concerto for Piano
and String Orchestra, in D; Siciliana
Maria Kalamkarian,

piano: Consortium

M usic u nt.

Out.oN 80827. LP. $5.98.
ODEON STC 80827. SD. $6.98.

minor

Veyron -Lacroix, piano (in the
C. P. E. Bach), harpsichord (in the J. C.
Bach and W. F. Bach); Huguette
Dreyfus, harpsichord (in the C. P. E.
Bach); Chamber Orchestra of the Saar,
Robert

Karl Ristenpart, cond.
WESTMINSTER XWN 19096. LP. $4.98.
WST

17096.

-at

Veyron- l-acroix's

BACH, J. C.: Concerto for Piano and
String Orchestra, No. 6
tBach, C. P. E.: Concerto for Harpsichord, Piano, and Orchestra, in F
tBach, W. F.: Concerto for Harpsichord and String Orchestra, in C

WESTMINSTER

in the brisk and untroubled finales.
The finale of Op. 1, No. 6, incidentally.
sports one of those sets of variations
on God Save tlu' Queen which one seem,
continually to he stumbling upon: it
doesn't sound as far out of contest
here as you might expect
least not
until Christian allows the pianist tE,
split it asunder amid some octave !cars
which must have caused a tremor of dismay to strike even Queen Anne. to whom
Opp. I and 7 are dedicated.
Maria Kalantk:u'ian is a pianist of
complete technical security. with a driving. vigorous. masculine approach to
this music. Every run. every ornament
i, incisive and sharp-etched: what one
misses is a little more variety in tone.
a little more mellowness in mood. occasionally. But by her very insistence
she holds one's attention at times when
the music might not. On the other hand,
Robert Veyron- l-acroix stamps his foot,
artistically speaking. less emphatically.
He is more yielding. both as harpsichordist and pianist. and perhaps because
he is much less well recorded lwith the
solo instrument sounding distant and. in
the case of the piano. rather muffled
and indistinct), he makes a less memorable impression.
But we must not. in considering

SD.

$4.98.

Johann Christian Bach introduced himself to London, so to speak, with the set
of six clavier concertos. Opus I. which
were published in 1763. the year after
he had settled there.
(It should be
noted that although Christian. unlike
Philipp Emanuel, took to the piano like
a duck to water, he did not specify that
instrument for his concertos until 1770.
when he mentioned it as an alternate on
the title page of Opus 7.) It is easy
to understand, from the works on this
disc, why Mozart thought highly of Christian, and probably learned a great deal
from him- though in the end he was to
reach far beyond the emotional horizons
of his older colleague. To the modern
ear these works seem, in retrospect, solid
prototypes of the classical concerto in
its essence: in the graceful interplay of
solo and tutti: in the "feeling" slow
movements which never probe to the
point of really hurting: in the completely keyboardish character of the
solo part. which manages to fill up any
number of measures with a great amount
of activity and somewhat less significance:

recording.
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SCHIPPERS
NEW YORK
PHILHARMONIC

ML 6131/MS 6731A/MG 722t

Favorite Melodies of Liszt

Phlippe ntremont/Hano

overlook

C. P. E. Bach. As so often seems the
case when one attends a gathering of
Sebastian Bach's most famous sons. it
is Carl Philipp Emanuel who has most
to say to the modern listener. Though
one has more than a lingering doubt as
to whether he designated a piano as one
of the solo instruments in the present
work (Geiringer mentions only one piano /harpsichord work
E flat). the

ML O143/MD O/ZJ

ORMANDY CONDUCTS

RAVEL AND DEBUSSY
RAPSODIE ESPAGNOLE NOCTURNES DANS!
THE PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY MOYENS CHOIR

-in

fact remains that it is an appealing work
and one not to he taken lightly. The
first movement, rhythmically elaborate
and boasting a fairly extended development. sets the solo instruments in graceful partnership. The second movement.
however, is the most individual. opening
with a dark. operatic pronouncement
which springs from the rather melancholy
side of Philipp Emanuel's nature occasionally revealed to us -and which would
seem utterly foreign to Johann Christian,
for instance.
The Concerto of Wilhelm Friedemann
is quite startling in its faithfulness to
the outlook of Johann Sebastian. The
keyboard writing is brilliant, set in a
concerto grosso framework which the
composer must have absorbed into his
bones as a boy.
S.F.
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minor-See Bach, J. C.: Concerto
for Piano and String Orchestra,
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Carl Weinrich, organ.
RCA VICTOR LM 2793. LP. $4.98.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2793. SD. $5.98.
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BACH FAMILY: Organ Music

Here is organ music by the great Sebastian himself as well as by his sons
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A Russian writes about war. And creates one of the greatest symphonies of our time.

Dmitri Shostakovich paints

a

vivid picture of the Ger-

man siege of Leningrad in his monumental Seventh Sym-

BERNSTEIN CONDUCTS

phony. Historically and aesthetically, this work is unique.

SHOSIAKOVICH

still -

LENINGRAD SYMPHONYNO.1

raging war, and no other composer has ever described

NEW YORK

music with such power and conviction.

PHILHARMONIC

No

a

other composer has ever successfully depicted

future victory

in

a

Columbia Records is proud to offer the only stereo

version

of this

masterpiece, performed

Bernstein and the

New

York

by

Leonard

Philharmonic. We are

sure you will find it as brilliant as other Bernstein -

Shostakovich collaborations-the Fifth Symphony, called

Bernstein's "finest disc to date" (HiFi /Stereo Review), Piano Concerto No.

1

(with André Previn as

piano soloist) and Piano Concerto No. 2 (with Bernstein as both conductor and pianist).

Shostakovich's "Leningrad" Symphony is regarded as one of the greatest symphon c tours de force
of our time. We are sure you will agree that the new Columbia Masterworks recording is one of the
most stirring albums you have ever heard, for it represents Bernstein and the Philharmonic at

their collective best. LEONARD BERNSTEIN /

THE SOUND

OF

GENIUS ON COLUMBIA RECORDS
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Philipp Emanuel and Wilhelm Friedemann, his second cousin Johann Bernhard, his first wife's father Johann
Michael, and her uncle Johann Christoph.
There is something of interest by each.
Among the pieces by Philipp Emanuel
is an Adagio in D minor, a poetic reverie.
Wilhelm Friedemann is represented by
two imaginative short fugal pieces and
a big. cheerful, skillfully made Fugue in
F. Of Johann Bernhard there is a rather
elegant set of variations on a chorale.
Johann Christoph supplies a sturdy fugue
on a chromatically descending subject
and a fine chorale prelude with an effective pedalpoint at the end. And finally
we have the great setting of Am Wa.s.cerfNissen Babylon by the master organ
composer of them all.
Mr. Weinrich, at the organ of the
General Theological Seminary in New

York, shows his usual steadiness and

command of the instrument. He varies
the registration according to the style of
the

music,

in

Sonata by Philipp
Emanue:, for example, stressing the
sharp and sudden contrasts in the finale.
Excellent sound in both versions.
N.B.
a

BARTOK: The Wooden Prince
Budapest Philharmonic Society Orchestra,
Janos Ferencsik. cond.
1)t
ITON LPX 1164. LP. $4.98.

u

Superlatively fine recording and first performance fail to conceal the
fact that this ballet of the wall' years
1914-17 is a second -rate work and one of
the least interesting in Bartt k's oeuvre. It
sounds as if it had been written by sonic
very skillful but completely uninspired
German academician who knew a lot
about Mahler and Strauss and even a
little about Barkik: it is not to be mentioned in the same breath. for example.
with Duke 11/uebeard's Cawle, Bartúk s
opera written earlier 119111 to a libretto
by Béla Balász, who also provided the
scenario here. The subject
rather
empty- headed fairy tale --may have inhibited the composer's flow of musical
ideas. At any rate something did.
A.F.
class

-a

BEETHOVEN: Trios for Piano and
Strings

l: No.

in E flat: No. 2. in G: No.
14 Variations on an Original Theme. in E flat. Op. 44: 10 Variations on " lch hin der Schneider Kakadu,'
in G, Op. 12/a: No. 9, in E flat, Op.
posth. (153).
Op.

3, in C

1.

minor:

Mannheimer Trio.
Vox VBX 53. Three LP. $9.98.
Vox SVBX 553. Three SD. $9.98.

This is Vol. I in Vox's integral recording
of the complete Beethoven Piano Trios:
Vol. 2 was reviewed in these pages last
November. Once again, I must say that
while the performances are thoroughly
competent, they are also rather hard,
grimly efficient, and stolid. One finds
the metronomic quality so prevalent in
run -of- the -mill Central- European music
making; likewise, the nasal, vibratoless

raspiness and constricted dynamic scheme

of the string playing. Moreover, the tempos are on the slow side and every first movement exposition repeat is observed.
with the result that the Op. I trios.
usually occupying a single disc -side, here
take a side and a quarter -and since
Vox persists in its dubious practice of
presenting these multiple - record sets in
automatic sequence, only the Op. I. No.
2. is complete on a single disc. (lt is
divided between Sides three and four
with the Knkaaha Variations rounding out
the second of those two sides.)
H.G.

BERLiOZ:
Op.

Symphonie

fantastigue,

14

Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Herbert
von Karajan. cond.
DEUTSCHE- GRA %Ix1O1'IION 1.PM

I.P.

18964.

$5.98.
DEUTSCHE

GRAMMOPHON
138964. SD. $5.98.

SLPM

BLOCH: Scherzo fantastique
i Khachaturian: Concerto for Piano
and Orchestra, in D flat
Lorin Hollander, piano: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. André Previn, cond.
RCA VICTOR LM 2801. LP. $4.98.
RCA VlcroR LSC 2801. SD. $5.98.
Although nominally merely

a

filler for

the longer Khachaturian work. the Bloch
piece which here receives its first recording manages to say considerably more
than the Concerto. Written in 1948. the
Scherzo fantastique has many of the
jagged dissonances and virile qualities
of Bloch's writing in the early Twenties.
It is fiercely virtuosic and thus ideally
suited to the percussive. tigerish Mr.

Hollander.
In the Khachaturian performance the
deliberate inflections and pseudo-contemplation hear more striking similarity to
the old Kapell 'Koussevitzky recording
than to the decidedly light-footed account of Lev Ohorin to whom the work
was dedicated) with the composer conducting. (That disc was once available
briefly on Westminster.) Without that
authentic "swirl.' the lush orchestration and compositional clichés suggest
musical comedy it la Broadway. Mr.
Previn is no stranger to that genre, of
course. but his conducting here (and in
the recent Rachmaninoff concerto disc
with Pennario) shows hint to he perfectly at home with serious material.
Hollander's work is also first -rate technically, :and -aside from my reservation
concerning tempos-1 find the performance excellent.
The engineering is of almost terrifying
excellence. The acoustic is ultraspacious.
the definition superbly natural. and the
impact (of the percussion especially)
shatteringly realistic.
H.G.
1

As no advocate of "standard readings."
I
find it satisfying that this performance-whether one chooses to call it
highly individual or merely eccentric
is decidedly one of a kind. Karajan has
the personal force (and it projects
even in recording) to capture interest
and carry attention. even if one's curiosity is merely piqued as to what he is
going to do next. Some will call this
Srvnphonie hi/mmHg/a, the best they

-

know: others (probably the majority
'sill regard it as more a monument to
the conductor than to the composer. I
am sure that Berlioz never dreamed of
his music being played with this degree
of freedom. What Karajan brings us is
the major French symphony of the
nineteenth century dramatically transcribed in performance to conform to a
thoroughly Austro- German theatrical
scheme.

Karajan attempts

performance with
absolute flexibility of line. The whole
tempo scheme is personal and highly
unconventional. The fastest of the fast
passages probably exceed those of any
other recorded version. and some of the
slow pages would appear to he similarly
unparalleled in current catalogues. (One
advantage of this pacing is that it puts
the final three movements on a single
side.) Some of the effects -the whiplash chords, the ringing bells (real bells,
it seems. and big ones) -and the ethereal
textures are quite without match. thanks
in part to the high quality of the DGG
recording.
It's an exciting reading. What i am
unsure about is how many times i
should like to hear it. If you are looking for a wholly fresh approach to the
Symphonic, you may well relish this version. If you prefer a more orthodox edition which still escapes dullness. the
Munch set has much in its favor. R.C.M.
a
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BRAHMS: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, No. 2. in B flat, Op. 83
Eugene Istomin, piano; Philadelphia Orchestra. Eugene Ormandy, cond.
Cot .uMBIA MI. 6115. LP. $4.98.
COLUMBIA MS 6715. SD. $5.98.

Serkin and Ormandy have recorded this
Concerto together so many times that it
is almost strange to find one appearing
in the work without the other. But as
Istomin was one of Serkin's pupils. a
kind of direct lineage is established. In
any case the present performance has
splendid eloquence. Istomin is a more
gracious player than Serkin: he strives
for the lyricism implicit in the score
whereas Serkin imposed weight and tension. While Istomin is a romantic pianist
who uses far more rubato than. say.
Fleisher did. he is scarcely less concerned
with structure. He brings a marvelously
lucid coloration to his tone. and his exemplary fluidity of technique allows him
to clear all the hurdles without chopping
the line or thickening the sonority. Ormandy supports beautifully with a rich textured. creamy smooth orchestral
framework.
The recorded sound is unusual. For
once the "Symphony for Piano and Or-
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chesty" dictum

is scrupulously

followed

by a balance which places the so:o instrument well hack in the orchestration.
a pleasantly musical effect enhanced
by the very live "top" on the reproduction and by the prominent emergence
of important woodwind detail from the

It is

total mass of sonority.
There are too many excellent Brahms
B flats to allow for a clear -cut preference. but the present one is well up
H.G.
among the best contenders.

BRITTEN: Part Songs
Fire Flower Songs: I Lord

a La.s.c:

Lift

Boy: Chorale: A Shepherd's Carol: The
Ballad of Little Musgrave and the Lady
Barnard: Choral Dances from "Gloriana ": Old Abram Brown; Oliver Cromwell.
Elizabethan Singers: Wilfrid Parry, piano: Louis Halsey. cond.
LP. $4.98.
ARGO RG 424.
$4.98.
ARGO ZRG 5424. SD.

Quite likely Britten was horn with a
feeling for chorus: for the graceful setting of words and for the creation of a
wide and wonderful range of beautiful
sounds from the combination of voice
against voice and vlices with instruments.
Certainly no living composer can approach Britten in the variety and wonder
of his choral writing: no Englishman
since Purcell has set his own language
so well.
This record covers two decades in Brit ten's career, from some early. jogging.
folklike pieces of 1934 to the rich and
wondrous choral dances in the 1953
Gloriana, certainly the finest moments in
the opera. Midway there conies one of
the most wonderful pieces of them all. a
sardonic, icy, and somewhat mischievous
treatment of one of those bloodstained
old English ballads. Little Musgrave.
(The text is the sanie in most respects
as the Child ballad Malty Groves, which
Joan Baez sings so well.)
Some of the songs are simple chordal
pieces (like the W. H. Auden Chorale)
in which one just floats in a wash of
lovely harmony: others are intricate and
tricky (like the canonic Old Abram
Brown and the madrigalesque textures
in some of the Gloriana pieces). All are
of a beauty almost beyond description.

The singing is of like quality. although
there are a few moments in which, curiously enough, the diction is less than
exemplary. The recording is remarkable
in the way it preserves the intimacy of
the performances and the music itself.
A.R.
A most pleasurable record.

more. Even in the "hunting" Scherzo
there is power and majesty: elsewhere
the sentimental quality of the more
overtly romantic material is counterbalanced by the " Rheingold harmonic
breadths" and "Gi;tterdiinartertutg climaxes" which Tovey found in this music. If you want your Bruckner with
rugged strength. Klemperer is your man.
And if you don't know this Symphony,
here is a glorious way to add it to your
collection for no more than the price of
R.C.M.
many a lesser work.

ous that the popularity of the Bruckner
symphonies in the record market has
been retarded by the fact that a symphony by Bruckner costs twice as much
as a symphony by almost anybody else.

(The obvious exception. naturally. is
Mahler, and here one notes that the most
popular symphonies are the First and
Fourth. both of which will fit on a conventional long -play disc.) With improved
techniques for stereo mastering. it is now
practical to get about an hour of music
on two surfaces. Thus this Klemperer
performance. which runs 60' 48 ". is contained on a single disc. while the competing Walter album. with a playing time
only a fraction over five minutes more,
is a two -record set containing a fourth side filler. (Comparisons remain interesting. Klemperer's pace is a good deal
faster than Walter's in every movement
except the Scherzo. where Walter speeds
up and he slows down. making it II' 43"
to O' 58" in favor of the British.)
This is the second time that Klemperer has recorded this music. His earlier version (still available on Vox) is
also a single record. hut this was easily
managed with an older recording of distinct sonic limitations. The new version
is exceptionally well recorded: in fact,
for weight of tone and presence it often
surpasses the Walter set which has previously served as our standard of achievement.
The original text of this Symphony
would be that of 1874. but Bruckner revised the work for its first performance
and it is this version (of 1878 -80) which
Klemperer uses, in a critical edition of
1953 by Leopold Nowak. The Romantic
symphony can be romantic in the conventional sense, and it is that quality
which Walter stresses. Klemperer. although not indifferent to the warmth of
the music, is plainly out for something

CHARPENTIER: ",Music for Port Royal"
André Vessières, bass; Instrumental and
Vocal Ensemble, Roger Blanchard, cond.
NoNE.seCU

H

1040.

LP.

NoNtsuctt H 71040.

$2.50
SD. $2.50.

The music of Marc-Antoine Charpentier,
thanks to the work of scholars and performers. is steadily impressing an increasing number of connoisseurs with
its unusual mélange of positive attributes:
elegance and poise, sincerity and fervor,
melodic beauty which emerges as clearly
from rich textures as from those of
slighter body. It was typical of the composer that he should associate with the
musical life of the Cistercian nunnery
at Port -Royal. where simplicity in life
and in devotion were the prevailing
ideas. As Vivaldi scribbled in the names
of his orphan girls of the Ospedale della
Pieta whenever he wrote them a psalm
or a Magnificat. so Charpentier added
the navies of Port -Royal nuns to the
motets, canticles. and Holy Week music
that we now find recorded on this disc.
The one exception here is his dignified
setting of the First Tenebrae Lesson for
Holy Wednesday, which was intended

I

high fidelity
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Tape in Transition
Answers to some crucial questions
on new products and developments.
by Norman Eisenberg
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How to select the right tape for the right job.
by
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L.

Grozny

BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 4, in E
flat ( "Romantic ")

Basics for the Tape Recordist
A Bonus Manual

Philharmonia Orchestra, Otto Klemperer,

by Albert Sterling

cond.
ANGEL 36245. LP. $4.98.
ANGEL S 36245. SD. $5.98.

Economic interpretations of taste should
not be overdone. but it seems fairly obvi-

.
.
.
reviews of new recordings, equipment
reports, notes on the international music scene,
and other features.
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for performance at the Sainte -Chapelle
in Paris.

André Vessières is the velvety toned
soloist in this program, standing
out effortlessly from a shimmering background of strings and woodwind. The
unnamed sopranos and alto who play
the part of the "singing nuns" offer less
balm for the sensitive ear, for they somebass

times tend towards the edgy and the

shrill. True, they can he softened down
a little by cutting the treble, but in general they sound less musicianly than
Vessières, whose generc us grasp of a
melodic phrase compels attention and
applause.
The relative simplicity of the music
is reflected in its scoring: the Magnificat,
Third Tenehrae Lesson for Holy Wednesday. and "Are regina coeloru,n" call for
nothing more than a plain continuo accompaniment. Harpsichord is used here.
though organ would surely have been
preferable, bearing in mind the asso-

ciations with the nunnery. "Quam
pulchra es" enjoys the luxury of two
flutes as well as the continuo, and the
performance is excellent.
D.S.

FALLA: El Sombrero de tres picos
Victoria de los Angeles. soprano: Phil harmonia Orchestra, Rafael Frühbeck de
Burgos, cond.
ANGEL 36235.
LP. $4.98.
ANGEL S 36235. SD. $5.98.
Spanish music when played by a French,
Italian, or Spanish conductor has one
character. When played by a German,
Russian, or American it has another.
Rafael Frühbeck is a German. reared in
Spain, but educated in large part in
Munich. Here he is leading an English
orchestra. Victoria de los Angeles is.
of course, Spanish, and the sounds of
castanets and cries of olé come from
the corps of the Teatro del Liceo, Barcelona. (The latter effects, heard only
at the very beginning of the record, were
made "on location" and spliced into the
orchestral performance taped in London.)

Frühbeck's performance

is

theatrical,

paced to stage action and dancing rather
than to the concert room. It is always
calculated, sometimes giving the impression of being overly deliberate, and although very effective. it never seems
ready to cut loose with spontaneous fire
and drive. Miss de los Angeles, as ever,
sings with great sensitivity and vocal
beauty. She is well recorded with the
proper distance for the special effect
Falla desired, yet with no loss of immediacy. The orchestral sound is very
full and rich.
The sum, therefore, is a good record,
but quite a different one from the two

Ansermet versions. The original Geneva
production is a real buy on Richmond,
the stereo remake on London (with
Teresa Berganza) is a considerably
warmer performance than the Angel
both in sound and style. The FrancoSwiss conductor and orchestra have a
more Latin quality, textures are more
open, colors brighter and brassier with
less fat in the bass, and tempos are

quicker -designed for the ear rather
than the foot. I find merit in the approach of both conductors, but if I
had to choose between them my preference would be the Ansermet.
R.C.M.

HAYDN: Divertimentos for Baryton,
Viola, and Cello: No. 45, in D; No.
49, :n G; No. 60, in A; No. 64, in
D; No. 113, in D
Salzburger Baryton Trio.
NONESUCH H 1049. LP. $2.50.
Nona seat H 71049. SD. $2.50.

excellently with a strong and detailed
probing of the orchestral part. But the
result is merely to lay bare the music's
fatal flaws: its hopelessly dull, four plus -four structure. its derivative and undistinguished melodic and harmonic content. What the music needs to bring it
off is the kind of brash, insouciant vulgarity that David Oistrakh managed to
invent in his first recording (also on
Mercury). Even Oistrakh had become
too good an artist for the work by the
time he re- recorded it for Angel. Perhaps the only salvation for this concerto
is to turn it over to circus bands.
A.R.

The baryton, an instrument of mixed
breed. had a brief existence between the
end of the seventeenth century and the
final quarter of the eighteenth. An outgrowth of the bass viola da gamba. the
baryton never was fully standardized,
but generally provided six or more strings
played with a how on a fretted fingerboard plus a group of auxiliary strings
which either resonated sympathetically
or were plucked. Dr. Burney regarded it
as an "ungrateful" instrument. and well
he might. We remember it solely because
Haydn composed about 175 works for
baryton in various ensemble groups -no
doubt because Prince Nicholas Esterházy
delighted in playing the beastly thing.
Why anyone today should take the
trouble to master so unwieldy an instrument is beyond my calculation, but
Herr Karl -Maria Schwamberger has, and
as a result we can listen to this sampling
of baryton music from the great Joseph.
The period of these works is 1767 -72,
Haydn's years of early maturity. Divertimento is the right word to describe
these compositions. The material is light
and is not developed at any length. (The

more serious moments may prove to
be the reworked material such as the
Allegro of No. 64. which comes from the
slow movement of the earlier Symphony
No. 30.) The baryton is a center -stage
soloist with accompanists rather than

collaborators.
Since some of the material is quite
charming and the baryton is a fantastic sounding contraption (which here appears to be exceedingly well played and
well recorded), the disc has a genuine
curiosity value. But you may find that
it has not much more.
R.C.M.

KHACHATURIAN: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, in D flat -See
Bloch: Scherzo fantastique.
KHACHATURIAN: Concerto
Violin and Orchestra

for

Henryk Szeryng, violin: London Symphony Orchestra, Antal Dorati, cond.
MERCURY MG 50393. LP.
$4.98.
MERCURY SR 90393.

SD.

$5.98.

Sometimes the best in a musician can
bring out the worst in a composition.
Szeryng plays Khachaturian's circusy
1940 score with his usual penetrating
musicianship, impeccable shading and
phrasing. Dorati seconds his impulses
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LISZT: Sonata for Piano, in B minor
tSchubert: Sonata for Piano, No. 14,
in A minor, Op. 143, D. 784
Emil Gilels, piano.
RCA VICTOR I.M 2811. LP. $4.98.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2811. SD. $5.98.
The cover for this record shows Gilels
as he appeared in Carnegie Hall for the
recording sessions. clad in white tie and
tails. I wish he had played in his shirt
sleeves -and in Liszt, with the sleeves
rolled up!
As sheer pianism, it is impossible not
to admire such superb dependability,
such admirable steadiness, such wide
dynamic range. But while Gilels' playing
is always immaculately well groomed
and scrupulously honest. it is not always
imaginative, or even perceptive. One
might expect the Russian virtuoso to
give an all- stops -out rendition of the
Liszt in the feverish Horowitz manner,
but in truth his account adheres far
more closely to the classical approach
exemplified by Fleisher (Epic) and
Curzon (London). He favors crystalline
sonorities rather than thunderous ones;
his tempos are straightforward; his playing of bravura passages is solid -never
febrile. Lyrical pages emerge with quiet
reflectiveness rather than with simpering
soulfulness. But Fleisher and Curzon
both bring far more :nner tension and
intellectual organization to bear on the
writing. Note. for example, the idyllic
last pages of what could be termed the
slow movement. Fleisher and Curzon
stress the suspenseful harmonic line and
tonal tension behind the gossamer melody
high in the treble; Gilds merely shifts
color and makes a pretty tinkle -tinkle
without causing the heart to beat faster.

A similar attitude of servility (rather
than reverence) manifests itself in the
Schubert. The playing is tasteful but
completely literal. All three movements
go rather slowly, with heavy deliberation
replacing the springlike Ländler motion
of the music. The third movement's second subject sounds listless and studied
in the Gilels performance, while in those
by Solomon and Lincoln Mayorga it
bounces along joyously. Gilels' Schubert,
incidentally, has two characteristics very
much in common with Sviatoslav Richter's: its prevailingly slow tempos, and
a structural philosophy that relies upon
metronomic steadiness rather than punctuation to convey the formalistic anatomy
of the material. Indeed, Gilels' only de-
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how Dual stepped fire Years ahead

)c=111"
-

r
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...with the incomparable

DUAL 1009

Auto! Professional Turntable

definitive record playing instrument
that closed the gap between
the automatic changer and the
manual transcription- quality turntable.

The

long as cartridges are used for record reproduction, the DUAL 1009
will remain well ahead of their tracking
requirements. A year ago, this was a
promise. Today, a fact acknowledged
throughout the music world.
"Will function as well as any good separate tonearm," reported HiFi /Stereo
Review. "Fully capable of operating at
As

0.5 gram, as rated," confirmed Electronics World. "In a class by itself,"

concluded The American Record Guide.
Cartridge manufacturers and the most
die -hard of purists have also given the
DUAL 1009 unqualified approval for its
unsurpassed caliber of performance
even with the most ultra -sensitive high
compliance cartridges.
Dual's relentless quality control begins
with the manufacture of every component part: motor and chassis tuned to
each other
every unit tested for a

...

...

full hour during assembly ... every tenth
finally, an acoustic
unit rechecked
performance test ,n a component system.
All this to assure that your DUAL 1009
will be the equal in every respect to the
now
.
original laboratory standard
acknowledged throughout the world as
the standard for automatic record
playing instruments. At $99.50, the
DUAL 1009 is most certainly your most
outstanding value.

...

.

.

among the DUAL 1009's many exclusive features.
Tracks and trips flawlessly as low as

1/2

gram

Dynamically balanced tonearm with fine- thread
adjust fully damped counterweight
Unrestricted automatic and manual play in
both single play and changer operation
Continuously adjustable direct reading stylus
force from 0 grams up, dialed at pivot

and now.. Dual quality
,

in

the medium price range

The new

DUAL 1010
Auto ! Standard Turntable

Vari- Pitch'" speed control for all four speeds
Elevator- Action changer spindle holds up to 10
records, no pusher action against center hole
Advanced Continuous -Pole'" motor combines
advantages of induction and hysteresis motors
Anti -skating compensation for 1 gram tracking
integrated within tonearm system

\'

DUAL 1009
Auto /Professional Turntable

Offering the precision engineering and many advanced
features of the DUAL 1009, including unrestricted automatic
and manual play in both single play and changer
operation. ... can be used with practically any cartridge
on the market ... was unable to induce any acoustic
feedback, even at high volume and with maximum bass
boost ... offers a very high level of performance at its price
of $69.50," says Julian D. Hi -sch In HiFi /Stereo Review.
'
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UNITED AUDIO
12 WEST

18th ST.. NEW YORK.

DUAL 'S THE FINEST
In Canada: DUAL OF
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THE RECORD PROVES IT SINCE
CANADA. N Milford Ave.. Toronto 15. Ontario

1900

viation from

a

strictly maintained tempo

comes in the development section of the
third movement, where the climax
prompts him to make a momentary ac-

celerando.
The piano sound is beautiful but rather
thin.
H.G.

MASSENET: Thaïs
(s). Thaïs; Françoise Lou vay (s). Crohyle: Janine Collard (c). AIbine and Myrtale: Michel Sénéchal (t).
Nicias: Pierre Giannotti (t), A Cenobite:
Renée Doria

Robert Massard (h). Athanaël: Gerard
Serkoyan (hs), Palemon: Jacques Scellier
(bs), A Servant: chorus: orchestra. Jésus
Etcheverry, cond.
WESTMINSTER XWN 2236. Two LP.

$9.96.

WESTMINSTER WST 236.

$9.96.

Two SD.

Thais is probably as close as Massenet
came. after .tfanun. to a lasting success.
In this country it had considerable popularit just after the turn of the century.
when Hammerstein introduced it ( 1907.

with Mary Garden ). The Metropolitan
took it over first for Farrar. then for
Jeritza ) hut it has totaled fewer than
thirty performances there-the last in
1939, with
Helen Jepson and John
Charles Thomas.
The piece is probably unfamiliar
enough nowadays to warrant a very brief
run -down: Athanaél. a native of the
wicked city of Alexandria who has joined
the hermitic Cenobite sect this is Egypt.
fourth century). dreams of the actress
and courtesan Thaïs. whose example is
symbolic of the city's decadence. Determined to convert her. he journeys to
Alexandria. where he meets Thaïs
through his old friend. the wealthy Nicias. who warns him that the conversion
will probably work the other way around.
Much to everyone's surprise. Athanaël
wins over Thaïs. who by the end of Act
I1 is more Cenobitic than the Cenobites.
He leads her away on a cruel journey
into the desert. and turns her over to
the Abbess Alpine to spend the rest of
her days in a convent.
Soon. however. he sees a vision of the
dying Thaïs. He rushes to the convent.
(

(

where she is indeed near death. In a
closing duet. she sings ecstatically of her
coming
union with
heaven,
while
Athanaël bitterly and desperately confesses that he loves her.
This is. of course. wonderful dramatic
stuff -the magnetic. promiscuous woman
whose only true desire is self -denial and
purity. and the ascetic fanatic whose love
for her is a secret. even to himself, until
it is too late. Add the Middle East (the
teeming. perfumed city: the burning desert!), some lush. incensed religiosity. and
fifty girls. fifty. and how can you miss?
You can miss by writing empty, syrupy
music, that's how. Don't misunderstand
I like the opera. When it's had, it's bad
in a fun sort of way. and when it's good
(as in most of the last act), it's the
genuine article -lyric theatre of real
emotional power. But one has to have a
fondness for this kind of thing. a willing-

-

ness or even eagerness to excuse its
failings and excesses. as with 1930s horror films or the New York Mets, or else
one will simply hear the lousy music. of
which there is a fair amount. Some of
it is what I would call token writing. as
if Massenet knew perfectly well that he
could count on certain associations. religious sensual, to induce an audience
response. and had only to make the
gesture. Most of the arias have no real
point. no real musical worth -they simply occur at the proper place. make the
correct gesture. are finished off with the

accepted sort of cadence. and end. Even
the fairly well -known
haritone aria
"Voila dome la terrible cité" has no great
individuality. Where the writing builds
some genuine force is in the scenes hetween Thais and Athanaël. as well as in
the purely descriptive passages. such as
the Big Mediterranean City Music at
the opening of the second theme. or the
Desert Wastes with Oasis Music at the

opening of Act IV.
The last act. as I have indicated, is
much the best. It would seem that
Ath :maél's emotional predicament is
what really caught Massenet's imagination. and the writing takes on an urgency that becomes altogether persuasive
in the final duet. These strictures on the
music do not make Thaïs a poor opera.
That is something that can he judged
only in the theatre. and there. I suspect.
the piece would stand or fall on the
merits of its two principal singers (the
Thais would have to he a genuinely
sexy. irresistible actress with a large. free
voice. the Athanaël an authoritative

presence with a firm. colorful baritoneand both empathetic with the French romantic idiom ). plus the willingness of
the producer to splash around with color
and old- fashioned, hokey effects. It

could. I imagine. he enormously effective: for one who is willing to indulge
the vaguely rotten aroma that is the nature of the beast. it is effective on records.
The present recording. which is several
years old but is being released domestically for the first time, is certainly as
close as we are likely to come to a complete performance on records. unless the
rapidly decomposing corpse of the French
romantic opera is suddenly sprung from
the crypt to lurch about in imitation of
its former life -and that would demand
the true evil genius, a Callas Zeffirelli
sort of collaboration. An old Urania recording with Géori -Boué is theoretically
available, but I have not been able to
locate a copy in New York. One scene
is omitted here: the penultimate one. in
which Athanaël envisions the dying Thaïs.
Since I have never heard this music. I
simply cannot evaluate the significance of
the omission. I might observe, though,
that the scene certainly has its place in
the dramatic structure, affording a break
between the two Act IV Athanaél Thaïs
scenes, and by its mere presence adding

66

somewhat to the sense of epic confrontation which we should have in the last
scene. Presumably it was dropped to keep
the album to two records, and I suspect
that for many prospective purchasers the
decision was sensible.
The performance is not really first class. hut in judging it we are faced with
the sanie context that surrounded so
many of Cora', Italian operatic releases
in the early Fifties
is the only one
now. and for the foreseeable future. Its
primary assets are very full. rich sound
which does ample justice to the lush
scoring. knowledgeable and sympathetic
leadership by Etcheverry. and
the
thoroughgoing Frenchness of the entire
production. Renée Doria. an experienced
and musical singer. floats some haunting
pianissimos and phrases everything with
care and taste: the voice inclines to
edginess, though. and the full- voiced
ascents up to and including high D can
he trying. The dry. rather nondescript
baritone of Robert Massard is not my
idea of the voice of Athanaél (whose
is
you've got me there. though Bacquiet's would come a good deal closer).
hut he brings a certain conviction and
security to the part
perfectly workable job on a routine vocal level. Michel
Sénéchal deals well with the character
role of Nicias. and Gerard Serkoyan
demonstrates an attractive. if sluggish.
bass as the old Cenobite Palemon. Everyone else is quite acceptable. and the accompanying booklet includes libretto and

-it

?-

-a

translation.

C.L.O.

MOZART: Concertos for Piano and
Orchestra: No. 21. in C. K. 467;
No. 24. in C minor, K. 491
Robert Casadesus. piano: Cleveland Orchestra. George Szell. cond.
COLUMBIA ML 6095.
19. $4.98.
CoLuxnuA MS 6695. SD. S5.98.
Casadesus's playing of Mozart, with all
its fine qualities. may appear to he
rather impersonal, but underneath the
elegant surface one senses an intense
involvement with the music. In K. 467.
especially. this inner tension seems to he
nearer the surface than usual. The fir.¢
movement flows along with contrast and
controlled drama. the miraculous slow
movement is enthralling from first note
to last. and the finale sparkles. Szell

furnishes a soloist's dream of an accompaniment. and the Columbia engineers enable us to hear everything Mozart
and Szell wanted us to hear. If I could
have only one recording of this masterwork. it would be either the present one
or Rubinstein's on RCA Victor.
My admiration for Casadesus's performance of K. 491 is a little less wholehearted. The present version is in some
respects an improvement over the older
recording by the same pianist and conductor. Its sound is superior. its balances
are juster. and Casadesus's fastidious articulation makes this reading of the slow
movement even finer than the old one.
But he takes the Allegro just a shade
slower than he did before. and the difference is enough to turn passion into
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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mild melancholy. The pianist's playing
here seems to me a bit too neat, and this
time there is no pianissimo at the end of
the movement, as there was in the earlier
version. Generally speaking, Casadesus's
approach to Mozart performance style is
up to date, compared to the nineteenth century attitude that prevailed during a
good part of his career. but it still has
a hit further to go: he sloes not fill in
the little spaces Mozart left open for
improvisation, and he still starts all
trills on the main note. As far as K. 491
is concerned. I'm not sure that the
Gieseking version is not still the most
N.B.
satisfying.

heard
mercurial brilliance. rarely have
them done with greater point. wit. and
pathos. If Richter's Prokofiev might be
likened to Gieseking's Debussy. Neuhaus' Prokofiev was more analogous to
that of Cortot: that is. he was broader,
squarer. more solidly emphatic than his
1

student.

Fortunately, the sound of this
release is good throughout.

ROSSINI:

Monitor
H.G.

,No.cè

Caterina Mancini (s). An:6de: Bruna
Rizzoli (s). Sinaïde: Lucia Danieli (ms),

Mario Filippeschi(tI. Aménofi:
Agostino Lazzari (t). Elisero: Piero di
Palma (t), Aufide: Giuseppe Taddei I h ),
(bs),
Faraone: Nicola Rossi- Lemeni
Musè: Plinio Clahassi (bs). Osiride: Ferruccio Mazzoli (bs), A Mysterious Voice
and A Voice from Inside: Chorus and
Orchestra of the Teatro di San Carlo
(Naples). Tullio Serafin. cond.
LP.
Ptuurs A00393/95L. Three
11I:tria:

MOZART: Symphonies

,\o.

35. in

D. K. 385 ("IIaJJncr'"); No.

36. in C', K. 425 ("Linz"); No. 38, in I).
K. 504 ("Prague"); No. 39, in E Jlut, K.

543: No. 40, in G minor, K. 550; No.
41. in C, K. 551 ("Jupiter"): Overture to
"Die Errtfiihrung aus dent Serail." K. 384.
Philharmonia Orchestra, Otto Klemperer,
cond.
feature review of these recordings,

For

a

see

page 59.

PROKOFIEV: Romeo and Juliet: Piano Suite, op. 75: Visions fugitives,
Op. 22 (complete)
(in Op. 75):
Heinrich Neuhaus, piano (in Op. 22).
LP. $1.98 (for
MONITOR MC 2064.
a limited time only).
Pavel Serebriakov, piano

disc that no lover of the piano
can afford to miss. Prokofiev's own adaptation of his Romeo and Juliet pallet for
piano solo (he presumably made a sim-

Here is

a

ilar version of Cinderella) is a delightful
addition to the repertoire. Although in
its orchestral dress the music boasts lavish orchestration and all sorts of exotic
coloristic effects. here the composer has.
rather surprisingly, disdained any showy
pyrotechnics. He adheres mostly to a linear. three-part effect ( which would he
simple to play were it not for the rhythmic precision and tactile acumen required) and manages to conjure through
this spareness a varier almost equal to
the original. Serehriakov's intense, elegant presentation would he hard to Netter.
At this late date. no comment is really
needed for the famous Visions Jrrrititt'.
they are, by now. classics. It is worth
noting. however. that the late Heinrich
Neuhaus was one of the Soviet Union's
most esteemed musicologists and pedagogues. (Emil Gilels and Sviatoslav Richter are only two of the illustrious alumni
of Neuhaus' classes.) Inasmuch as he
was well into his seventies when this recording was made. one should not expect the dazzle of technical perfection.
though the venerable artist's fingers still
worked more than adequately. Rather, it
is the style that matters here, and while
I
have heard some of these delectable
miniatures played with more speed and

"Superb on
every count...
an outstanding
release, both
for the work
and the

performance."
High Fidelity Magazine

MI
RICHARD STRAUSS

DAP- tN E

$14.94.

a

For some years now (since 1956. which
must also have been approximately the
date of this recording) a taped recording of an RAI performance of .1 /osè
turned up spasmodically. making
clear to those who have heard it what
Philips' release will. one hopes. reveal
to a wider audience -that Mom', is a
great opera, one which sums up all that
is loftiest and most exciting in the preVerdi grand opera tradition. One listens
to it with amazement -amazement at its
musical and theatrical wealth. and at
the fact that it has somehow slipped
from the repertory of the world's great
has

opera houses.
The original version of .l /osè ( 1 /,itì
in Etitio) was first performed in Naples
in 1818. Rossini later revised it for
the Paris Opéra. where it was first performed (as /liaise) in 1827. It is this
version that is usually accorded the
opera's infrequent performances nowadays, and it is the one recorded. though
it is sung here in Italian. not French.
In the nineteenth century it was regarded
as one of Rossini's finest serious operas.
thought not the finest. that ranking
generally being given to Senriranride or
Guillau,ne Ti'!!. or even Ote//u.
The tremendous strength of the work
lies in its ensembles. It is not that the
arias are not memorable. but simply
that there aren't many. Masi, opens with
a chorus for the captive Hebrews. a scene
of great weight and beauty. and from
there it evolves as a series of confrontations expressed in duet. trio, or quartet.
and leading into a series of extraordinary concerted numbers. The music
is thus primarily made up of passages
of heightened ,eeihrtiru arcomputad,
and ensemble writing of one sort or
another. Rossini's genius was always
most apparent in his ensemble writing.
and never more so than in Mom,. and
the opera is practically bursting with
great music. inevitably springing from a
valid theatrical situation. Of course. the
forms are always completed and closed.
with the result that the opera's progress
is stately, not taut -the first -act scene

The first stereo recording of
Richard Strauss' charming pastoral opera, recorded on stage
in Vienna, is an over -thecounter as well as an enormous
critical success.

Hilde Gueden
James King
Fritz Wunderlich Paul Schoeffler Rita Streich Vera Little
Vienna State Opera
& others
Karl Boehm, Conductor.
18
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956/7

(2

records, boxed)

Stereo, 138 956/7

Among Other DGG Best Sellers:
Berlin Philharmonic conducted
by Herbert von Karajan
BRAHMS:
The Four Symphonies
KL33/36

SKL 133/136

German Requiem /Haydn

Variations

18

928/9

138

928/9

BERLIOZ: Symphonie

Fantastique

138 964

18 964

DVORAK: "New World"

Symphony

18 922

138 922
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between Aménofi and Anaïde, for example. starts with an allegro plea for
Aménofi, continues with a reply in kind
by Anaïde, and then with an andantino
Cavatina for Aménofi followed by another answer for Anaïde; then. after a
short bridge, an actual duet. Once a
musical form is moved into, it is completed and rounded out -the interruptions and violent contrasts which Verdi
was to use to such effect were not part
of Rossini's aesthetic vocabulary.
M()sè. in other words. is an excellent
case study for the early nineteenth century grand opera: that it also happens
to he a wonderful work makes the study
an exciting listening experience. The
most famous number in .Host, is, of
course. the concerted prayer from Act
IV. "Dal sno stilled() s()'Iio," wherein
Moses and the Hebrews pray for deliverance from the approaching Egyptian
army. it is one of those great. simple
melodies which can turn the opera house
into a magical place. and the sudden
turn into major for the final section is
as effective as it is obvious. No wonder
the melody was chosen for the occasion
of Rossini's reinterment at Santa Croce.
But the score is full of things nearly
as good -the lamenting ensemble for
the Egyptians at the opening of Act it
(the plague of darkness). with the en-

tire scene knit together with a wonderdescriptive string
motif: the
incredibly beautiful melody and ingenious
canon development of the "Celeste men
placate" ensemble later in the sanie
scene: the equally memorable "Mt roans
la yore." after Moses has extinguished
the holy fire at the altar of Isis -there
is too much else to mention. hardly a
weak number in the score. The final
effect is one of power and weight. and
of absolute honesty -there is nothing
cheap or simply "effective." as there is
in so many of Rossini's comic works. in
its grandness of design. integrity of execution, and sheer melodic wealth, Most,
is head' and shoulders above several
works in the standard Italian canon
surely it is precisely the sort of piece
that the Met ought to he reviving.
To pick holes in the performance
would be a hit futile. since it is certainly
the only one we are likely to have for
the nonce. its sound is full and as spaciouS as monophonic recording generally
gets -the many concerted numbers and
the extended choruses have been recorded
in excellent balance. Serafin is at his best
stately reading. surely. but not limp.
and phrased in that long- breathed. singing manner which conies only to the
very best Italian operatic conductors.
Among the performers, there is some
really outstanding singing by Giuseppe
Taddei as the Pharaoh -fat. rich, and
smooth -and wonderful work in small
parts by Ferruccio Mazzoli and Piero di
Palma. Bruna Rizzoli, Plinio Ciahassi,
and Agostino Lazzari all handle their
secondary but important roles well, and
Lucia Danieli. familiar primarily as a
character mezzo, shows rather more and
better voice that i had supposed she had.
Caterina Mancini. always a singer of
authority and temperament, also has
things reasonably well tinder control
here-more so, certainly. than in most of

fully

-
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her exciting but

uneven performances

for Cetra. Nicola Rossi- Lemeni. alas,

hardly more than indicate

how Mosì
should sound. One respects his intentions.
but can hardly he partial to the singing.
All told, though. the performance is
competent enough to reward anyone
interested in discovering a work of
grandeur and inspiration. The album includes some notes, the libretto in Italian.
and a running synopsis by Leo Riemans
which is not a substitute for a translation but which is excellent of its kind.

C.L.O.

ROSSINi- RESPIGHI: La
fantasque: Rossiniana
Orchestra

of the Vienna
Antonio Janigro. cond.

Boutique
Festival,

VANGUARD VRS 1127. LP. $4.98.
VANGUARD VSD 71127. SD. $5.95,

Janigro's special flair and sympathy for
Rossini was demonstrated some years ago
in his recordings (with the Solisti di
Zagreb) of the early Sonatas for Strings.
These qualities are again at work in
what remains of Rossini in these
Respighi arrangements (rather more in
La Boutique, which is for a lighthearted
ballet, than in Rossiniana, a symphonic
exegesis). The result is a record of supple and subtle charm, very neatly played
and recorded. Janigro's Rossiniana is. by
virtue of its gentler accents. a hit closer
to the original material than was the
Zeller disc (on Westminster) of some
months ago.
A.R.

-

SCHUBERT: Sonata for Piano, No.
14, in A minor. op. 143. D. 784
See Liszt: Sonata for Piano, in B
minor.

SCHUMANN: Introduction and Allegro for Piano and Orchestra, in
G, Op. 92; Konzertstück for Four
Horus and Orchestra, in I', Op. 86
Roger Boutry, piano (in Op. 92):
Georges
Barboten.
Michel
Berges.
Daniel Duhar, Gilbert Coursier, French
horns (in Op. 86): Chamber Orchestra
of the Saar. Karl Ristenpart, cond.
NONESUCH H 1044. I.P.
$2.50.
NoNLSCCH H 71044. SD. $2.50.

SCHUMANN: Introduction and Allegro for Piano and Orchestra, in
G, Op. 92; Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, in A minor, Op. 54
Rudolf Serkin. piano: Philadelphia Orchestra. Eugene Ormandy. cond.
COLUMBIA ML 6088. LP. $4.98.
COLUMBIA

it looks

as

if

MS 6688.

SD.

$5.98.

the Schumann introduction

READER- SERVICE CARD
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is

hare reflection of the noble -sounding
Philip of Cetra's Don Carlo. He is a singer of great sensitivity. one who knows all
the effects of the grand style and who applies himself to the spirit of the music:
but the voice is so woolly and pushy.
so dry and spread about the pitch. and
so limited at the bottom. that he can
a

and Allegro. in G. is finally moving into
the standard repertoire. at least on records. With the readings listed above.
there are now five editions available. including one by Dennis (Westminster)
and two by Richter (for DGG and a
Russian label ). Roger Rotary is a dependable pianist and his performance
Richter's. somewhat reserved and
( like
depersonalized) is a fine one. Serkin's

ardently impassioned interpretation. however, possesses a freedom and kinetic
excitement which puts it at the head of
the list.
Also contained on the Nonesuch record
is the seldom heard Konzert.diiek. Op. 86
(written, as was the Introduction and Al-

legro. in 1849). It is such a hazardous
feat to find four hornists willing to risk
their reputations on the daredevil trapeze
of virtuosity Schumann constructed that
one need hardly ask why this composition
is so rarely encountered in the concert
do not particularly admire the
hall.
raw, open sound of the French school
of brass playing, but it must he admitted
that the ensemble work here is very good.
Furthermore, the able Karl Ristenpart
conducts with idiomatic flair and galvanic
propulsiveness. while the recorded sound
throughout the disc is absolutely of the
1

best.

Columbia's offering of the popular
Concerto presents Serkin's third recorded
collaboration with Ormandy in this work.
The combination of more realistic sound
and more rhapsodic playing makes this
latest documentation by far the best of
their efforts. It easily ranks with the top
versions in the catalogue: Fleisher /Szell
(Epic): Solomon /Menges (Paperback
Classics): Istomin /Walter (Columbia 1:
Lipatti/Karajan (Columbia ): Clihurn '
Reiner (RCA Victor): Janis/Skrowaczewski (Mercury). But it will he for the
Introduction and Allegro that most peoH.G.
ple will buy this set.

SCHUMANN: Novelettert, op.

21

(complete)
Beveridge Webster. piano.
DOVER HCR 5239. LP. $2.00.
DOVER HCRST 7002. SD. $2.00.

Here is a disc that I cannot welcome
too highly. The superb Noreletten have
been out of the domestic catalogue (save
for isolated renditions of one or two)
since London deleted its old version with
Jacqueline Blanchard some years ago.
Webster does handsomely by the music.
He is a structural player. much more interested in conveying power than in
pianistic color, but his interpretations
certainly do not lack for ardor, passion.
and expressive strength. A strong technician, the artist sweeps through the difficult writing with wonderful momentum
and a refreshing cohesion. He is able to
knit the disparate sections together with
exemplary architectural grasp, but in the
process never slights the expressive. introspective facets of Schumann's music.
With superb, resonant sound. this
should be the standard edition of the
complete Op. 21 for some years to come.
H.G.

SHOSTAKOV ICI-!: Symphony No.
in C, Op. 60 ( "Leningrad ")

7,

New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, cond.
COLUMBIA M2L 322. Two LP. $9.98.
COLUMBIA M2S 722. Two SD.
$11.98.
day in his postretirement years,
while rummaging in the shelves of his
music room. Toscanini came across a
huge pile of photostatic copies of an
orchestra score. He started to read them
and then called to his son, Walter. "What
is this music?" he asked.
"That is the Shostakovich Seventh
Symphony." he was told. There was a
long pause as the Maestro went on read-

Artur Rubinstein
Beethoven
in F Minor,

Sonata

Op.37(Appass'oata ")

Sonata in Cop2,Na3

One

ing.

"I played this?"

he asked.

father." he was told. "You
gave the American premiere."
"I memorized all this."
"Yes. father. you did."
A longer, more ominous pause fol"Yes,

lowed.

"I

was

a

fool!"

Certainly when Toscanini played this
music in the summer of 1942 we all
felt differently about it, and about the
Soviet cause. than was possible three
or four years later. With that change in
the world situation. the Shostakovich
Seventh became a sort of instant period
piece. The Eighth. which is probably a
finer work. suffered even more. Conductors in the United States and Western
Europe rarely programmed this music.
and the recordings of these scores in the
current Schwann are of Czech and Russian origin.

Bernstein. however. has retained an
interest in the Seventh. possibly because
of its obvious links to Mahler. possibly
because of the beauty of its best pages.
or possibly because it is an excellent
vehicle for his vigorously extroverted
style of conducting. It is appropriate.
therefore. that his should he the initial
stereo recording. It brings us a performance in which the music is treated
with respect and conveyed with strength
and frequently with nobility. Technically.
the set is notable for the full exploitation of the big orchestral effects with
which the music abounds. For the younger generation who want to regard this
work as the 1812 Overture of World
War Il. the attractions are obvious.
Rehearing the Seventh after twenty
cannot divorce it
years. I find that
in my mind from the circumstances of its

New Addition to the

Recordings
®f Rubinstein
Each performance by Artur
Rubinstein adds to the
legend which has grown up
about his name, and the
performances recorded in
his new album of Beethoven
Sonatas are no exception.
Here are two "firsts" -his
first recording of the Sonata
in C and his first stereophonic recording of the
"Appassionata." The freshness of interpretation and
the over -all quality of this
album are characteristic
of every Rubinstein performance. The recording, in
RCA Victor's Dynagroove
sound, is all a perfectionist
such as Rubinstein could
want. As a result, this new
album should take its place
beside the prize-winning
"French Program" which
was released last fall. Add
both of these distinguished
RCA Victor Red Seal
albums to your library of
great piano works soon.

1

composition. The Prokofiev Fifth. another Soviet wartime symphony. is
significant as an artistic statement about
man and the human spirit. hut Shostakovich vacillates here between passages
that are quite moving as absolute music
and others that seem hollow and pretentious. At its worst. the Seventh is inferior
to Prokofiev's film music for Alexander
Nersky (which may have been yet another influence): and hearing these
mechanically built up sounds of battle
and triumph, one can almost visualize
the Soviet documentary film they might
accompany. In the formal sense this is
not music of great originality in development. Shostakovich adopted as his basic
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RCA Victor

The most trusted name in sound
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the ABA movement with a
strongly contrasting middle section. The
opening and closing sections are generally the best, and (for me. anyway) the
two middle movements are the finest in
the work. The long first movement with
its Bolero-like repetitions of the Nazi
invaders theme remains more monotonous than impressive, despite the fact
that Bernstein plays it well.
R.C.M.
scheme

SIBELIUS: Symphony No. 2, in D,
Op. 43

Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Lorin
Maazel, cond.
LONDON CM 9408. LP.
$4.98.
LONDON CS 6408.

Stadio qaalityr

tapes on the...

Studio 96
"natural" for serious recordists, broadcasters and
sound studios.
A

Two speed tape transport

with automatic sequence
braking, choice of hyperbolic head configurations,
hysteresis capstan drive
and heavy duty reel drive

motors, remote control

jacks and 10 1/2" reel capacity. Superbly smooth
tape handling
interlocked "fool- proof" switching
fit for a pro.

-

-

Rack Mount ready from

$552.00
Also matching electronics
and portable cases.

MADE BY SKILLED

AMERICAN CRAFTSMEN
AT

Eng

OF

MINNEAPOLIS, INC.

9600 Aldrich Ave. So. Minneapolis, Minn. 55420
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This

SD.

$5.98.

like Allegro in No. II. or the strangely
sinuous line of the Dolce of No. 6). J.
S Bach's Sonata is not nearly so provocative as even the nonpolyphonic movements he wrote for solo violin, and Carl
Philipp was obviously writing on order
for Frederick the Great. Still, if solo
flute is your cup of tea, you can hear

it at its best.

WAGNER: Gätterd immerrnfg
Birgit Nilsson, Claire Watson, Christa
Ludwig. Wolfgang Windgassen, Dietrich
Fischer -Dieskau, Gustav Neidlinger, Gottlob Frick. et al.; Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra. Georg Solti. cond.

For

eclectic performance and, as
such, it fails utterly in being convincing.
Maazel is here trying to be all things
to all men. The pacing -broadly majestic
in intent but stodgy in realization-suggests an aspect of a Klemperer interpretation: the pulsating lushness and
especially bloated string tone bring to
mind Koussevitzky. There is something
of Stokowski also present in Maazel's
theatrical toying with lyrical phrases and
in his overzealous attempts at clarifying
the writing. attempts which result in
mere dissection.
London's engineering too veers towards the spectacular rather than the
musical. The sound really blares at the
listener in high volume. but playback at
low volume dissipates the fullness.
Schippers' recent Columbia Sibelius
Second was too Tchaikovskyan for my
taste. but at least it was a consistent
reading. I like the intellectualized Mon teux for Victor and the Beecham /BBC
for Odeon despite sonic ragged brass
playing (this came from an actual 1954
concert). Best of all. though. in my
opinion. is the powerfully impassioned
Toscanini /NBC
reading
which the
Maestro approved for issue. Since RCA
seems to be going about bringing us the
Toscanini treasures in earnest now, I
would recommend holding off purchase
of this Symphony for a while.
H.G.
is an

TELEMANN: Fantasies for Flute:
No. I. in A: No. 3, in B minor; No.
tí, in D minor; No. 8, in E minor;
No. IO, in F sharp minor; No. 11,
in G
¡Bach: Sonata for Flute, in A minor
tBach, C. P. E.: Sonata for Flute, in A

minor

Jean- Pierre Rampal, flute.
EPIC LC 3899. LP. $4.98.
EPIC BC 1299. SD. $5.98.

Probably few flutists could spin out a
forty -minute solo recital with the clear,
unbroken flow of tone, the precise articulation, the liveliness and serenity of Jean Pierre Rampal. There is never a rough
edge, never a gasp for breath from
start to finish. As far as the music itself goes, however, there are no musical
moments here which positively transport
me: much of the Telemann is run- of-themill (with the exception of a Vivaldi-

S.F.

a

feature review of this recording,

see page 57.

cA'Crscellaro

CHOIR OF THE ABBEY OF
MOUNT ANGEL: Chants of the
Church
Choir of the Abbey of Mount Angel
(Oregon), Dom David Nicholson, O.S.B.,
cond.

RCA VICTOR LM 2786. LP. $4.98.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2786. SD. $5.98.
The Benedictine Abbey of Mount Angel,
in Oregon, was founded in 1882 by a
group of monks from Engelberg Abbey,
in central Switzerland. Presumably influenced by this background, the singing
in the new monastery must have been
vigorous and forthright in character. hut
the last half- century has seen a decided
shift in the direction of Solesmes. Although the singing recorded on this
disc reflects the basic style and technique
of the French monks, it falls short of
their high standards here and there in
matters of intonation. and it must he
admitted that certain tricks, when imitated. do not always come off.
The instinctive recoil before high notes
is a case in point. One can hear this
done naturally and beautifully in many
Solesmes recordings, but the monks of
Mount Angel tend to overdo it and so

caricature a well -known physiognomical
trait. In lesu dirlcis rnernoria, for example, this sudden recoil (involving a fall
in dynamic level) occurs in each verse
on a syllable that would normally be
accented.
On the other hand, the choice of
chants is so interesting that defects can
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to some extent by overlooked. There
are four extracts from the Mass of St.
Benedict, at least one of them (Lucia
quies) being unfamiliar: and there are
five Communions from the monastic
Gradual which arc unusual in being
based on the Gospels rather than the
Psalter. The four great Marian antiphons
forni the nucleus of a group of chants in
honor of the Blessed Virgin. but one of
these (Non eat tihi .cirnilis) is rather
oddly described as an "interlude": in fact
it is a processional responsory. The singing of tropes to the Kyrie has of course
been banished from the Roman Catholic
church for centuries. yet the monkspresumably on historical grounds -sing
the words of the trope Kyrie. fore honitati.c, which must count as the first recorded example of such a procedure. No
D.S.
texts or translations are given.

TITO GOBBI: "The Art of Tito
Gohhi"
Operatic Arias: Rossini: Gug lielmo Tell:
Resta immobile. Donizetti: L'Elisir d'amore: Come Paride vezzoso. Verdi:.Si-

mon Boccanctra: Plebe! Patrizi! Falstaff:
Quand'ero paggio. Otellu: Credo in un
Dio crude!. ('ilea: Adriana Lecourreur:
Ecco il monologo. Giordano: Fedora: La
donna Russa. Classical Songs and Arias:
Cavalli: Beata chi può. Vivaldi: Piango,
terno, sospiro. Carissimi: Vittoria. rittoria. mio core! Durante: Ver,tin. tutto
amor. Giordani: Caro mio ben. Paisiello:
Nel cor più non nie sento. A. Scarlatti:
O cessate di piotarmi. Monteverdi: Rosa
del Ciel. Anon.: Tre .giorni son che Nina.
Popular Songs: Fenc,ta che incite: Santa
Lucia :.Silenz.io cantatore: La ;Montanan,;
Pi.ccatore e l'usilleco: O min bela nadnnine: Mattinata fiorentino: Gondaliere
commi.
Romantic
veneziana:
A nari
Songs: Tosti: Malin: Dona, vorrei morir: 'A Vucchella: Ideale. Gastaldon: .Music(' proibita. Respighi: Nebbie. Wolf Ferrari: Se ili ulbcri: Serenata: Commiato.

Tito Gobbi, baritone: Philharmonia Orchestra. Alberto Erede. cond. (in the
Operatic Arias):
): Roy lesson. harpsichord,
Derek Simpson, cello. Freddie Phillips,
guitar (in the Classical Songs and
Arias): orchestra. Annibale Bizzelli,
cond. (in the Popular Songs): Gerald
Moore. piano (in the Romantic Songs).
ODEON ALP 2057. 58. Two LP. $11.96.
ODEON
ASD 606/07. Two SD.
$13.96.

What we have here is a group of four
little recitals, each set tip with its own
appropriate instrumental grouping and
ambience. What it shows is not so much
this singer's ability to adapt himself to
various sorts of music as his ability to
make various sorts of music part of his
own artistic individuality.
It is this individuality. vocal and interpretative. that has made Gobbi a singer of international rank. Certainly there
are other operatic baritones, even now adays. with more beauty of voice and
polish of technique: indeed it would be
hard to name another really prominent
one with so short a practicable range.

Yet the voice's unique dark timbre. its
unfailing rocklike steadiness. and its richness in the tower and middle ranges are
unforgettable: even his most peculiar
technical habit. that of switching between
a raw. wide -open tone and an overcovered, hooty one in the upper- middle
range. is executed with such energy and
apparent belief that it adds to his arsenal
of effects. Along with the voice. of
course. goes an intelligence and interpretative sensitivity which set him apart
from the rest of the crop -his singing always has a bigness of frame. a masculinity of sound. a maturity of musical
approach.
This is not to say that even the Gobbi
brio can make a silk purse from the diseased sow's car that is De Seriex's song
from Fedora. or that his sense of word
meanings will slake us accept smeary
phrasing for a true legato in Verein, tutto ,,nu,r, or that any amount of conviction can replace open climaxes in the
Credo from Mello. But it is remarkable
that so much of this material can work
for this singer. The arias are not surprising. for we are familiar with his operatic
work. Ntichonnet's touching little monologue from Adrian,, becomes a wonderful theatrical moment in his hands. and
the Tell aria captures and sustains its
moot. despite the ugly climax. Belcore's
entrance song is given a lusty. bouncy
reading which Gobbi's energy makes
workable: personally. I would like to hear
a hit more old- fashioned grace -hut that
mean about Gobbi's ability to
is what
turn many pieces to his own strengths in
way. The address from
a convincing
Boecane,trn has weight and force. but
really can't make its effect without the
surrounding ensemble: in addition. it is
brought to a close here after the first
"e vo ,gridando amor."
The aria cntiche are all sung in very
low keys. which makes them negotiable
for the Gobbi voice but robs them of
some of their variety and brilliance. His
interpretations are very personal. but are
always based on an interesting perception
of the song's meaning. and it is gratifying
to see a major. experienced singer turning his careful attention to this repertory. especially with such sensitively recreated accompaniments as are provided
by the harpsichord. cello. and guitar used
1

here.

The Italian and Neapolitan popular
songs are also kept in rather low keys.
and since we are accustomed to hearing
them tenorized. they have a rather unusual color here. Gobbi treats them

straightforwardly. with ample feeling but
considerable dignity too. and they sound
the better for it. Especially intriguing is
Anutri amtri. a Sicilian song about a
cart-driver befuddled by love. full of a
fatalistic. almost Iberian atmosphere.
Gobbi dramatises it memorably.
The romantic songs are given the same
sort of treatment. the sort that assumes
that any music worth singing is worth
all the respect one would give Schubert
or Wolf. Most of the repertory is light
the charming and often moving salon
songs of Tosti. and the clever. well -made
pieces of Wolf- Ferrari. An exception is

-

the Respighi song. which turns out to be

mir

VANGUARD

Recordings for the Connoisseur

THE

NEWPORT

FOLK FESTIVAL

1964

"The greatest folk festival ever," as 70,000
listeners said, is captured on 7 discs. At the
concerts and workshops were the classic old
masters of blues and country music, the
"new wave" singers and song writers, and
the city "revivers" of the ethnic heritage,
each giving a boast to the other.
THE BLUES AT NEWPORT, 1964, Part 1.
Sleepy John Estes, Fred McDowell, Doc Reese,
Robert Pete Williams

VRS -9180 & *VSD-79108

THE BLUES AT NEWPORT, 1964, Part 2.

Elizabeth Cotton, Willy Doss, Mississippi John
Hurt, Skip James, Rev. Robert Wilkins
VRS -9181 & *VSD -79181

TRADITIONAL MUSIC AT NEWPORT, 1964,
Part 1.
Ken & Neriah Benfield, the Cajun Band, Will
Doss, the Georgia Sea Island Singers, Sarah

Gunning, Elgia Hickock, Fred McDowell, Moving
Hall Singers, Chet Parker, Joe Patterson,
Sacred Harp Singers, Hobart Smith, Bill Thatcher,
Doc Watson
VRS -9182 & *VS0-79182
Star

TRADITIONAL MUSIC AT NEWPORT, 1964,
Part 2.
Seamus Ennis, Georgia Sea Island Singers, Mississippi John Hurt, Clayton McMichen, Glenn
Ohrlin, Phoeba & Roscoe Parsons, Phipps Family,
Frank Proffitt, Almeda Riddle, Jean Ritchie, Rev.
Robert Wilkins, Robert Pete Williams
VRS -9183 & *VSD-79183
THE NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL, 1964Evening Concerts, Vol. 1.
Sleepy John Estes, José Feliciano, Jim Kweskin &
the Jug Band Phil Ochs, Frank Proffitt, Rodriguez
Brothers, Bulfy Sainte -Marie, Pete Seeger
VRS -9184 & *VSD -79184
THE NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL, 1964
Evening Concerts, Vol. 2.
Joan Baez, Theodore Bikel, Jesse Fuller, The
Greenbriar Boys, Hamza El Din, the Phipps Family,
the Staples Singers VRS -9185 &'VSD-79185

-

THE NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL,

1964-

Evening Concerts, Vol. 3.
The Cajun Band, Koerner, Ray & Glover, Fred
McDowell. Tom Pasten, Judy Roderick, Swan
Silvertones, Doc Watson, Hedy West

VRS -9186

&'VSD- 79186'

Other Nett, Folk Releases
JOHN HAMMOND: So Many Roads

VRS -9178 & *VS0-79178
VRS -9179 & *VSD-79179
IAN & SYLVIA: Early Morning Rain
VRS -9175 & *VSD-79175
PATRICK SKY

*Stereo

VANGUARD RECORDING SOCIETY. INC. New York
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dark. extremely powerful piece, to
which Gobbi and Moore bring the perfect combination of steadiness and
strength.
The records are packaged together in
a folding album, with notes. texts, and
translations (or, in the case of some of
the selections, paraphrases). The sound
on all four sides is top -drawer, and in
all cases well suited to the material involved.
C.1..O.

ROMERO FAMILY: "Baroque Con-

IGOR KIPNIS: English Harpsichord

Celedonio, Pepe, Celin, and Angel Romero. guitars.
MERCURY MG 50417.
LP. $4.98.
MERCURY SR 90417.
SD. $5.98.

a

Music

t,73F-1

aY

99- 000SWX

A powerful 70 -Watt Amplifier plus Complete Preamplifier Control Facilities plus a Standard AM Tuner

-

a sensitive FM Tuner plus an FM Stereo Tuner
all on One Compact chassis
Amazing FM "Stereo
Search" Circuit Signals Presence of Stereo Broadcasts
Tuned Nuvistor "Front-End"
Imported

plus

THE WIDELY ACCLAIMED
LAFAYETTE RK -131A TAPE RECORDER
FEATURING
-TRACK STEREO PLAYBACKS

Clarke: The Prince of Denmark's .Narrh:
Trumpet Tune. Farnahy: Loath 7'o Depart: Tower llill: Fantasia No. 10. Handel: .Suite in B flat. Byrd: Earl of Salisbury Para,,: Galiardo: Wolvey's Wilde:
The Queene's Alt,,an: A Gi,ee. Purcell:
Aire in D minor. Round O: Suite in C.
Bull: Queen Elizabeth's Paran: The
Prince's Gaillard.
Igor Kipnis. harpsichord.

Eric

4 -TRACK

MONAURAL RECORD
PLAYBACK

If

3898.

EPIC BC

1298.

1.P.

SD.

$4,98.
$5.98.

Critic. scholar. teacher. performer. and
son of the great Alexander. Igor Kipnis
has rapidly emerged as one of the most
imaginative musicians ever to approach
the spirit of early keyboard music. In
this. his second Epic disc. he has provided a concert full of delight. and a

TAKES REELS
UP TO 7"
DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE

adaptable to
stereo playback

4.

With Electronic Track Selector Switch, VU
Recording Level Meter and Pause Switch
For Instant Editing

Includes Lightweight carrying case, dynamic
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reel.
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Heavy -Duty 6x4" PM Speaker
Separate Erase and
Record Heads
Imported

FREE!
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in ans case.
The recital itself is full of tonderful
music. including the original version of
the Handel theme used by Brahms in
his piano variations and the original of
the Purcell used by Britten in his Young
Person'' Guide. The particular flavor of
the English keyboard style. with its occasional startling dissonances and cross
harmonic relationships, is excellently cap tured in the programming and the way
it is all played. From every standpoint
this is a remarkable and important record.
A.R.
he

Mail the Coupon for your FREE 1965
Lafayette Catalog.

I

document of extreme importance.
The "document" consists of a penetrating and persuasive stud) in the value and
purpose of keyboard ornamentation in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
As Kipnis realizes or improvises the ornamentation in this repertory. one is
made aware that the whole concept of
the trill. the turn. and the mordent is
central to the total design of the music.
It is what defines the rhythm. brings to
life the power of a basically percussive
instrument to create the illusion of a
lyric line, actually defines the basic sonority of the instrument. This is something worth close study by other performers who tend to learn the outline of
a work first and apply the ornaments later. Without the one. there cannot be the
other.
1blr. Kipnis uses a harpsichord with a
gorgeous range of sound Ihuilt by the
New York firm of Rutkossski and Robinette I. While it has been microphoned
a little too close. with the result that one
is slightly disturbed now and then by the
final descent of the keys at the end of a
piece. this drawback can be overcome
by keeping the volume low -as it should

certos

for Four Guitars, and Other

Works"

Telemann: Concerto in D: Allegro. Breton: La Dolores: Iota. Schubert: Tus,
Waltzes. Op. 9. D. Scarlatti: Sonata in
D. L. 39/. Villa Lobos: Prelude No. I,
in E minor. Vivaldi: Concerto in D.
Bach: Little Prelude No. 3. Granados:
Spanish Dance, No. 10. Sor: Variations
on a Theme of Mozart.

Musically. there

is no doubt that the Romeros excel in the Spanish idiom: they
swing in to Breton's Jota with a life -giving lift. and create a warm and exciting
glow over both the Granados and the
Villa Lobos. (And to expand the horizons. they prove that their Scarlatti can
he elegant too. and ornamented with a
feather -touch delicacy.) The Telemann.
on the other hand. is rhythmically somewhat overstated. and the Vivaldi rather
hurried and mechanical. But this is a record for guitar fanciers, and the remarkable family from Spain can hardly fail
to please. Stereo is pronounced in a fugal
piece such as the Telemann. and pleasantly spread throughout.
S.F.

CESARE

VALLETTI:

Art

French

Soufis
Fauré: A /'res an rire: Dans /es ruines
d'une obbuve: Le .Secret: Autourne: Clair
de Aure. Szulc: Clair de hure. Debussy:
C /air de Imre: Beau soir: C'est l'e.rhoe:

Romance: Mandoline. Duparc: Chanson
triste: Extase: L'Incitation au curage:
Plridylr: Le Manoir de Rosenanale.
Hahn: Si nies cers arnient des ailes:
Rirerie: D'une prison; Paysage.
Cesare

Valletti, tenor; Leo Taubman.

piano.

RCA Vlcroit LP 2787. LP. $4.98.
RCA VICEoR LSC 2787. SD. $5,98.
had almost despaired of hearing this
repertory sung really well by a tenor in
my lifetime, although many of these
songs seem to demand the range and the
kind of sound Cesare Valletti produces:
light, clean. and sontetshat floating. He is
not the master of that sound for every
note on this record: there are a fey spots
where the tone seems to whiten briefly
(I)ans les ruiness
Si mes cery ... for
example I. On the whole. however. this
is a wonderful recital-cultivated. ardent.
and shush. That it should emanate from
an Italian tenor (an Alnun'ive. to he
sure. not a Radantes) raises one's hopes
for the future of the breed. Leo Taub man's support at the piano is adequate
at least. and usually more.
A.R.
I

,
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issues
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 9, in
D minor. Op. 125 ( "Choral ") (A);
Overtures: Leonore No. 3, in C, Op.
72a: Fidelio, in E. Op. 72c: Coriolan, in C minor, Op. 62 (B)
Lcontyne Price. soprano. Maureen Forrester. contralto, David Poleri. tenor,
Giorgio Tozzi, bass. New England Conservatory Chorus (in the Symphony);
Boston Symphony Orchestra. Charles
Munch. cond. [(A) from RCA Victor
LM 6066 /LSC 6066, 1958; (B) from
LM 2015. 1957].
RCA VICTROLA VIC 6003 Two LP.
$5.00.

RCA VICIROI.A VICS 6003. Two SD.

$6.00.

If

one must economize in buying this
music, one can he assured that the
essential impact of the Symphony comes
across in Munch's statement. The former
Boston musical director strives for a
headlong, impassioned reading very much
in the Toscanini tradition. He succeeds
splendidly in the first movement. which
is powerful and cumulative. He falls from
grace in the Scherzo, which lumbers
rhythmically, and in the heavenly Adagio.
which is coarsely phrased and raggedly
executed. The finale improves, and
though it has some dubious features, it
also has good singers (though too closely miked) and vibrant chorus. The engineering is compelling in the stereo
edition, a mite constricted and bottom heavy in mono.
Unfortunately, all three Overtures
get routine readings from Munch. The
Curiolan. in particular, is ruthlessly fast
hut its power is completely dissipated
because the conductor refuses to make
even the slightest distention in the crucial

climactic places.

H.G.

BRAHMS: Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra, in D, Op. 77
Ginette Neveu, violin; Philharmonia Orchestra, Issay Dobrowen, cond. [from
HMV DB 6415/9. 1946].
PATHE COLH 80. LP.
$5.98.

This is the third, and probably last. LP
disc honoring the superlatively gifted
young French violinist so tragically lost
in an air disaster at the threshold of
a brilliant career.
Rehearing the performance makes one realize anew the
magnitude of a loss such as this, for it
seems almost impossible that an artist
in her mid- twenties could have played
with such total perfection.
This is perhaps the most fervent exposition of the Brahms ever committed

to records. Mlle. Neveu's searing passion
and gaunt delivery had much in common
with the playing of Szigeti at his greatest.
although her violinism is powered by
much faster tempos and a technical acumen that virtually sizzles. The vastness
of her line. the purity of her tone, and
nobility of her conception come close
to overwhelming the music. Dobrowen's
contribution adds to the glories of the
performance: the rhythmic snap. the vital
clarity of instrumentation. and the galvanic classicism are very much in the
Toscanini tradition. He too is missed.
Fortunately. the sound is still quite
ample. Detail and balance are exemplary
by any standards: there is plenty of impact and amplitude. Only the overtones
which lend luster and atmosphere are
lacking. No matter which modern edition
of the Brahms you already own, rush
H.G.
out and get this one too!

MOZART Concertos for Piano and
Orchestra: No. 20, in D minor, K.
466 (A): No. 24, iu C minor, K.
491 (B)
Denis Matthews. piano: Vienna State
Opera Orchestra. Hans Swarosky. cond.
It A) from Vanguard VRS 1040 -VSD
2028. 1959; (B) from Vanguard VRS
1037 /VSD 2025. 1959].
VANGUARD Evi RY MAN CLASSICS SRV
142. LP. $1.98.
VANGUARD EVERYMAN CLASSICS SRV
I42SD. SD. $1.98.
These excellent performances were originally issued. each coupled with a piano
sonata. on two discs. It was pointed out
in Huai Fiuu LITV'S review of the original
issues that in the quality of the playing
as well as of the recording the D minor
Concerto was as fine as any other version available. The statement may still
stand. The only thing that prevents this
version of the C minor Concerto from
ranking as high is the occasional covering up of important material in the

woodwinds.

Who Says
Great Stereo
Components

Aren't
Decorator
Designed?

Meet the new Empire Royal

Grenadier...first speaker
system designed and engineered in sight and sound

for stereophonic reproduction. Lets you sit anywhere
-hear everything. Its regal
shape projects a majestic
sound unlike any you've
ever heard before. A 15"

mass loaded woofer,
world's largest ceramic

magnet structure and die cast full dispersion acoustic lens allow you to enjoy
the highest fidelity of music plus phenomenal stereo
separation from anywhere
in the room.Speaker placement non -critical. For a

sound demonstration go
'round to your dealer or

write for complete color
brochure.

N.B.

SCHUBERT: Sonata for Piano, No.
20, in A, D. 959 (Op. posth.)
Artur Schnabel. piano [from HMV DB
3103 -7S: RCA Victor DM 580. 1937].
PATto: COLH 84. LP. $5.98.
Slowly but surely. Schnabel's recorded
legacy is returning to us. Indeed insofar as Schubert is concerned. we now
have the Impromptus. the Trout Quintet,
the D major. B flat. and A major Sonatas. All that remains of Schnabel documentations of this composer is the set
of Moments .lfusiceax and perhaps we
shall soon have that reissued too.
It may have been possible to fault
Schnabel for erratic fluctuations of tempo
in the B flat Sonata and in parts of the D
major, though of course both of those
great performances had features that
more than compensated. In the present
work, the occasional speed changes
(mostly in the middle section of the
slow movement) merely enhance the
rhapsodic nature of the writing. And

i
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all of the magnificent aspects of Schnabel's art are present here in extraordinary degree: the pianist's humanity. his
grandeur, his spacious spirituality. and
above all -his ability to relax and sing.
The posthumous A major has never
had the popularity of its companion in B
flat. but in my opinion it offers perhaps
even greater riches. Admittedly, the piece
is a tough nut to crack with its diffuseness and harmonic ambiguities. (How
many other "classical" sonatas can you
name that boast such features as a sudden, isolated interjection of B flat into
an A major tonality ?) Without belaboring the point, I shall say simply
that you should get to know this score
and here is the reading to reveal it in
depth: there has never been-and probably never will he
finer recorded
performance. Fortunately, the restored
sound stands up very well.
H.G.

WAGNER: "Great
baritone"

Scenes

for

Bass-

Der fliegende I/olliinder: Die Frist ist uni.
Die Meistersinger: Was duftel doch der
Flieder; Wahn.' )rahm! Die Walküre:
Leh' wohl,
bülmte.
herrliches Kind!

d

CHECK YOUR
SHURE STYLUS
PERIODICALLY
it's unfortunate .. and unfortu-

True,
nately, it's true: the diamond tip of
ANY high fidelity stylus eventually
wears out. Some sooner, some later.
The new ultra- lightweight tracking
force cartridges (1 or 2 grams) extend
diamond tip life many times. But even
they need periodic inspection. Depending upon the degree of wear, a
worn stylus will (at the very least) appreciably accelerate audible record
wear -or it can actually damage a
record beyond redemption, in a single

playing!

SHURE PERFORMANCE
DEPENDS ON A GENUINE
SHURE STYLUS
The superior performance of all Shure
cartridges DEPENDS upon the Shure
Stereo Dynetic Stylus Assembly. An
inferior stylus replacement will audibly detract from and significantly
reduce the cartridge's performance,
and increase record wear. Obv'ously,
if an imitation Shure Stereo Dynetic
Stylus is used, we cannot guarantee
that the cartridge will perform to published specifications. Accept no substitute. Look for this wording:

"THIS DYNETIC STYLUS
SION MANUFACTURED

IS

PRECI-

BY SHURE

BROTHERS, INC."

F=1
REPLACEMENT STYLI

Write: SHURE BROTHERS, INC.
222

Ilartrev Ave., Evanston, Illinois

,

George London. hass -baritone: Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra, Hans Knappertsbusch, cond. [from London OL 5044/OS
25044, 19591.
I.ONIH)N 01. 5897. I.P. $4.98.
LoNlx)N OS 25897, SD. $5.98.

For

anyone wanting these particular
selections. this release is a sensible
enough buy. for the sound still has
warmth and sweep. the orchestral playing
is splendid. and London never less than
competent. His most impressive work
here is in Wotan's Farewell: except for
the slower phrasing of this version. it is
similar interpretatively to his later recording under Leinsdorf, but is marginally better vocally. He has become a
leading interpreter of the Holländer. and
clearly understands the monologue. but
there is not enough variety. not enough
real legato. and too much dubious intonation. His Sachs catches the right
spirit in the final section of the Wahnm,ono /og-until then, the .Sleistersineer
excerpts sound like somewhat ponderous,
conscientious readings. I happen to like
the extreme breadth of Knappertsbusch's
approach to the Walküre scene. and the
way he sustains the Meistersinger passages. but the Hollünder reading strikes
me as just too deliberate for any dramatic use.
C.L.O.

SOUVENIRS OF OPERA
SONG (Eighth Series)

AND

Bellini: Norme: Cacsta dira. Mozart: Don
Giovanni: Non mi clir. Saint-Saëns: Samson et Dalila: Printemps qui commence.
Gounod: The Queen of Sheba: More
Regal in His Lou' Estate. Massenet:
Thais: L'Amour est une rems rare. Hemberg: Chant re'nitien. Hahn: How Do
You Like To Go Up in a Swing:':
': Oh,
It's I That An, the Captain of a Tidy

Little Ship. Schumann: Frauen/iehe turd
Lebcor. Thomas: Le Soir.

Frieda Hempel, soprano (in the Bellini
and Mozart): Marie Rappold, soprano
(in the Gounod): Mary Garden, soprano
(in the Massenet, Bemberg. and Hahn):
Mignon
Nevada,
soprano
(in the
Thomas): Kathleen Howard, mezzo (in
the Saint -Saëns): Julia Culp, contralto
(in the Schumann) (from) various recordings, 1910 -28J.
INTERNATIONAI. RECORD COLLECTORS
CLUB IRCC L -7025. I-P. $5.50 (available
front the International Record Collectors
Club, P. O. Box 1811, Bridgeport I.

Conn.).

This rather curious potpourri is obviously
designed for the historically oriented
collector, and he will find several items
of interest here. The two cylinders by
Mary Garden (the Theis aria and Benlberg's Chant rc %nisien) show her voice to
far better advantage than the series of
Victors she made in the Twenties. Here
is the true voice of the first Mélisande,
a secure and voluptuous sound capable of
the subtlest shadings. The two Hahn
songs, supposedly taken from radio
broadcasts in 1928, are slight pieces, but
Garden sings them with a marvelously
infectious naïveté.
Most of Side 2 is devoted to the 1910
recording of ! iauemliehe and Leben by
the Dutch contralto Julia Culp. During
the early years of the century, this fine
artist specialized in Lieder and oratorio,
but her reputation as a recitalist has been
somewhat eclipsed by another great
Lieder singer of that era. Elena Gerhardt.
(Gerhardt made her American debut on
January 9, 1912. exactly a year and a
day before Culp gave her first United
States concert.) Mme. Culp was a genuine contralto, with a creamy, seamless
voice. and her singing of the Schumann
songs is particularly rich in thoughtful
musical details. Especially fine is the
superbly even and sensitively shaped
legato line she spins out on the sixth
song. Sii.sser Freund. The plain drawback
with this performance, however. is the
bland sameness of her vocal characterizations and an occasional misfiring of
interpretative ideas: the little gulps of
joy between the phrases of An nuinem
Ilerzen, for instance. are simply not a
success. On the whole, she is at her best
in the slower songs.
Frieda Hen)pel's " Casta diva" is interesting primarily for the very generous
amount of decoration she gives to the
vocal line in the severely abridged ctvatina: her account of "Non uri dir' is
more straightforward. There is a gustil
sung aria from Samson et Dalila by
Kathleen Howard and some appealing
vocalism from Marie Rappold, rather in
the style of Maggie Teyte. And finally
there is Mignon Nevada, introduced by
her mother. the famous Emma Nevada.
Mignon. who was Ambroise Thomas'
goddaughter and named after the heroine of his most famous opera, had a
mildly successful career at Covent Garden beginning in 1910. and here she sings
a confection by Thomas very prettily
indeed.
PETER G. DAVIS
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"Count Basie in Kansas City'." RCA Victor LPV
514, $4.98 (LP).
RCA Victor launched its Vintage
series, a plan to reissue recordings in a wide
variety of styles -popular. folk, and theatre as well
as jazz. The idea of a series involving nonjazz reissues was provocative, since relatively little has been
done in this area. The discs released so far have been
AYEAR AGO

extremely worthwhile. ranging from John Jacob Niles,
Woody Guthrie, and Lcadhelly through Isham Jones
and Coon -Sanders to Gertrude Lawrence's recordings
of her Lady in the Dark sones and Kurt Weill's
short opera Dorn in the Valley.
Jazz reissues. on the other hand, have been attempted by RCA Victor at various times since the
arrival of LP with rather discouraging results. Two
jazz reissue series-one on the ten -inch "X" label,
one a twelve -inch LJM series -were started and
dropped. The "X" discs probably laid too much stress
on the recondite. but the LJM releases missed by
trying, almost desperately at times, to fit into
popular tastes. Since then RCA Victor's occasional
jazz reissues have tended to cling to the most obvious
names -Ellington, Armstrong. Morton. Gillespie.

Basic: reissues fron, 1929 -32, nostalgia or plain fun.

JULY

The reasoning behind the use of the popular and
the obvious is, of course. quite simple. There always
had to he a reckoning with the accounting department and if a disc didn't earn its keep, it was dropped.
Although the Vintage series. I gather, was launched
with an understanding that its releases were not to
he compared in immediacy of return with an Eivis
Presley or an Al Hirt disc, still its jazz offerings had
to he designed as reasonably profitable enterprises.
Thus. in its first year. Vintage's jazz releases have
focused on attention-catching names -Jelly Roll
Morton. Duke Ellington. Coleman Hawkins. Sidney
Bechet, Earl Hines. and now Count Basic.
But there has been a difference between these
reissues and those in Victor's past. Brad \lcCuen,
producer of the series. has carefully avoided repeating discs that have already been reissued several
times. The Jelly Roll Morton set (LPV 508) presents
the latter half of Morton's Victor output. the half
that had previously been neglected. A Duke Ellington
disc (LPV 506) concentrates on the Duke's output in
1933 -34, a period in his recording career that had
hitherto been completely ignored. Earl Hines's band
of 1939 -40 is treated similarly (LPV 512). McCuen
has also collected miscellaneous recordings into sets
which focus on such "name" performers as Coleman
Hawkins (LPV 501) and Sidney Bechet (LPV 510).
This kind of ingenuity is carried even farther in
the presentation of the latest Vintage jazz releaseCount Basie in Kansas City. The disc might have
been called "Bennie Moten and His Orchestra Play
Moten's Swing" (to quote one of the titles on the
disc), since the set consists entirely of recordings
made by the Moten hand between 1929 and 1932.
Still, the title is not really misleading because Count
Basic's piano is heard prominently throughout the
disc. These recordings show the musical foundation
of the hand that Basie brought East from Kansas
City in 1936.
The first side is drawn from one remarkable
session on December 13, 1932, when ten selections
were cut. It was the Moten hand's last recording
session before Basic took over the group. and the
loose, loping rhythm and the riffs that were to
characterize the Basie band were already well developed in these pieces. Basie was playing in a
rollicking stride style then, a striking contrast to the
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very spare, economic manner that he later developed.
He romps joyfully through tune after tune, climaxing
the side with a magnificent series of solos on Prince
of Wails, where he invokes both Fats Waller and
James P. Johnson. Ben Webster is equally stimulating
on tenor saxophone and fortunately he has some
space of his own on almost every piece. Eddie
Barefield's wild clarinet dresses up several selections
and Hot Lips Page unleashes some brilliant trumpet
work on Lafayette, although he seems strained in
other solo spots.
The second side, recorded in 1929 and 1930,
shows the Moten band in transition, shortly after
Basie had joined it. Some of the heavy, deliberate

Mavis Rivers -Red Norvo: "We Remember Mildred Bailey." Vee Jay 1132,
$3.98 (LP); S 1132, $3.98 (SD).
"Tributes" to popular singing stars of the
recent past, whether serving as a well -intentioned memorial or simply as a crutch
for a new singer, are almost bound to be
disappointing. A really distinctive singer
cannot he copied (how many singers have
stumbled over the seemingly inviting
mannerisms of Billie Holiday ?), and
arrangers have a tendency to write in
contemporary styles that are inevitably
at odds with the kind of accompaniment
a singer might have had in the Thirties,
the Forties, or even the Fifties. This disc
is remarkable, however, not only because
the accompaniment is in the understanding and authoritative hands of the late
Miss Bailey's husband. Red Norvo (he
often provided the hacking on her recordings), but, even more importantly,
because Miss

Rivers does not make a
noticeable effort to copy Miss Bailey's
style. Both singers' voices have a similar
texture and lilt and, given Miss Bailey's
songs and accompaniments, the total
effect made by Miss Rivers does have
its Bailey-like qualities. Yet Miss Rivers
remains herself and when she feels a
song somewhat differently she goes her
own way. The songs include Georgia on
My Mind, Lover Come Back to Me,
Easy To Love, and, of course, Rockin'
Choir. The latter is a particular triumph
for Miss Rivers because, despite its very
close association with Miss Bailey, she
nanages to imprint her own special personality on it. Two especially delightful
performances are Confessin' and Ghost
of a Chance, which Miss Rivers sings
ad lib with only Norvti s vibraphone as
accompaniment.
Peggy Lee: "Pass Me By." Capitol 2320,
$3.98 (I.P); S 2320. $4.98 (SI)).
With one exception, the songs on this
disc are done by Miss Lee in her closeup, risible vein, a unique variation of the
hot -breath routine. By appearing to throw
the songs away, she imbues them with a
much greater animal appeal than any

overt mannerism possibly could. The
fact that she can apply this system to
materials as varied as Henry Mancini's
Dear Heart, the Beatles' A hard Day's
.Night. the bossa nova Quiet Nights, and
the Italian adaptation My Love, Forgive

beat of the early Moten hand is still evident, but
there are also suggestions of the looser, more electric

band to come. Basie's solos betray less of his "stride"
origins and the other soloists in this band -Thamon
Hayes on trombone, Woody Walder on clarinet, and
Leroy Berry on guitar -are suitable enough but
they are not on a level with the 1932 soloists (unhappily, Buster Moten contributes several dreadful
intrusions on accordion). Jimmy Rushing is present
on both sides, singing with the same lifting shout
that has made him such a joy all the years since then.
Approached as history, nostalgia, or simply as exhilarating fun, "Count Basic in Kansas City" provides
endless rewards.
J.S.W.

Me, only makes her spell more amazing.
The one entry that moves her to a different style -and, in the long run, the
most delightful performance on the disc
Pass Me By. the frolicking hit of
cockney braggadocio written by Cy
Coleman and Carolyn l.eigh for Father
Goose. Miss Lee gives it the zest and
spirit that it deserves.

-is

Irene Reid: "Room for One More." Verve
8621, $4.98 (LP): 6 -8621, $5.98 (SD).
Miss Reid has recorded before. both with
Count Basie's band (she was Basic's
vocalist for a year or two) and on her
own after leaving Basie. But this disc
amounts to a debut performance because
the Irene Reid heard here hears little
resemblance to the Basic band singer
or the vocalist who later made an I.P
of her own. On these occasions, she
showed much vocal prowess but little
indication that she would truly develop
a personal style of her own. Now, it
appears, she has found herself. Singing
a collection of relatively familiar ballads,
she uses a delivery that combines the
strongly rhythmic, semirecitative style
reminiscent of Dinah Washington, with
the more gracious, lyrical tones that one
might expect from Ella Fitzgerald. It is
an unusual mixture and Miss Reid uses
it with such authority that she makes it
completely her own despite the readily
apparent sources. Oliver Nelson's big band settings give her the forceful rhythmic support that her vocal style needs.
She ranges from a reflective Who Can I
Turn To to a lusty treatment of If Ever
I Would Leave You, stumbling only
when held to an agonizingly slow tempo
on Every Time We Say Good-bye.

Gale Garnett: "The Many Faces." RCA
Victor LPM 3325. $3.98 (LP); LSP
3325. $4.98 (SD).
Miss Garnett continues to be

a fascinating oddity among today's popular
singers even though she is not quite as
striking in this set as she was on her two

-

earlier discs for RCA Victor. She seems
completely at ease in any type of song
folk. popular hallad, blues -and in any
style from the big beat to gentle romanticism. She has a big voice and a
dark, earthy timbre that often makes her
sound very much like Bessie Smith. In
addition she has a dry, sly humor that

76

suggests Pearl Bailey. Part of her charm
stems from a projection that is so effortless that she rarely gives the impression

of pushing. On this disc, however,

she

sometimes carries her casual underplaying a bit too far to be properly effective.
Still she produces lusty performances of
Forget It. a very unusual treatment of
St. James Infirmary, and several interesting mixtures of folk and blues. Her
one mistake is an overly mannered per-

formance of Billie Holiday's God Bless
the Child.
Emery Deutsch: "Selections from Fiddler
on the Roof." RCA Victor LPM 3363,
$3.98 (LP): LSP 3363, $4.98 (SD).
The score of Fiddler on the Roof has
already provided material for several
interesting. off -heat albums. The Eastern
European flavor of Jerry Bock's music
makes it ideally suited to Emery
Deutsch's gypsy violin. Supported by
guitars, mandolin, cimbalom. woodwinds.
and occasionally some voices, Deutsch
runs the gamut of the gypsy style, drawing out long brooding lines and weeping
tremolos on To Life, Sunrise to Sunset.
and If I Were a Rich Mau, and playing
with appropriate gypsy abandon on
Anaterka. For a change of pace. Deutsch
settles into a standard 4/4 dance treatment on Now I Have Everything and Do
You Lore Me? Producer Herman Diaz.
Jr., has not settled simply for Deutsch's
violin. The arrangements are imaginative
and surprisingly varied considering the
basic idea of the set. As a result, the
exotic flavors keep reappearing in varied
and provocative mixtures that sustain the
entire set unusually well.

Botho Lucas Chorus: "Germany Sings."
Capitol 10389. $3.98 (I.P); S 10389,
$4.98 (SD).

Gunter Kulhnann German Chorus: "Serenade for Elisabeth." Four Corners
4209. $3.98 (I.P); S 4209. $4.98 (SD).
Both of these large vocal groups sing
songs in German from various areas of
the popular repertory -hut there the
similarity ends. The Botho Lucas Chorus
does :ill its songs (which include Star
Dust, Sentimental Journey, When the
White Lilacs Bloom Again, and Donkey
Serenade) with a crisp. bright attack
over a rhythm accompaniment that has
a strong,
loping heat. The vocal arHIGH FIDIìI ITY MAGAZINE
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rangements are light and airy and the
performances glisten with warmth and
vitality. The effect is very like that of an
unusually good swing band (even to the
extent of sneaking in a trombone or saxophone for very brief solos).
The Kallmann Chorus. on the other
hand. is in a more traditional vein
sweeping along over strings and hells,
creating a rich vocal blend but producing rather bland vocal treatments of
Tosselli's .Serenade, O Mein Papa, Melodie in F'. and other songs in a similar
vein.

-

André Provin: "Plays Today's Big Hits."
Columbia CI. 2294. $3.98 (LP): CS
9094. $4.98 (SD).
Previn. who must be the most complete
all- purpose musician extant (a pianist
recognized in the popular, classical. and
jazz fields. a conductor. a composer. a
songwriter, and. at present. a putative
writer for the Broadway theatre). is
shown here at his all- purpose best.
Through big -hand arrangements written
and conducted by Marty Paich. Previn's
piano or harpsichord trickles, swings, or
floats with sense and sensitivity. Previn
has reached that happy point where he
no longer feels he must prove himself
(he can now use a jazz device casually
without feeling compelled to pull out
all th. stops to show that he really can
play jazz). and addresses everything he
plays with calm authority. The only
w:ak points in this generally splendid
set (which includes bossa novas, pop
hits. pop -jazz such as Bhtesene and
Gram Walt and show tunes) are two
of Previn's own compositions, both attached to films -Kiss Aft', Stupid and
Good -lave. Charlie -which are sung by a
shrill set of girls over a very ordinary
big heat. This carries versatility one
step too far.

Cole Porter -George Gershwin: "Favorite Composers." Vol. I. Polydor 840(12.
S4.98 (I.P): 184002. $5.50 (SI)).
This is a surprising and delightful and
fascinating record. Surprising because
although there have been innumerable
recordings of the tunes of Porter and
Gershwin. this disc presents them in yet
another light. Delightful because these
varied performances are devoid of pretension and are skillfully executed. Fascinating because each composer is presented in a continuous medley (Gershwin
one side. Porter the other) in which
fourteen tunes by each are played -and
played with character -by well -known
German instrumental groups or soloists.
A large part of the fascination lies in
the skillful tape editing involved: how
one tune has been tied directly into the
next. thereby creating a smooth flow
of melody. The groups involved include those of Bert Kacmpfert. Helmut
7n_'rrias. Kurt Edelhagen. Hazy Osierdd, and Max Gregor. as well as Touts
Thicicmans (the harmonica virtuoso),
Crazy Otto la pianist who has abandoned
his old rick y-tick for a commendable
lieht style). and The Old Merry Tale
1.://band. an ensemble which includes
a soprano saxophonist who has taken
careful note of Sidney Hechet's treats%

nient of Summertime. Technically and
musically, this is a winning disc.
Fred E. Finn (and Friends): "Mickie
Finn's. the West Coast's No. I Speakeasy." Capitol 2210. $3.98 (LP): S
2210. $4.98 (SD).
Finn. a collector and player of nickelodeon pianos. operates a San Diego
"speak-easy" (named for his wife Mickie)
where he leads a five -piece hand. The
group has been augmented for this
recording by ten violins, three guitars,
two trombones, and the soprano saxophone of George Prohert. a quondam
member of the Firehouse Five. Although
Finn seems to favor material from the
Twenties or earlier (Sweet Geon LLr

Brown, Frerk /ey

lire

Foot

T.,

Blue), he also draws on the Sixties
for music (Mare) and for style
(Freckles opens with a contemporary
big heat behind Finn's tinkly piano).
The net result is a set of glorious and
of

both

uproarious performances in which Finn's
piano or Prohert's soprano saxophone
are eventually overtaken by the full
band -after which everyone nuns for
dear life. To an extent, the group is an
enlarged version of the Village Stompers.
hut they churn up a kind of hard -driving
attack that the Stompers can only suggest. The performances are essentially
corn- magnificent, opulent corn -and
Finn very wisely stays away from funny
sounds. letting the high spirits of the
musicians carry the day.
JOHN

EN

S.

WILSON

ROBERTS CROSS FIELD 770 STEREO TAPE RECORDER

THE NEW LP STEREO SPEED OF TOMORROW
Cross Field Head
Sound -with -Sound
22.000 Cycle Response

-
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Automata; Shut -off
All 4 standard speeds
Two 7" speakers

Plus 37 more professional features
1. Cross Field Head

- separate bias supply

head for retention of higher frequencies.
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tape travel
variations that cause flutter in most
recorders.

2. Flutter Filter

6. Pause Lever -instant stop of tape travel

without disrupting other controls.
7. FM

Multiplex ready to record FM stereo
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8. Sound- with -Sound -while listening to
one track you can record on another.
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$499.95

channel. Permits precise adjustment.
4. Electrical speed control switch.
5.

Automatic Shut -off- complete shut -off of
all electronics at end of tape reel. No
tape spill, breaking or backlash.
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GUARANTEED
5 years or
50,000 miles*
no break -

in period no oil
changes
no grease
jobs
no thousand mile
check ups
A new guarantee for an outstanding new compact loudspeaker. The 1965 Jensen
Model PR -200 is an engineering triumph. The "power plant" within the beautifully
crafted oiled walnut cabinet is a skillfully engineered 3- speaker, 3 -way system with
a 12 -inch

woofer.
Three famous, exclusive Jensen loudspeakers faithfully reproduce every sound in the
25 to 20,000 cycle frequency range. Contemporary wrap- around fabric of textured
rattan compliments the beauty and sophistication of fine Jensen craftsmanship.
For the analytically minded write to the Technical Service Department for a full explanation of the 50,000 mile guarantee.

*whichever comes first
JENSEN

10u0SPIAkIRS

Suggested resale price 5179.50
See your Jensen hi -/i dealer.

JENSEN
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Count Basic: "Count Basic in Kansas
City." RCA Victor LPV 514, $4.98
(LP).
For a feature review of this recording,
see page 75.

Bob Brookmeyer: "And Friends." Columbia CL 2237, $3.98 (LP): CS 9037,
$4.98 (SD).
"Deft" is the word for this recording
by a group of experienced, skillful.
and sophisticated jazzmen. Brookmeyer's
"friends" include Stan Getz (tenor

saxophone), Gary Burton (vibraphone).
and a strong but subtle rhythm section
made up of Herhie Hancock (piano),
Ron Carter (bass), and Elvin Jones
(drums). The eight selections are in a
moderate. generally subdued vein, ranging from slow, wistful treatments of
Misty and Skylark to a bright jig (very
characteristic of Brookmeyer) called
Jive Hoot. For the most part it is
Brookmeyer and Getz in the foreground,
noodling around each other in ensembles or moving in and out of the background during the other's solos. The
interplay between the two is close and
understanding, a form of mutual recognition between jazz musicians all but discarded in this age of the almighty solo.
Burton also joins in these colloquies on
occasion, adding a third perceptive voice.
Although polish and control are always
in evidence, there is a sense of freedom
too, especially when Getz swings out
and builds ideas in the stimulating vein
he has adopted over the past few years.
This disc has everything to recommend
approach, individual performance,
and total fulfillment.

it-

Kid Shiek Cola: "In England." Jazz CruKid Shiek is a veteran New Orleans
trumpet player (his last name is usually
spelled "Colar." not "Cola" as on the
jacket of this disc), and he is heard here
with the English hand led by Barry "Kid"
Marlyn. It is an odd combination, for
while Martyn's band has a hearty rambunctiousness, Kid Shiek possesses a
firm and steady but relatively self effacing trumpet style. Sammy Rimming ton. Martyn's clarinetist, is the most
striking performer. and like most English
traditionalist clarinetists. his playing reflects that of George Lewis. Unlike his
however,

he

Wild Bill Davis: "Free, Frantic, and
Funky." RCA Victor LPM 3314. $3.98
(LP); LSP 3314, $4.98 (SD).
Davis provides a much needed refutation to the impression that the jazz
organ has to be a harsh and clamorous
instrument. He is heard on this disc
with a seven -piece group which includes
Jerome Richardson and Seldon Powell
on tenor saxophones and flutes and
Dicky Thompson on guitar (Thompson
also leads a quartet which features Bob
Brown on tenor saxophone and flute).
Both groups are straight -arrow, middle of -the -road swingers. The septet plays
Davis' arrangements with a crisp, tight
attack. while the quartet provides remarkably varied fare for a four -man
group. thanks to the solo strength of
Thompson and Brown. Davis plays the
organ for its rich warmth and color,
always with a light touch, propelling
the music ever so easily with his astute
phrasing. The choice of material is excellent -great swinging standards by
Duke Ellington. Sy Oliver. and Count
Basie, a pair of basic blues (C. C. Rider
and Don't Cry. Hahv -the latter a fine
example of the true merit of the organ
on a blues). and two of Davis' own
pieces: the lovely Azure-Te and Free,
Frantic. and Funky, which is all that the
title implies.

Eric Dolphy: "Last Date." Limelight LM
82013, $4.98 (LP); LS 86013, $5.98
(SD).

Eric Dolphy: "Memorial

sade 2003. $4.95 (LP).

colleagues,

personality of his own within this idiom.
Trombonist Jack Wedell adds a lusty
voice to the group, helping to made
this one of the better recordings by a
revivalist group.

establishes

a

Album." Vice

Jay 2503. $4.98 (LP); S 2503, $4.98
(SD).
Several years before his death in June
1964, Eric Dolphy used his highly developed talents on alto saxophone, bass
clarinet. and flute in a search for broader ranges of expression. This often led
to performances that were raw and
exacerbating. Behind these outbursts,
however. was a superb technician and
a probing mind, and Dolphy's talents
were apparently just coming into focus
at the time of his death. The Limelight
disc was made at a concert in Hilversum,
Holland (less than a month before

Dolphy died), with three European mu(piano),
Mengelberg
sicians: Misja
Jacques Schols (bass), and Hans Ben nink (drums). Dolphy is heard on all
three of his instruments and, while his
work contains passages that are eruptive
and exclamatory, the long, squawking
imitations of conversation that filled
some of his earlier efforts are absent.
it is particularly impressive to hear his
assured, pliant bass clarinet and flute.
He plays an exquisitely shaded, soaring
flute on You Don't Know What Lore Is
(although his solo wears thin after the
opening chorus), and his bass clarinet is
swingingly assertive on a long treatment
of Thelonious Monk's Epi.stropI,', His
accompaniment is unusually good: particularly fine is the pianist, Mengelberg,
who has absorbed a great deal of Monk's
style while maintaining a more positively
direct beat.
The "Memorial Album" on Vee Jay
provides a broader view of Dolphy in its
four selections. First conies a real tour
de force as Dolphy plays Love Me on
an unaccompanied alto saxophone; he
carries it off with amazing aplomb. He
then progresses to a long and amazing
duet (on bass clarinet) with Richard
Davis (bass), on Alone Together, that is
mua brilliantly sustained interplay
sical conversation that is a far, far cry
from the raucous dialogues that Dolphy
once carried on with Charlie Mingos.
On Music Matador Dolphy is heard
(again on bass clarinet) as part of a
four -man woodwind section (with Clifford Jordan. soprano saxophone. Sonny
Simmons. alto saxophone, and Prince
Lasha, flute) accompanied only by Davis'
bass. The ensemble produces a weird
and fascinating blend on the calypsolike
theme but the individual solos, aside
from Dolphy's, are routine. Much the
same situation occurs on Fats Waller's
Jitterbug Wulf-.. which Dolphy plays on
flute with trumpet. vibraphone. bass, and
drums. Dolphy's contributions are excellent but the others are largely time fillers. Both discs are fitting tributes to
Dolphy's unusual talents.

-a

Duke Ellington: "Ellington '66." Reprise
6154. $3.98 (LP): S -6154, $4.98 (SD).
The continued determination of Reprise
to dilute the unique talents of Duke Ellington and the members of his remarkable hand, singly and collectively, by
79
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feeding them current pop tunes is deplorable -even though the Ellingtonians
can usually rise above any circumstances.
In defense of this policy, it has been
pointed out that, in the 1930s, the Ellington band played a lot of pop tunes and
played them well. This is perfectly true,
but the pop material was never served
in such staggering quantities. In between
the pop tunes there was always a lot of
genuine Duke during those pre -LP days.
But it is a waste of one of our national
musical assets to load Ellington with
Red Roses for a Blue Lady, All My
Loring, I Want To //old Your //and,
Moon River, and the like. Not that the
Ellingtonians don't comport themselves

with their usual distinction. Cootie Williams' trumpet growls and bites through
Charade and / Can't Stop Loring You,
Lawrence Brown's trombone is elegantly
suave on Red Roses and A Beautiful
Friendship, the saxophones of Johnny
Hodges, Harry Carney, and Paul Gonsalves are all effectively present. But the
sameness of the material casts a pall
on the proceedings despite the enlivening
moments. There is, however, one superbly worthy Ellington performance -The
Good Life -and here Carney and Hodges
engage in a beautifully shaded duet followed by Brown with his most persuasive
singing style.

don't
just stand
there.
do something!
such as:

Bogen B -62
does it all...and all
for '69.95
And it does it all on its handsome new
oiled walnut tapered base. Says High
Fidelity: "A turntable and arm combination of fine design and high quality performance
Well suited for
any high fidelity installation ". See
your dealer or write Bogen for fur-
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disc are instrumental. This early
Goodman hand could swing in a magnificently effortless fashion even when
it dealt with current run -of- the -mill pop
tunes (the mill was running much better
then than it has in recent years). Pianist
Jess Stacy brought a sparkle to the
hand. not only in his occasional solos but
in the way he made his piano dance
through the ensembles instead of merely
clumping out chords. The vocalists are
all superior band singers; but there is
snecial interest in hearing a very young
Ella Fitzgerald, as well as Jimmy Rushing successfully coping with a song well
out of his range (He Ain't Got Rhythm)
and. at the same time, infusing it with
tremendous drive.
the

cue ant
atieally, precisely
play all 4 speeds (with continuously variable range fr
29 to 86 rpm)
track flawlessly at 11/2 grams
boast a 12 ", 734 lb. platter
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Benny Goodman: "Great Vocalists of Our
Times." RCA Camden CAL 872, $ I.98
(LP); CAS 872, $2.49 (SD).
The obvious basis for this collection of
recordings made by the Goodman band
between 1935 and 1939 is to show some
of the vocalists who recorded with the
hand -Ella Fitzgerald. Jinmiy Rushing.
Helen Ward, Martha Tilton. Buddy
Clark. and Johnny Mercer are all represented. And while that is as good a
reason as any for putting the set together, the most impressive aspects of

SIEGLER

INC.

Paramus. New ,ferse.

Coleman Hawkins: "Meditations." Mainstream 56037, $4.98

(SD).

(LP); 6037,

$5.98

the excellent series of reissues by
Mainstream from the Commodore catalogue. this rates as one of the finest.
The first side, devoted to a session involving Hawkins, Benny Carter, Roy Eldridge, Bernard Addison, John Kirby, and
Sidney Catlett, is superb from start to
finish. It includes two elegant ballad performances by Hawkins (I .Surrender.
In
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Dear and Dedication) and a pair of
joyous swingers (.Smack and / Can't
Believe That You're in Love with Me)
on which Carter, Hawkins, and particularly Eldridge rise to wondrous heights.
The other side glitters with names
Cootie Williams, Art Tatum, Edmond
Hall. Oscar Pettiford. Al Casey, Catlett.
and Hawkins -but the performances are
pale in the face of that first side. Tatum
is unfailingly excellent, but the others
are merely their usual, capable selves.

-

Earl Hines: "Spontaneous Explorations."
Contact 2, $4.98 (LP); S-2. $5.98 (SD).
When Earl Hines flew to New York
from California in March 1964 for
three concerts, he also found time to
record this set of unaccompanied solos.

-

They are. by and large, excellent examples of undiluted. unharassed Hines
the first side. consisting of Undecided.
Father's Blues, A Sunday Kind of Lore.
and /'re Found a New Baby is superb.
the second side a little less consistent.
"Undiluted" and "unharassed" mean
that Hines is playing exactly as he
wants. without concessions to accompa-

nists and without indulging in one of
his frequently misguided excursions into
"pleasing the public." The result is delightful: we have the sly. rocking Hines.
trimmed with breaks on Undecided. a
gently ruminative mood on Fatha's Blues.
and a suave hallad style on Sunday Kind
of Lure. The famous Hines strut breaks
out of I've Found a New Baby and
You Always Hurt the One You Lore. A
light and gay original. Tosca's Dance.
even has some of Willie the Lion Smith
in it. Hines has lost none of his sparkle
during the past fifteen years
period
when he has rarely been heard to advantage. in fact. there is now a depth
to his playing that was not always apparent in the earlier days.

-a

"A Look at Yesterday." Mainstream

56025. $3.98 (LP): 6025. $4.98 (SD).
is a miscellaneous collection reflecting the last stages of the hop era. originally recorded for the Sittin' In label.
There are a pair of strong. forthright
Stan Getz performances (tuhhily recorded
in 1948)
great deal closer to the
contemporary Getz than his work of the
Fifties. Two delightful selections are built
around the scat virtuosity of Dave Lambert and Buddy Stewart who are joined
in ensemble passages by Blossom Dearie.
thereby anticipating some aspects of Lambert. Hendricks. and Ross. In the group
with them. Allen Eager shows his accomplished absorption of Lester Young's
style and Benny Green has forthright moments on trombone. both muted and
open. (How times change: Gerry Mulligan is present but is not given one note
by himself.) Two pieces feature hop
vocal duets by guitarist Jimmy Raney and
Terry Swope who sing extremely well m
a fashion usually associated with Jackie
Cain and Roy Kral. Further variations
on the Lester Young style are provided
by Paul Quinchette in two selections. Of
the five groups represented. only a quartet led by Wardell Gray fails to make an
impressive showing.
JOHN S. WILSON

This

-a
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to Çor ^_ a hallmark of their
own lending !ti t_r to the fourteen fine
ballads on this release. Miss Bell's high.
light soprano threads like a glittering
strand through the modern lullaby.
Connie Door; old war cries ring through
James Hogg's virile ballad of border
raids. Lock the Door, Lariston; O'er the
Water is still another nostalgic relic of
Bonnie Prince Charlie. There are also
chanties and street songs and a very old
Child Ballad. Fine Flowers in the Valley.
that probably dates from the Middle
Ages. An engaging disc.
managed
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"Introducing the Beers Family." Columbia M1. 6105, $4.98 (LP); MS 6705.
$5.98 (SD).
The three members of the Beers Family
-parents Robert and Evelyne and

daughter Martha -late of New Year,
Montana. offer a dulcet program of ballads in the Old World tradition. The
roots of most of their sea -changed selections lie in England. Ireland, and
Scotland: even the songs of their own
composition draw heavily upon the time roiished imagery of the British idiom.
While this disc scores on all counts
not the least from the translucent stereo
is the pellucid soprano of
sound
Evelyne Beers that shapes the most moving moments. Her singing of The Water
Is Wide projects purest heartbreak: in
Dumbarton's Drums she weaves a silvery
spell of young and hopeful love. Without
trepidation, the group has even fitted
words to a melody from Beethoven's
Sixth Symphony and, tinder the title of
The Green Grass of Shiloh, carries it
off creditably. Among this record's many
and varied delights, I would include the
fascinating sounds of old, half- forgotten
folk instruments- psaltery, limberjacks.
fiddlesticks. The ballads, particularly
those sung by Evelyne, linger long in the
memory. Recommended.

-

-it

The DePaur Chorus: "Dansé. Calinda!"
Mercury MG 50418, $4.98 (LP); SR
90418, $5.98 (SD).
A refreshing, anhackneyed recital of
American Negro traditional song that explores a brand -new avenue -the gay but
biting creole dances of Louisiana. The
title selection, Dansí1, Ca /indal. sung to
the thundering throb of big African
drums, showcases the gifts of this remarkable ensemble. Embodied here is
the near -paradox of Leonard DePaur's
rigid musical discipline molding a sense
of spontaneity. The seemingly unfettered
(but actually very carefully controlled)
frenzy of his twenty -six male voices rising above the drums creates an authentic
musical vignette of nineteenth -century
America. This is the way it really
sounded in New Orleans. Another set of
creole songs combined in the lovely suite
Poui la belle luvotte strikes a sensuous
note and Gut'. grit: solinçaie, a lullaby.
melts with tenderness. Among the spirituals, Take My Mother Home is infused
with somber sorrow and Tol' My Cap'n
almost explodes with hatred. On the
whole, however, one finds far more
grief than bitterness in these marvelous
songs from the age of slavery. Conduc-

tor DePaur brings to their interpretation
both sure scholarship and sure musicianship. His singers once again prove themwithout peer. and Mercury's
selves
engineers have framed this superb. moving performance in stunningly realistic
stereo sound. Muenifique!

Mark Evarts: "Music of the Pawnee."

Folkways FE 4334. $5.95 (LP).
Here is the poignant. dying echo of a
people. By 1910 the Pawnee. who once
roamed the plains of the Midwest in
arrogant thousands, were reduced to a
mere 630. The ferocious Sioux and the
westward march of the white man had
combined to decimate a culture that had

flowered through half a millennium. Although tribal rolls have swelled somewhat in recent years. today's Indians
have all but lost contact with their
history. In this documentary recording
by D. Gene Weltfish (taken from 78s
originally cut in 1936). Pawnee Mark
Evarts- already by then an old man
chants the ancient war songs and love
songs. religious songs and hunting songs
out of his people's past. He accompanies
himself on a small water drum. The
thick. undefined sound shows its age.
but Evarts provides a classic evocation
of the rich. lost life of the Plains Indians. As ever, Folkways adds superlative
annotations.

-

Ricardo Modrego and Paco de Lucia:
"Guitars- Fantastic and Flamenco."
Philips PHM 200153, $3.98 (LP): PHS
600153. $4.98 (SD).
A beautifully recorded duet in the flamenco idiom that sets each guitar within
its separate speaker and periodically
fuses them in flashing interplay. Modrego
and De Lucia display splendors of
technique. but they have overrefined
the substance of their art. This is not
necessarily a disability: indeed. a majority of listeners might find these eminently civilized soleares far more to
their taste than the harsh and moody
flamenco of a Montoya or Sabicas.

"The Corrie Folk Trio with Paddle Bell."
Elektra EKL 291, $4.95 (LP): EKS
7291, $5.95 (SD).

Apparently this fine group is to Scotland
what the Clancy Brothers and Tommy
Makem are to Ireland. The stylistic
similarities between the two ensembles
indicate

that

the

Scots

have

listened

intently and profitably to their Irish
forerunners. Still, this is by no means
musical plagiarism: the Cornes have

Fleury: "The Isles of Greece." Vanguard
VRS 9168. $4.98 (LP); VSD 79168.
$5.95 (SD).
Due largely. I suspect, to the lingering

influence of Melina Mercouri and Never
on Sunday, Greek popular song will be
with us for some time to come. While
the bouzouki has limitations, it remains
an unalloyed delight in the compelling
yet lyrical interpretations of this young
lady with the singular name. Fleury's
soprano is true and clear, but spiced
with the slight abrasive edge prized
throughout the Mediterranean world.
This quality is beautifully apparent and
beautifully controlled in the traditional
ballad Rampi. Further, Fleury possesses
a flair for the dramatic: she acts her
songs as well as sings them. Oddly
enough. the most appealing item on this
disc is a Brazilian entry. Manhu de
carnaval, which. along with a Spanish
selection from García Lorca. effectively
counterpoints the rhythmic complexities
of the Greek songs. The stereo edition.
adding breadth to the atmospheric orchestral accompaniment, stands as the
version of choice.
John Jacob Niles: "Folk Balladeer." RCA

Victor LPV 513, $4.98 (LPi.
Here. caught at the peak of his powers.
is one of America's greatest folk singers.
The ten songs on this album, recorded
between 1936 and 1941, are all Child
Ballads whose origins are lost in the
mists of the past. The engineers, incidentally, have worked a small miracle:
there is nothing antique about this sound.
Born in Kentucky in 1892. John Jacob
Niles perfected a distinctive high. almost wailing singing style that I, for
one. have always found profoundly -and
eerily -effective. Somehow, that unnaturally pitched voice illuminates nuances
of bitterness. pathos. joy that remain
obscured in conventional interpretations.
Witness the savage dialogue of good and
evil in The Maid Freed from the Gallows. one of four selections on this disc
never previously released. On the wings
of that sane piercing alto. share the
tragic fate of the cruel Barberry Ellen
and the doomed Mary Hamilton: savor
the black terror of murder and incest in
Ronnie Farday. And perhaps too as you
listen to this very great artist. you will
feel a certain rue for the present debased state

of folk balladry -engulfed

by quantity. bereft of quality. drifting
far from the classic heritage of a thousand years. This sublime. enduring record belongs in every collection of American folk music.
O. B. BRUMMELL
81
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SONY
PÁ150

Capture the strength
and delicacy
of every sound
with exclusive new Sony LUBRI- CUSHION recording tape

A revolutionary process from the research laboratories of world- famous Sony has produced a
recording tape with a silicone impregnated lubricant which cannot wear off! Intimate head contact, so essential for full -range true fidelity, can now be maintained and without excessive
recorder head wear.* Sony's new method of tape manufacture includes a special Sony slitting
technique, Sony- permatizing, and an extra -heavy homogenized coating (Sony Oxi -Coat) on
llexi- strength polyester, which assures a balanced full- frequency recording /playback with no
'drop -outs' of sound.
Truly, Sony PR -150 enables you to capture the strength and delicacy
of every sound. Visit your dealer today -and hear the difference.

-

Exces.i+e recorder head +ear is caused by inferior tape. Som PR -150. a professional
recording tape. has been developed to eliminate this problem. A special bonus
coupon hook. allo+ing a substantial discount on 12 reels of tape. may he obtained
by writing Sony Superscope. Inc., Magnetic Tape Division. Sun Valley, California,

Department

...

n....,..... e.

SONY

TAPE

11.

$Ask for Sony's new Tape booklet.
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the tollom in re%ie%s. are of a- tract.
7.5 -ips stereo tapes in normal reel form.

smphony
LosuoN

BELLINI: Norma
Sutherland (s). Norma: Marilyn
Horne (ms). Adalgisa: John Alexander
(t). Pollione: Richard Cross (bs). Oro veso: et al.: London Symphony Chorus
and Orchestra. Richard Bonynge, cond.
RCA VICTOR FTO 8010. Two reels:
approx. 93 and 69 min. S2I.95.
Joan

Joan Sutherland's wisely waiting to de-

velop fully her exceptional bel canto talents before recording Bellini's masterpiece
may have led some collectors to expect
more than even the now artistically matured Sutherland genius can give them.
Her singing. as such. is as fine here as
it's ever been. and in some climactic moments perhaps even more thrillingly brilliant: yet surely there are many of the

role's dramatic potentials (exploited so
memorably in the past by Maria Callas
and others) which are scarcely suggested
here.
In compensation,

however,

there is

Marilyn Horne's truly superb acting as
well as superb vocalism (for me, she
steals the show!) and Richard Bonynge's

beautifully proportioned. if slightly smaller- scaled than usual, direction -notably
more authoritative than in any of his
previous recordings. The other soloists
are good (although Richard Cross's High
Priest is tonally somewhat unfocused and
John Alexander's robust Pollione rather
mannered for my taste): the chorus and
orchestra are very good: the balances
are excellent. and the recording is impressively hroadspread. vivid, and yet natural.
with highly effective stereo spacings if
no special stereo -staging effects. And in
the Sutherland -Horne duos, especially
"Mira. o Norma." there is matched vocal
excellence rarely if ever heard today.

KODALY: H,iry Linos: Suite and
Two Arias: Dances of Galanta
Olga Szünyi.

soprano

(in the Arias):

Orchestra.

Istvan

Kertesz. cond.
LC 1.

80159. 45 min. S7.95.

Hack in the 2 -track era. a prize demonstration reel for many tape fanciers was
Dor:ni's performance of the IIciry .bin,a
Suite for Mercury. An exuberant tonal
tribute to a Hungarian "Baron \tun chausen" folk hero, the work remains
not only a delight for its sprightly tunes.
but its kaleidoscopic scoring makes it
well -nigh ideal as an orchestral showpiece. Not the least of its attractions are
the relatively exotic tonal qualities of
that Hungarian favorite national instrument. the cimbadom. The fact that
the high -powered, markedly stereoistic
Mercury version I which still sounds fine)
has never been reissued in the 4 -track
medium makes the present version by
another Hungarian conductor all the
more needed. The Suite is played here
with more warmth. if less snap, than by
Dorati: and the combination of supremely luminous recording and first -rate tape
processing makes the most of both the
score's and the performance's iridescence
(:u well as of the sonorous clang of the
cimhalom part, played with exceptionally
clear articulation by John Leach).
The rest of the 1926 opera from which
the Suite is drawn is heard so seldom
outside Hungary that the present quasi encore arias ("S..ceeney rq,yok. a
lament with effectively twittering cimhalom obbligato: and -Het ket tik,nn,"
a cheerful dairymaid's air) should have
been occasions for genuine rejoicing. Unfortunately. hassever. only the lively air
is really enjoyable: the slower one is
made quite intolerable by the soprano's
vocal unsteadiness -seemingly a had
tremolo on top of an ovcrwide vibrato.
Luckily, there is a far more satisfactory
addition to the reel's appeal in Kertesz's
tautly controlled performance of Kodály's scintillating evocations of the
gypsy bands heard in his childhood in
the little town of Galanta. As electrifying
a showpiece as the Enesco Second Rhapsody. this work too should become a
real hit in its first tape edition.

PROKOFIEV: Symphony No. 3, in
C minor. Op. 44: Le Pas d'acier,
Op. 4!: Suite
Utah Symphony Orchestra. Maurice Abravancl. cond.
47 min.
VANGUARI VTC
1699.
S7.95.

Two unexpected tape firsts to delight
Prokofiev specialists: the seldom heard
Third Symphony, based on musical
materials first used in the composer's
opera The Flaming Angel: and a now
neglected but once ultrasensational example of the "mechanistic" music of the
late Twenties. i can still remember how
exciting this Steel Step ballet music
seemed when Koussevitzky first played it
in this country in the fall of 1927. And.
rather to my surprise. it seems to have
worn better than the more spectacular
Scythian Suite. Certainly it has much
the sanie brash verve and piquancy as
some of the favorite excerpts from The
Lore for Three Oranges, and yet often
highly distinctive individuality. Personally. i relished it more than the Symphony. a work new to me. although the
latter is a more substantial, if perhaps
overserious. achievement.
The whole program is an adventurous
one. and Abravanel is to he congratulated
for having the imagination to tackle it
on records. i am not so much impressed
by the orchestral playing as was Alan
Rich in his review of the disc version
¡May 1964]. but the Utah forces are fully
professional and the Vanguard recording
is, as always, effective.

RIMSKY -KORSAKOV:
rade. Op. 35

Schehera-

Erich Gruenherg. violin: London Symphony Orchestra, Leopold Stokowski.
cond.
I.IINUON

LC!. 75005. 46 min. $7.95.

Since it was only last March that

I

re-

Continued on page 85
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Recommended by leading
consumer publications.
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Caution
will mercilessly reveal
the flaws in any defective or outmoded equipment used with it.
The transient -perfect sound

reproduction is totally different
from all other Bookshelf speakers, regardless of size or price!
$159.00
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For further information write
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make no great difference where a wide
frequency range is not demanded by the
music at hand or by technically unsophisticated listeners. but it certainly will
otherwise. To experienced audiophiles.
the 345 -ips sonics will seem markedly
darker than those to which they have
become accustomed
darkness un-

-a

doubtedly resulting from proportionately
slightly stronger mid- and low -frequency registers. The tape processing.
however. seems well up to 7.5 -ips standards in surface quietness. relative freedom from prechoes, and complete
freedom from reverse -channel spill -over.
I should stress again the preliminary
nature of my present judgments, which
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may be qualified by further experience
with other slow -speed tapes and other
playback equipment. (My present Ampex is several years old and has been
used

-at

so

consistently-and satisfactorily

7.5 ips that it is not always rock steady at the slower speed.) While I
would guess that the more recent a model
one's tape machine and the more reliable its slow -speed operation, the better
the 334-ips tapes will sound, I also
suspect that it will be some years yet
before new tape materials and still narrower -gap playback heads enable them

to be technically competitive in repertories other than those of the spoken
word and background music. Meanwhile, it remains to be seen how important the potential savings in cost and in
fewer reel turnovers (not too impressive
so far) may seem to present collectors
of operas and other large -scale classical
works on tape.
As for this Tosca performance itself.
its already one of the most controversial
in recorded opera. I doubt that it will
please anyone who demands beautiful
singing, and it is sure to sadden admirers
of the famous Callas /Angel mono Town
of some eleven years ago. Yet. while
granting the justness of practically every
disc reviewer's criticisms of both the
star's deficiencies and Gobbi's lapses.
I'm not too much bothered by them.
since the present Tosca and Scarpia are

exciting dramatically-melodramatically. perhaps, but then this is a melodramatic work if there ever was one! And
the melodrama is further enhanced by
some stereo staging and sound effects
which normally might he considered
overrealistic but which seem quite justified here. I must add too that Carlo
Bergonzi's Cavaradossi is magnificently
sung (though, in my opinion, far too
carefully and self-consciously for theatrical effectiveness) and I've never heard
so

NCE
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119 Vest 571h Street, New York. N. Y. 10019
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This drawing is not open to residents in any
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SINCI! THIS IS apparently the first large scale work of serious musical interest
to be released in a non -cartridge taping
at the
-ips speed. the vital questions
it raises are sonic ones. How does it
sound -intrinsically and in comparison
with standard 7.5 -ips tapes? My preliminary answers are twofold: an unhesitating "surprisingly good ": and a not
so good." Heard by itself. this tape
is almost sloe to seem better than one
alight have expected: as soon as comparisons are made with 7.5 -ips technology.
however, there is no mistaking the loss
of brilliance at the high end. This may
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Uunch. Ozatya. Stokowski
Chamber Orchestra Concerts
July 2 -July 11
Beethoven Complete Works for
Solo Instrulments & Orchessa

Complete Concert Performance
Wagner's "Lohengrin..
August 20. 21. 22

Brochure on Request
'ficket Office
Symphony Hall.
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the Sacristan's role done better, in every
respect, than by Tadeo.
If you prefer not to hear Callas in
her present vocal estate or if you want
7.5 -ips technical quality (and original
engineering as good as if not better than
that of the latest version), the reel choice
is the
Price /RCA Victor version of
December 1963 (the Tebaldi London
taping of 1962 has never been in the
running). Inasmuch as that set was
issued in a three -side layout with a
fourth -side Price aria recital. it is relatively expensive. hut it presents a Tosca
vocally far more appealing.
R.D.D.

PUCCINI: Tosca
Maria Callas (s), Floria Tosca: Carlo
Bergonzi (t), Mario Cavaradossi: Tito
Gobbi (b), Baron Scarpia: et a1.: Choeurs
du Théâtre Nationale de l'Opéra de
Paris; Orchestre de la Société des Concerts du Conservatoire de Paris, Georges
Prêtre, cond.
ANGI't. Y2S 3655.

112 nain.

$11.98.
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ContiFtued from page 83
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viewed the disc edition of this first outstanding classical excursion in Phase -4
work which is notabli one
technology

A HI -FI
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-TIME PAYMENTS
years to pay!

TRADE -INS OK

Up to

2

of the most completely characteristic. in
both interpretative and sonic mannerisms.
of all Stokowski's innumerable recordings -there is little more to say about the
present flawlessly processed tape transfer.
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In it one hears what are essentially the
sanie sonic qualities except for the seem-

University
Acoustic Research
Viking
lanszen
Wharfedale

ingly inevitable minor qualifications that
the over -all modulation level is slightly
lower; the extreme high -register timbres.
especially of the percussion instruments,
are not quite as sharpl} defined: and
the extreme low registers have even more
solidly substantial tonal body. A genuinely spectacular Se'hehera,-,ade,this tape
,r; w:'i as the disc edition is destined for
hest- sellerdom -which is not to say. however. that for many connoisseur listeners
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STRAVINSKY: L'Histoire du soldait
Jean Cocteau. Narrator: Peter Ustinov.
Deuil: Jean -Marie Fertey. Soldier: Instru-

Magnecord
Rockford Cabinets
ADC Speakers
KSC

mental Ensemble, Igor Markevitch. cond.
Pint ms PTC 900046. 54 min. ',7.95.
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SPECIAL STEREODYNE II DIAMOND
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for
FREE
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Send
other Cartridges, Topes, and Components.

Attention. Stravinskyans! Here at last we
have the first truly integral and complete
.Soldier's Tale to he recorded. Except for
the composer himself. I doubt that anyone could match the snap of Markevitch's
would
performance. and now -sadly
he impossible for any version to present
so ideal a choice for narrator as the late
Jean Cocteau. Yet even he is pressed for
honors by the incredibly versatile and
multilingual I Peter Ustinov. while the
instrumental septet for which Stravinsky
has scored so succinctly plays with restful assurance. Furthermore, everything is
recorded with superbly crystalline clarity.
Unhappily. even so enthusiastic a review must include a special warning: if
you don't understand French. you'll find
the long stretches of talk without music
hard to take. A booklet of French and
English texts is provided. but it isn't as
helpful as it might he since the French
text actually used differs somewhat from
that printed and even more from the
printed translation. I don't care much.
either. for several unimaginatively realistic sound effects (which aren't called for
in the score). So. valuable as this release
is. we still have need for a tape of the
instrumental suite (sans narration) alone
-such as that we actually did have
once. conducted by Mandell for Sonotape, back in the two -track era.

-it
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Oki 555
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stereo tape
recorder
until:
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uu lift it. It's a remarkably
li_ht\\cight complete portable
stereo tape system. So
compact it weighs less than 25 lbs.

You check for tubes. It has
none. It's solid state (all transsistors ... 27 of them).
You hear it. It has 2 unique
two -way speaker systems for
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And its price is IL, than you'd expect to pay. $349.95
Oki has a fine choice of other solid
state tape recorders, starting at
$129.95 *. See and hear them now at
your Oki dealer,
*manufacturer's suggested list price
tone year parts, 6 months labor

HFM 765

"Baker Street." Original Broadway Cast,
Harold Hastings. cond. M -G -M STA
4288. 45 min.. $8.95.
Reviewers have been so unanimous in

Continued
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THE TAPE DECK
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The Castagna Professional Tone Arm
represents critical engineering innovations that give you reduced distortion,
improved sound and minimum record
and stylus wear.
Developed for laboratory studies of high

quality cartridges, the Castagna brings unique
features never before available to the
audiophile:
Anti -bias and distortion characteristics
hitherto unavailable in its price class. Unlike other arms, the Castagna plays the last
third of the record as cleanly and distortion -free as it plays the first part.
A jewel bearing, gimballed post suspension
with opposing magnets to reduce bearing
friction almost to zero.
Calibrated stylus pressure adjustment
(0-5

grams)

All -plane balance adjustment
Minimal tracking error for all acceptable
cartridges (Adjustable 8' to 28' of angle)
Complete in compartmented case $125.
For name of nearest supplier write:

SCOPE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
235 East 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017
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Continued from preceding page

TONE ARM FOR HOME USE
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labeling this Grudeff -Jessel score nondescript at best that one wonders why
the show itself has continued to he so
popular. The present excerpts hint at
one of the main reasons by at least
suggesting something of the charismatic
personality of Fritz Weaver. especially
in his elucidation of Sherlock Holmes's
detection techniques. /t's So Simple. and
in an amusingly stereo-staged sound effects scene, Pursuit. Then Peter Sallis'
Watson is engaging as he too "talks"
more than sings A Married .Ilan: and
Martin Wolfson leads a rousing patter
chorus in Jewelry. Although the only
member of the cast who can actually
sing. Inga Stevens. is given pretty thin
materials ( Letters and I'll Do It Again)
to work with, the over -all effect is disarming. Hastings conducts jauntily. and
the recording is brightly vivacious.
d
Performance"; "The New
Elgart Touch." I.es and Larry Elgart
and Their Combined Orchestras. Columbia C2Q 720 (double -play), 59
min.. $11.95.
i suppose it shows my age but I confess
that few of todays dance records strike
me as both danceable and listenable.
Hence my relish of the Elgarts' avoidance
of the Scylla of schmaltz and the
Charybdis of rockiness in this double
program of memorable standards. The
fine arrangements. mostly by Charles
Albertine. suggest (rather than imitate)
the original celebrity -hand treatments
and display plenty of originality of their
own. They also serve as ideal media for
the players' distinctively pungent tonal
qualities and consistently swinging rhthmic vitality. I've starred too man of
the two -dozen selections to list them all

here. but

I must single out at least A
String of Pearls. the original E/gars
Touch. Caravan. Tuxedo Junction. Blues
in the Niels. and Wuudtltoppers' Ball.
There are a number of sax solos by Les.
very few on trumpet by Larry. The latter.
however. leads one of the best brass sections (with outstandingly fine trombonists) playing today. The high -level recording is suitably stereoistic for the
frequent reeds, brasses antiphonies as well
as ringingly big and open. hut in the
"A" side of my copy the otherwise first -

rate tape processing is plagued between
selections by faint whispers of reverse channel spill -over.

"For Django."

Joe Pass. guitar: rhythm

section. World
322 min.. $7.95.

Pacific WPTC

Lirnehuuse Blues. I rical 1itsensiblement.
bustling Night and Dar. and an expressive piece that saine illiterate at World
Pacific not onl spells " \wagged' but
credits to DeBussy. ( In the jazz world
a musical education may not he a handicap. hut its certainly no necessity!)
At least the World Pacific engineers
prove their expertise by providing admirably clean. natural recording. flaw-

1(112.

"Guitar

.
Paris." Tony Nlottola. guitar: orchestra. Command C 877. 32
min.. S7.95.
Different as the two soloists are stylistically. each is preeminent for sheer skill
and artistry in his own field. The jazz

guitarist Joe Pass contributes exceptionally atmospheric and relaxed performances to a memorial program for the late
Django Reinhardt which features several
of the master's originals (notably the
romantic Diu ¡l,,c'.' east /e) as well as
many of his special favorites: a jumping

lessly processed.

Tony Nottola of Command's all -star
I.ight Brigade (and apparently a television fame that is Outside my ken I enjoys
even more richly vivid and markedly
stereoistic recording. and no less ideal
tape processing in the latest of his solo
recitals. This one is devoted to pop
French tunes. only a few of which (Gig/
and The Poor People of Paris. for two)
have been overelahorately arranged. presumably by Lew Davies. or accompanied.
Mottola does especially well with a
bouncing Dominique, Mimi, and Under
Paris Skies: and as usual he features a
composition of his own --here a romantically melodic .lfic he/e. It's a shame
that a program like this is apt to he too
often played merely as background music: it deserves close attention for any
adequate appreciation of its wealth of
both executant and sonic felicities.
"The Astrud Gilberto Album." Astrud
Gilberto: Antonio Carlos Johim, guitar: orchestra. \lart Paich. cond.
Verve VSTC 325. 28 min.. S7.95.
The "Girl from Ipanema" again. with
the same itty -bitty voice and deliberate
nonexpressiveness. She is not without
some charm in the Portuguese songs. especially A,etut de Beber. where composer guitarist Johim joins her in some momentarily animated scat duos: but in
most of the English selections. except
perhaps for Jobim's Phohivruplt and
How /ovens/tire, there just isn't much of
any real substance -or personality either.
However. everything else -the selections
themselves, Johim's guitar playing. that
of Paich's orchestra. and the typically
pure Verve recording -is more attractive. Incidentally. I have a repertory
suggestion for Mrs. Gilberto. provided
she knows German: Peter Cornelius'
currently neglected lied. Ein Ton. which
written for monotone peris deliherateI
formance et which is a genuinely fine
song.

"Live

from Ledbetter s."

Back Porch
Epic EN 830. 39 min.. $7.95.
Flushed by his success with the New
Christy Minstrels. Randy Sparks has
promptl launched another ensemble to
sing much the same pop -folk materials
in much the same extroverted fashion.
But the present group of three girls and
four men is neither as large as the Minstrels nor nearly as professionally polished. Only a ( for once I straightforwardly sung Hey. Nell). Nell). really
conies off well: the comic stuff is mostly
just plain silly: and although the West
Los Angeles on- location recording is
robust (and not too close). the live
audience's frenetic applause. whistles.
and cheers sound patentl synthetic and
in any, case are dragged out to inordinate
lengths.

\Iaiorit).
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ANTIDOTES
FOR NOISE
Continued from page 42
cause is severe transient distortion in the
speaker or the amplifier. though both are
most unlikely in components of good
grade. Speaker noise may also result from
something loose in the speaker enclosure

rattles.

The

or a nearby object that
source may he hard to identify because
the noise is heard only on certain notes
aunt is gone before you can track it down.
If lilt can borrow an audio signal generator. it is simple to sweep slowly
through the musical scale until the rattle
struts` then leave the oscillator set on
that note w hile you find the cause.
The one noise that may deelop anywhere in a music sstein is hum- -a constant threat inasmuch as its source. the
of house sultage. is carried
611 -cps A!
right into the amplifier. which. of course,
is linked to all the other elements of the
system. In toda's better amplifiers. hum
leakages have been controlled by the designer. Signal -to -noise ratio of such an
amplifier. ny definition. is 35 db or better
from magnetic phono to output. and 65
to 711 db or better from I \I or tape input
to output. These figures mean that the
amphliet will produce no hum unless a
major breakdown occurs. But varying
degrees cl hum. ranging from a loud.
overt noise to a vague. annoying huit.
may ride through the system from the
program sources. Tracking down and
eliminating such hum can be a fairly
complicated process and one occasionally

demanding intuition as much as technical
know -how. The game, in any event. has
been found by many audio perfectionists
to be both fascinating and rewarding. and
comprehensive list of
its ground rules
causes and cures of hum-are given in
the chart accompanying this article.

-a

records made by Fred Gaisherg and his
brother at Craig -y -Nos with portable
equipment in 1905 is obviously no more
than a wraith. It cannot have been long
after this that the young Igor Stravinsky
heard her on some "farewell" platform.
He remembers a tiny woman in a bright
orange wig. with "a voice that sounded
like a bicycle pump.- Until nearly the
end. shy salt for an hour or two each
tray at one or other of her seven pianos.
accompanying herself in vocalises and
fragments of Mozart. Rossini. Verdi.
When (ederstrüni was away. she would
treat the house staff to Home Sweet
/lame and Cronin' thro' the Rye and tell
Longo the butler to "pop the champagne

corks."
\lnngside her bedroom was an oratory
yvith prie-dieu. Fiere she spent much time
he oratory has
during her last years.
become the Craig-y -Nos hospital's sewing
room. Its carved wall panels of the
Apostl s. of holy figures mitered anti
erosiered. were taken out and now fora,
part of the walls anti ceiling of the
Castle's entrance hall. In their way. they
are as much a memorial to Patti Is is
her theatre. No revelatory life and
Letters has yet been published. We do
not know a great deal about the essential Patti. But we know enough to he
sure that hers was a life that had its
shoe of pain. frustration. and sorrow
as well as joyful dominance. The orator panels are a reminder. She had as
I

to pray

much
against

as the

about and
rest of us.

solace

seek
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Continued from page 47

Wagner. Olof Rudolph Cederstriim. The
marriage certificate at Somerset House
gives Adele N:uia Juana Patti- Nicolini's
age as fifty -five. ('ederstrüm's as twentyeight.
With the third husband's advent the
old gaieties stopped abruptly. The Baron
took his wife to Bayreuth. introduced
her to Hans Richter. added PartiJal excerpts to the orchestrion's repertory.
Patti's voice began to dwindle. like the
incidence of her public concerts. The
voice we hear on the famous acoustical

ENTHUSIASTS BUY FROM

5250,000 inventory.

PA'I"l'I
AT CR AIG-l'-AOS

in his wife's theatre, just able to pull
through one of the Romeo and Juliet
duets. Sixteen months later he was dead.
A year after that, in a little Roman
( atholie church across the mountains.
Patti married her third husband. a Swedish baron with a passion for Richard
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Something's missing from the
new Electro -Voice E -V 66
solid -state stereo amplifier!
Not power: you get 80 cool, clean watts of
IHF music power. All solid -state, of course.
Not frequency response: the E -V 66
is flat ±1.5 db from 8 to 50,000 cps.
Not value: the Electro -Voice E -V 66 stereo
amplifier costs no more than $219.00.
Then what's missing?
Just damaging heat, useless weight, excess
bulk -all relics of the past we're glad to
discard. The E -V 66 is smaller than a
4 -inch stack of sheet music -fits any
standard 9 -inch bookshelf!
The E -V 66 is uncommon because it
got a fresh start in life -we had no
investment in big, old-fashioned designs
to hinder us. Rather, we benefited from over
15 years of experience in precision transistor
electronics for government and industry.
The combination of experience plus design
freedom resulted in the refreshing new
E -V 66. It also was responsible for the
new E -V 44: 40 watts for just $112.00.
Let your Electro -Voice high fidelity
specialist demonstrate why the new
E -V 66 or E -V 44 can add more
to your enjoyment of music
than any other amplifier.
Or write us for complete
technical data. It's free.

VICL
SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN SOUND

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC.
Dept. 754H, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
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Compare these Sherwood S -9000 specs! Power output for both channels is 150 watts at %% I. M.
distortion. Continuous sine -wave power output (two
channels) is 100 watts at V% distortion. Power band width: 12- 25,000 cps. at 1% distortion. Hum and noise:
Phono -70db, Tuner -80db. Sensitivity: Phono
2.5 mv, Tuner 0.35v. Other Sherwood ALL -SILICON Solid -State amplifiers are the S- 9900,
90 -watts music power (features ctr. channel mono power) a
$229.50 and the S -9500, 50 watts music power 'a 8179.50.
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Are you ready to step up to a Sherwood? You are, if what you seek is the "transparent", "life- like" reproduction resulting from 0.1% distortion previously obtainable only
in bulkier, more-expensive basic amplifiers. And, did you know that only Sherwood
features ALL -SILICON solid -state circuitry in every amplifier to earn the industry's
most enviable reliability record? This is why experts confirm again- and -again
Sherwood is the hest!
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